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Si dicial District Court - Bannock Coun 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0004213-PC Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Monte George Hoffman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: OCANO 
Monte George Hoffman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date 
10/21/2009 
10/22/2009 
11/3/2009 
11/4/2009 
11/16/2009 
11/17/2009 
11/19/2009 
12/4/2009 
12/8/2009 
12/23/2009 
12/29/2009 
2/3/2010 
2/10/2010 
3/16/2010 
3/18/2010 
Code 
LOCT 
NCPC 
OB.IT 
ORDR 
MOTN 
ORDR 
ATTR 
HRSC 
HRVC 
ORDR 
User 
MEGAN 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
MEGAN 
MEGAN 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
BRANDY 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
NICOLE 
Judge 
er Stephen S Dunn 
Petition and Affidavit for Post Conviction Relief; Robert C Naftz 
prose 
Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Robert C Naftz 
Counsel; pro se 
Motion and Affidavit for permission to proceed on Robert C Naftz 
partial payment of court fees; pro se 
New Case Filed-Post Conviction Relief 
Filing: H10 - Post-conviction act proceedings 
Paid by: Monte Hoffman Receipt number: 
0039253 Dated: 10/23/2009 Amount: $.00 
(Cash) For: 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Order Appointing Counsel; J Naftz 11-3-09 Robert C Naftz 
Motion to extend time for filing an Answer; aty Robert C Naftz 
Jared Johnson 
Order for extending time for filing and Answer; 
(answer shall be filed by 12-23-09) J Naftz 
11-4-09 
Robert C Naftz 
Objection to Motion to Extend Time for Filing an Robert C Naftz 
Answer filed by Petitioner 
Subject Hoffman, Monte George Order Robert C Naftz 
Appointing Public Defender Public defender Doug 
Dykman; conflict aty 
Orders/ J. Naftz 11-19-09; pursuant to Rule 6(b) Robert C Naftz 
of IRCP, Court grants extension allowing the 
State to have additional time for file Answer 
Motion to Retain on Court Calendar filed by Robert C Naftz 
Douglas Dykman; requesting an additional 8 
weeks 
Order on Motion to Retain on Court Calendars/ J. Robert C Naftz 
Naftz 12-08-09; case retained on court's calendar 
8 weeks to allow attorney to correspond with 
Petitioner and to file response to state's answer 
Answer; aty Jared Johnson Robert C Naftz 
Other party: State of Idaho Attorney Retained Robert C Naftz 
Jared Johnson 
Brief in support of Post Conviction relief and 
Response to States Answer; aty Douglas 
Dykman 
Robert C Naftz 
Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings Robert C Naftz 
03/25/201 O 09:00 AM) Oral Argument 
Hearing result for Further Proceedings held on Robert C Naftz 
03/25/201 O 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Oral 
Argument; counsel not requesting oral argument 
Order Vacating Hearing s/ J. Naftz; Oral Robert C Naftz 
argument set for 3-25-10 9:00 am is vacated as 
counsel not requesting oral argument 
Date: 8/30/2010 
Time: 04:04 PM 
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Six dicial District Court - Bannock Count 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0004213-PC Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Monte George Hoffman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: DCANO 
Monte George Hoffman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date 
5/19/2010 
5/27/2010 
5/28/2010 
6/11/2010 
6/21/2010 
7/8/2010 
7/21/2010 
8/2/2010 
8/9/2010 
8/10/2010 
8/11/2010 
8/24/2010 
Code 
MOTN 
DSBT 
CSTS 
APSC 
NOTC 
MOTN 
MISC 
MISC 
ORDR 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
User 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
NICOLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
CAMILLE 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
DCANO 
OCANO 
Judge 
Notice of Intent to Dismiss; matter will be Robert C Naftz 
dismissed without further action of this court: s/ 
Judge Naftz 5-17-2010 
Motion to Retain on Court Calendar; aty Robert C Naftz 
Douglas Dykmand for petitioner 
Order on Motion to Retain on Court Calendar; s/ Robert C Naftz 
Judge Naftz 5-27-2010 
Motion for Extension of Time filed by Monte 
Hoffman 
Robert C Naftz 
Modified Motion for Post Conviction Relief, and Robert C Naftz 
attatched Affidavit in support; pro se 
Modified Motion for Post Conviction Relief, and Robert C Naftz 
Attatched Affidavit in Support; pro se 
Memorandum in support of Post Conviction 
Relief; pro se 
Memorandum in support of Post Conviction 
Relief; pro se 
Robert C Naftz 
Robert C Naftz 
Order Dismissing Petition for post Conviction Robert C Naftz 
Relief; Court hereby dismisses the Petition for 
Post Conviction Relief: s/ Judge Naftz 
7-21-2010 
Case Status Changed: Closed Robert C Naftz 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Robert C Naftz 
Notice of Appeal; Douglas K. Dykman, Atty for Robert C Naftz 
Dfdt. 
Motion to Appoint Appellate Division Robert C Naftz 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL; Signed Robert C Naftz 
and Mailed to SC and Counsel on 8-3-10. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Notice of Appeal Robert C Naftz 
received in SC on 8-5-10. Docket Number 
37938-2010. Clerk's Record to be filed in SC 
10-7-20. (9-2-10 5 weeks prior) 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE Robert C Naftz 
PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE; Douglas K. 
Dykman, Atty for Dfdt. Mailed copies to SC and 
Counsel on 8-11-10. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Letter to Douglas Robert C Naftz 
Dykman concerning Notice of Appeal filed 
requesting hearings in another file. SC gave Doug 
14 days to Prepare an Amended Notice of 
Appeal. 
CORRECTED CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF Robert C Naftz 
APPEAL; Signed and Mailed to SC and Counsel 
on 8-11-10. 
IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Clerk's Certificate Robert C Naftz 
received in SC on 8-13-10. The Title in the 
Certificate must appear on all Documents filed in 
SC. 
Date: 8/30/201 O 
Time: 04:04 PM 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0004213-PC Current Judge: Robert C Naftz 
Monte George Hoffman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
User: OCANO 
Monte George Hoffman, Plaintiff vs State Of Idaho, Defendant 
Date Code User Judge 
8/25/2010 MISC OCANO IDAHO SUPREME COURT; Document recevied Robert C Naftz 
in SC: Order Appointing State Appellate Public 
Defender. 
8/30/2010 MISC OCANO CLERK'S RECORD received in Court Records on Robert C Naftz 
8-30-10. 
MISC OCANO CLERK'S RECORD mailed to Counsel; Molly Robert C Naftz 
Huskey and Lawrence Wasden on 8-31-10. Due 
in Supreme Court on 9-28-10. 
MISC OCANO Provided a copy of Clerk's Record to Bannock Robert C Naftz 
County Prosecuting Attorney's Office Jeanne 
Hobson on 8-31-10. 
Inmate Namefrlc.vJo_ H"'f/~,;:, IA 
IDOC No. "/€$ 1 1•] ·s -. '1f1nn nrr ? l LU1,1 vv L. AM 10: 35 
Address P"' (5.,, K:. B S (.., j 
f3 o i 1 £.. ]:,D ff1J~o_· )~_ 
Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF __ ":)_l~)<.. l---'--"H-'---- JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF e, ,,...v,v,.1>c;...'6 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
tV -,2tlY-/ -L/2/~ 1e 
Case No. C? -')ptJ8 -- :;o~ FE 
PETITION AND AFFIDAVIT 
FOR POST CONVICTION 
RELIEF 
,Hro -,-.Jo~ 
The Petitioner alleges: 
l. 
2. 
3. 
Placeofdetentionifincustody: Sou:flQ(LA Idl.A.Ho C..:,u-u:t\DWJI ~+a·IA..-r,..,u, 
Name and location of the Court which imposed judgement/sentence: Six:+ b, £); :,--\ r ~ c-t 
C OU ""11 of 'j"' ""-' "' I:'.-
The case number and the offense or offenses for which sentence was imposed: 
(a) Case Number: Qt - ~cc,8 ·· 'JDC, y::- £ 
(b) Offense Convicted: -8i,-'aC"-,..,,5_.,S~L........,,c.5.....,S'-'--i ....... r,'""'L.,_..,r1 _________ _ 
4. The date upon which sentence was imposed and the terms of sentence: 
a. Date of Sentence: _Hfp ( D ,l'. , t2(i olrJe I f {J -t /,.. 0 I I I f IA 
b. Terms of Sentence: ~ ,~)< Rd, tf ·w1.d d=:er ,,.,,\ i V\h 1 ~ 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - I 
Revised: I 0/13/05 
1 
5. Check whether a finding of guilty was made after a plea: 
[X] Of guilty [ ] Of not guilty 
6. Did you appeal from the judgment of conviction or the imposition of sentence? 
[]Yes tt']No 
If so, what was the Docket Number of the Appeal? ___________ _ 
7. State concisely all the grounds on which you base your application for post 
conviction relief: (Use additional sheets if necessary.) 
(a)_~:.::i1(?; 11 -'-f'lc_( (1 ) :U,.crl He: (pM!,/1'\t; CH" or Vw"\floCk h,}lt:S iv, 1Jtol0!."ti..;,.,.. c,{1 tlAe, 
1,.,.._'.rec,t "":>1•,\ll:::, Co~··dt\t:.,:t1ov-..,, V\c\c-..\,6 ..,._s a* \;;t (.,41,- •\IA<-\. \"I t-1,.. "''."''.,_,_,·1Mlllv1';:f. . . 
~1('1 S. t«.• '1,, f;.~£ S u.1"t!.i.r l,; :U 11; E,-1 SIL rfev.<lL, :\~',\.,.rt. \o ~f eiv11-le,. o~~->C::>1.' ,:,( t.-i, ,...,_...{(a(.\n1e. §\',.1,_; ,s\0.11>.l' 1 n, C\lj le' I . j .· •{' L £> • \ 
e.)p:..'t".5 .Qv,cJ.~"'-l{' c }' P"o,,Jeri<'i,I .:l(;\:;, r,.,t xr.i.vicv..:::il\ -:Hv:-t <Pr \\;;,cvcl1 Cc,,\.\,.,,,:sl \ \"'11,&. 
(b) fr d.vu:t'. i~co ~ ,u: ., "f\..G\.i" ~ • ~:k.wilct t r + d o·r f(.t(L iv,,_\-, t\--ii.. 
~\2,1,;. ' Gv-•\t o..A l,J.f,5 Wt0•'-"1 ....,11'3 L()v-,lli(hcf (){ Cl, ro!, S(L'),l iov-. "'vi·, (.<, s .. -,,,t '{"''"-f\1,U\ \ lu,. 
11.1\~t W,tJ.'S 1\l<ftlt,,,\\:\ ':)a-,,~\,\i!c{ ctN'.t ~1.01...H~ -£'<.:,,v)c<- \Jt~H.\<l. ~t G,ct t-1~~~'-h""'t to ~,i}i!~tll'li"'-"' 
V"''" '?re((;!,_'., \/ ;,..,lv.f1.; ''- L,, -\-l..1.f lc6L wW.v"- o.:\.'"''""J '3:u..n$i"\<.-rii,1,, l.,J.P.5 Jt:V~'f.tif, t-i'1\LX. ~+ H,.e., 
(c) l.<>1A.vid1 .?i/\ ·t, S""lri~d h C,0\l..,-tt,1-1,\ c.,#ocK. e( tl\<>,.i(',d J.,<;·o(' ti/,, L\\e:~,tJil S.ev..;ttv\ct , 
lDJ s·f11\ '?\~C\0.\lvl-\O\l:~\ \,"-.~'.O(.Zlf\CL, (let,tii'.W\tl':" ,nudJ ~\.ec,,d'. 5.i.A~l~I ct:~hf \)(L1v-1 t\i\~lo:H.ir,l~t w,t 
& t?f DI ~:kL'.':.:t_Jl1 c/"i,k f &. ncLLcit..ffu"' :ho,v• "·f'r<' ho.ttd Ge1M\X 1,1(,v:4 s+cc:rc rio".lt'( ,,rl" i' 
8. Prior to this petition, have you filed with respect to this conviction: 
a. Petitions in State or Federal Court for habeas corpus?_.,_N::..:o,:__ ____ _ 
b. Any other petitions, motions, or applications in any other court?,__,,N-=-=o'----
c. If you answered yes to a or b above, state the name and court in which each 
petition, motion or application was filed: 
PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF - 2 
Revised l 0/13105 
2 
9. 
l 0. 
If your application is based upon the failure of counsel to adequately represent you, 
state concisely and in detail what counsel failed to do in representing your interests: 
-!ol.-..v, Vti.,""'l .('4,lt!A ~ .. \i \q __ 1n.,,-\~oi-\. s, \~, ,lod t.-.:- Qre;..,·,d! R Y~Cc'-'H\ . .:::..~ 
(a)l ha.re b h ;led -f~ · ~C i,.L v e.fe.1/1.SL ~ r · Co v _ tv\. Av,1., I o.ble 
rn,~. /J,tl <•'-'I, c-eJso f.;;,\.,t,( -to · \ e: ~ -Ga""<i,.,"hO\l\e& 1"'-o-tio,-.s r;;N:{ Doc .... 1Mc-v.ts ~al! 
\<l,iJ\.o\Jtd thvv,S,t?\.(' C..,c \qc(.. o.£ G:,~ltt& G,ACI.V\C.,q..\ o\tJ\'°f"::\\O\I\, < ' • 
v,,vL-~:;-;..,_a_. C\.,\':,'i) -f'.o\.'>Vti. lo ~ ... ~.M!- ;,c:0 f{'r<>¾ioy\,s CtN'A. \)b,-:;...;:c,~ v~~ .. J. -C,.,.t;c( +'i) 
(b) 2e,·:,¼l .. 0.11\.J t1t1'11A.Si$ ·zt r · · vt- vc;, ~ ,~ . , £ 
KL111 t'\'l.lla;rt fllso fci:, l,£J .+o -Cu.. u:.v1ti..hvv,ed f"',O'hCvtS. li..w:l -C~:1L~ ¼-o f'l~Q o( 
w,fh d,"'""' cl' 't!J C,u,U·7 pl"4,. Ai_· lt (..fl. C:oe,cod t:'-f.. 1hfi> ~et,tP~4 qtA., H·V\ 
e>.:l lve lt ~-:, _.f<id:•dl +:;; i"--S vii. f i.v:,.t ~d ,t,o .... t( i;l/
1 
Q:\lo..,,•o( .,,..._ D{'\'•Lrtv ... it 1 "'+ f>..11 o <AA.1J..,,:d 
(c)l,'?-t:11" rtl,,..ci ... ..st.AMi..lrt, I-le 4.bo {'q_,)t:cO +o {du c:hfer-J"i.11\.{.:, a.rrec...l \Art],,, r\.,, .. ,Av-1 
6'-L6Jv.l~-h ilJ'- W; ~h"'1 Q..er·h L.:1ct ~·, l, I 
· 0>.v F. L ':\,\ W...r,-G,:\ ed .,::.~ .. h .... i.5 ._ --f,:t,ll<.~ -to r,t'\r,"'tiv...\·..t tk(. 
-r., r,v'\:5 1'&. JA,,}(...(Jct_ C,r CIA 4 i...._\f_ ·:5'5"' r,..~'1,0\."' I ct\\ c...\k,f!JI\L'S 4,1h& h f.l~~G6u • .,,:.-\ ("\(>. 1 
Are you seeking leave to proceed in forma pauperis, that is, re~esting the \\..t (fl.eA\16 a,x:Q ~""'~f :x 
-le.H ::c " ... ~e&. (Q,rt~Q"..,..--\o&-
proceeding be at county expense? (If your answer is "yes", you must fill out a 
Motion to Proceed in Fonna Pauperis and supporting affidavit.) 
['X] Yes [ ] No 
11. Are you requesting the appointment of counsel to represent you in this case? (If your 
answer is "yes", you must fill out a Motion for the Appointment of Counsel and supporting 
affidavit, as well as a Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and supporting affidavit.) 
[X] Yes [ ] No 
12. State specifically the relief you seek: ... 
, .. !.) Co,=p\dQ \'1 Ovff-\..,.,..,, Ctiv..vi'd,ov, ~-rel S'CL1(16'1.,df t-lll.,.,o Tr,C1.\ 51\.lct ~fl:\rt,ov,t( ~-JAs 
,fl..,tcl'1 c~a,,,to< .. r,\ y,.~1<..tllf f~r IOV, W\.t-v\ 4.\I tk,tf___wtts Sl.f=osrdl'- *c>:~,J l,Jti.S 
56.-\.\i .,;1o.,~.pk,., ... ,(li"'- v.Jl...1C.li1 Wf~~ dl'j"-\1/ ';:,,cc..~& n:,,v ~t. \n • ..v1\". c.. o.. wln,lh. -t¼i 
0·10. tl..-t f)d~""l :::\:o -~ 011\twiA1r-'t / peii\:io1Ae C, 
].) wrtw;;lirl.AL,V ~\oc, cf ~\.-1..i\¾'1 \:h'5i/\..\..S:,;" .\:\...~. i\i.tc1c..\ )h~\(v,((' cX yeJ:'.51'~-cSIQV'I. O:\r('.Y 
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13. This Petition may be accompanied by affidavits in support of the petition. (Forms 
for this are available.) 
DA TED this 11 day of Och be r ,20 oq 
Petitioner 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of (5q .,, ~' oc [ 
) ss 
) 
, being sworn, deposes and says that the party is the 
Petitioner in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements in this PETITION FOR POST 
CONVICTION RELIEF are true and correct to the best of his or her knowledge and belief. 
Petit~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN and AFFIRMED to before me this -1!1:_ day of 
, 20<:S\. 
(SEAL) 
,,, ....... ,, 
,,, ,,, 
.,.,, \.;i N P{J •,, 
........ ~o .......... 01-. •,,, 
.. ~ .. .. ~,. --: v • •.,r, ~ 
: :.._\OTA~ •,.>,-E: \"'"' ri ': 
- . . -. ....... . 
~===-3'-,c~~ Notary Publicfuraaho 
Commission expires: la~""'-\-\$ 
- . . -~ -.. PueL\c .: : 
-:,, t..P ••• ••• .. : 
-.. /> •o •• ..... a .. 
,, ~ l' ••••••• ,,, .. . 
",,, l: OF \~ ~ ,, .... . 
,,, ,,, 
,,,,., .... ,, 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the J 1'. day of Q c &:,be.r , 20 _Q,=G I mailed a 
copy of this PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF for the purposes of filing with the 
court and of mailing a true and correct copy via prison mail system to the U.S. mail system to: 
~IO-..· 0./1 __ "1.~t:?=c...=f<~<..~· ___ County Prosecuting Attorney 
f'1 
5 c e.ak r 
Petitioner / 
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A.) 
AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF POST-CONVICTION PETITION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
," ~~~)ss 
COlJNTY OF ~2400,(1,t ) 
~f"~·\~o~w~~-=L~~u~· o~-cr.~· if\/l~·' -'--"c..'---"-""=-:\_,______, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says: 
11.e "Tret,CCL Sta\> U,J?t5 ·,IA. Qf\F)( \t~Qw C1.,.::::, 1:bi:, .ci.~~f!S ::trnuvds {~ 
C \_,,,. 
Di ,~f'(+-- ~~rtd: i 0\Al ( ~'?() ( \~\c \1---\ (Q, uf\;'J<Lv\i\.t}0fS ~:~. G:...:.i \Af~ ldlS 
cA1 -\Lr-<', Y""' '0\ v\C] ~D:\: ctl fJ\CJ\:; 1,f\C•1.-'d:i Crul/\ ~ i'O-Ct 
\v3 . \1v>~, ( 41,f\Gl ate\ e ( o 1Ad ~,v"-i\®Y\ti:_\····-'?f of?~ C \\~l,..,-\\ \,-C\ 
Clh\fV"r_lJ ,c,. \J. L-,>Da:Y.rv-v'.)(i ~oJ, r:--~3d~ (\St c d'" 1J'DDO) 
\ · - \\,.,_ St:0 fL kl IA ){0 Cc,,,dt.4.-f ed W d:\.121,,,i C,~u ,,J by l dJ,1 I 
t?et,1,-v\l\fl Dr {l,t: 6(1k:~gj o~vnlC of :ft.~. l/(:,h1C /t,_. 
rt Cu 
Ciliv.'l7 11 . 5 . 
(' ,+j.'.lbl l1, S, \/, rjcJ r !Le c ;lJ..[ f3d t./Elbj i/tf:3,,(3rcf' C 1, f)c D[) ) 
\k,A; '"') 1' ;)Ju re. h of Tr w .-K /\Io+ J t,t;\:i .(', ed &u, u > e. fl,wef 
f 0 )JJct[( t, VU\ S"~vJ\J <e ( Co\/V\ruc±Me vd c;fJe( f1 ((est OoeJ? 
I - ,1 
fVe0i txlevc:1 -ra fl1R =tClJI/LK ?j Cl?l • 
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POC1'.TELLO, IDAHO; MOW 
8:30 
JULY 7, :woe 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
--oo -Xkf bit f) 
THE COURT: Mr, Martinez, on the n 
5 Hoffman 
7 on this 
8 
trial, you got something worked out f i, f i 
case? 
9 
10 
11 no more 
12 Part Two 
13 
14 
MR. MARTINEZ: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: What's that? 
MR. MARTINEZ: The State will recommend 
than Retained Jurisdiction, dismissing 
of the Information. 
THE COURT: Mr. Webster? 
MR. WEBSTER: That is correct, 
15 Your Honor. 
16 THE COURT: State will recommend no more 
17 than a Rider? 
18 MR. MARTINEZ: Yes, sir. 
19 THE COURT: And then do you have a 
20 motion to make on the plea of guilty, 
21 Mr. Webster? 
22 MR. WEBSTER: Yes, Your Honor. The 
23 State moves to dismiss Part Two. 
24 THE COURT: Okay. Take that motion 
25 under advisement to dismiss the 
1 Persistent Violator. 
2 Mr. Hoffman, sir, as you know, youtre 
3 charged with Possession of Methamphetarnine, 
4 a felony. You previously pled not guilty and 
5 going to withdraw your prior plea of not 
6 guilty. And would you like to enter a new plea 
7 today? 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 okay? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: What is your plea? 
THE DEFENDANT: Guilty, 
THE COURT: Better lose the gum; 
13 THE DEFENDANT: Oh, sorry, 
14 THE COURT: I just wanted you to be 
15 able to -- not be chomping away; okay? 
16 THE DEFENDANT: All right. 
17 THE COURT: All right, Okay. What is 
18 your plea to felony Possession of Controlled 
19 Substances, Methamphetamine? 
20 THE DEFENDANT: Guilty, Your Honor. 
21 THE COURT: Before I accept the plea, 
22 I'm going to ask you some questions -- in 
23 Bannock County, Idaho, on or about January 7th 
24 of this year, did you wilfully, intentionally 
25 possess a Schedule II Controlled Substance, 
5 
1 substances? 
2 Anything you 
M· '' cation? Any kind of 
taken that would foul you up 
3 so you ow what you' re doing? 
4 ENDANT: No, sir. 
5 THE COURT: Okay. Any problems or 
6 complaints with the way Mr. Martinez is 
7 representing you? 
8 THE DEFENDANT: No, sir. 
9 THE COURT: As you're aware, Monte, 
10 this is a felony, and the Legislature has set the 
11 maximum sentence you could receive could be up to 
12 seven years in the state correctional facility 
13 without parole or good time; you realize that don't 
H you? 
15 
16 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: And by pleading guilty, 
17 sir, you waive your constitutional right to 
18 remain silent. 
19 
20 yourself. 
21 
22 
23 
You waive the right not to incriminate 
You waive your presumption of innocence. 
You also --
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
24 THE COURT: you also waive your 
25 constitutional right to have a jury trial. 
l You waive the right to present 
2 defenses to the Court or the jury that you 
3 might have. 
4 You waive the right to cross-examine 
5 witnesses, through your attorney, the State 
6 would call at trial or any other hearing. 
7 You waive the right to file motions 
8 to suppress other kinds of motions. 
9 You realize you're waiving all of 
10 these rights by pleading guilty? 
11 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
12 THE COURT: If you had a jury tri.al, 
13 you would have twelve Bannock County residents 
14 on your jury. The State would have to try to 
15 prove certain facts beyond a reasonable doubt 
16 to the jury to try to convict you of Possession 
1 7 of Metharnphetamine on ,January 7th, 2008. 
18 We call these facts the "elements" of the 
19 offense. 
20 My verdict by the jury would have to 
21 be unanimous, guilty or not guilty, to bring 
22 your case to a conclusion. 
23 Has Mr. Martinez explained to you 
24 what facts the State would have to try to prove 
25 to the jury beyond a reasonable doubt to try to 
,,~.-----.~.~ r-----------------------------6--~ ~---------------~=== ·, 
1 Methamphetamine? 
2 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, I did, 
3 Your Honor. 
THE COURT: And on that date did you 
5 know or have reasonable cause to believe the 
6 substance in your possession was, in fact, 
7 metharnphetamine? 
8 THE DEFENDANT: Yes. 
9 THE COURT: Okay, sir. I have been 
10 handed this questionnaire here; did you fill 
11 this out in your own handwriting? 
12 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir, I did, 
13 THE COURT: And did you understand all 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
the questions? 
THE 
THE 
THE 
THE 
DEFENDANT: Yes, 
COURT: Huh? 
DEFENDANT: Yea, 
COURT: And were 
sir, I did. 
sir~ 
your answers 
19 all of these questions true and correct? 
20 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
to 
21 THE COURT: And, Mr. Hoffman, are these 
22 your signatures here on both pages? 
23 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir, Your Honor. 
24 THE COURT: And at this time are you 
25 under the influence of any alcohol or controlled 
hofplea 
1 convict you? 
2 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
3 THE COURT: Has he explained to you 
4 possible defenses you could raise to the Court 
5 or the jury? 
6 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir, he has. 
7 THE COURT: And since you• re plead i.ng 
8 guilty, you don't get to do that; do you understand 
9 that? 
10 THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
11 THE COURT: Okay. With regard to your 
12 plea of guilty, has anybody threatened you to 
13 get you to plead guilty? 
14 THE DEFENDANT: No . .- , 
THE CO yo y promise 
you to plead guilty? 
THE DEFENDANT: Well, I was under the 
impression that we had discussion between the _,.,) 
Prosecutor and I don't k ~ 
20 , .. MARTINEZ: Yeah --
21 THE COURT: That the State will 
22 recommend no more than a Rider; is that what you 
23 mean? 
24 THE DE FEN DANT: Honor. 
25 I was hoping that 
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482 Constitution Way, St.:. 111 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
July 13, 2009 
MALLARD LAW OFFICE 
KELLY 0. MALLARD 
Attorney At Law 
Subject: State of Idaho v. Monte George Hoffman 
Bannock County Case CR-08-206-FE 
Monte G. Hoffman, IDOC #48773 
SICI-N - D8 
P.O. Box 8509 
Boise, Idaho 83707;, 
Dear Mr. Hoffman: 
Phone: (208) 542-0766 
Fax: (208) 529-4090 
mall,udlav1@lmsn.com 
\e , . J W I don't care if this is the fifth request you have sent me; this is the first one 
',._}\~~·t f that I . ve receiv~ so good thing you sent it certified. You owe me mone;y and Qr~at,\n o+ . 
you thinkLam ~mng to take your collecUelei2h9ne calls? A perfect example of lr:,'lA,nlAAf~c.tl.;~11 
your crimin~l tfyi~ing .. Y QU are also misguided as to yout\thre;:tts to me if I don't 
§.end :¥PUI file; J don't know who is advising you but my failure to send you the 
file is not criminal. 
Sit down in a quiet spot and remember where you were at procedurally in 
your case when you called me; you were on your third attorney, David Martinez, 
Bannock County Public Defender, and you had already pleaded guilty at Dave ,.. 
Martinez' suggestion. Yo11 \.V~re set for sei;itenfing'. u. · ed me to · ' ~t \. AJl (r{..f .f. J{J 
JOUr ,plea but you late~1.a~~~to go forward with.y because _yqu .. , , . ,, j 
pelieved that Judge McDermott would pupjsh you more severely if yew locrf, lJ'11/M15y;)t'.. 
12roceeded with your motion and lost. 
I am enclosing all of the police reports that were provided to me by the 
Bannock County Prosecutor's office. J did not file a Motion to Suppres§_ because 
you can't file a Motion to Suppress after you enter a plea of guilty and you had 
already pied guilty when you hired me. W.e talked about filing a Motion to 
S.uv12resq.ii..1.u.gge McDermott allowed you to withdraw your guilty plea. 
Kelly . Mallard 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. BOX 50396 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83405 
October 23, 2008 
MALLARD LAW OFFICE, P.C. 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
KELLY D. MALLARD, ESQ. 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
Subject: State of Idaho v. Monte George Hoffman 
Bannock County Case CR/08-206-FE 
Monte George Hoffman 
c/o Bannock County Jail 
P.O. Box 4666 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-4666 
Dear Monte: 
f X L,,, ; JJ if L -::2 
)v-f:).. 
(208) 542-0766 
FAX (208) 529-4090 
You were sentenced the case referenced above on October 23, 2008. For your charge of 
Possession of a Controlled Substance (Methamphetamine), the Court ordered you to a sentence of 
two (2) years determinate plus four ( 4) years indeterminate for a total of s.ix (6) years. The court 
retained jurisdiction in your case for a period of 180 days. 
Please be advised that if you are dissatisfied with the judgment entered by the court on the 
above date, you have the right to appeal the judgment. The time by which you must file your appeal 
is 4 2 days from the date of conviction. Should you wish to file a Notice of Appeal, you must notify 
my office immediately with grounds that are appealable. 
An appeal must be based upon legal grounds such as ineffective assistance of counsel, a 
decision in which the judge abuses discretion, or an evidentiary question that was not properly 
ruled upon (this is not a complete list of reasons to appeal, but are only given as examples). I do 
not see a reason to appeal or I would have discussed it with you already. 
Additionally, under Idaho Criminal Rules 35, you have the right to request a motion for 
leniency on your sentence. Please note that the only issues you may bring in a Rule Motion are 
those concerning an unlawful which means greater than the maximum allowed by law, a 
request for leniency, or based upon new issues that were not known at the cime of sentencing. 
Each fact or claim you state should be relevant to the grounds justifying a reduction in sentence as 
set forth in Rule 35. I will review your claims and determine their validity prior to determining 
whether the request should be filed. I am prohibited from fiJing motions that have no basis in law 
or fact, and such a motion, if one were filed, with no basis in law or fact, would surely be quickly 
denied by the reviewing judge. 
;12 Trt-'e.,.J A, 
5 C' ~/j.- -r 
.__-
Email: mallardlaw@msn.com 
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Letter 
Page 2 
October 23, 2008 
The time for filing a Rule 35 Motion is within 120 days after a judgment of 
conviction was entered, or within 120 days after the court releases a retained jurisdiction, 
or within 14 days after probation is revoked. It is my advice that you not file a Rule 35 
motion at this time. 
If you choose to exercise your right to appeal or file a Rule 35 Motion but fail to 
do so within the time limits listed above, you will lose your right to exercise those rights. 
If you want to exercise either of these rights, even though I have advised against this 
action at this time, or have any questions, please contact my office. 
Sincerely, 
~Mallird 
Attorney at Law 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
IDOC#48773 
05/15/1964 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR2008-206FE 
ORDER 
Due a conflict the hearing set Monday, March 2, 2008 is VACATED. 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREWITH ORDERED counsel shall appear for 
oral argument regarding the Addendum to the Presentence Investigation Report from the 
Idaho Department of Corrections recommending this Court relinquish jurisdiction in this 
matter on Monday, March 9, 2009, at 8:30 A.M., District Courtroom No. 300, Bannock 
County Courthouse. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 3rd day of March, 2009. 
Copies to: 
Mark L. Hiedem~leve B. Colson 
Kelly Mallard V 
~~ 
District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
IDOC#48773 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR2008-206FE 
ORDER 
This Court b.as received the Addendum to the Presentence Investigation Report in 
the above entitled matter from the Idaho Department of Corrections recommending this 
Court relinquish jurisdiction. 
NOW, THEREFORE, it is herewith ordered the foregoing will be orally argued 
by counsel and counsel may provi ~ Court with any additional relevant information 
M~ 
they desire on Mond . District Courtroom No. 300, 
Bannock County Courthouse. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DA-TIID-this-25!!!.ciey-<,~9.-~~ 
------------ · .. ,. ~ER.1):""McUERMOTT 
Copies to: District Judge 
Mark L. Hiedeman/Cleve B. Colson..,.----
Ketly Mallard - Faxed: 529-409V 
Probation and Parole 
Idaho Department of Correction - Carolee Kelly 
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Idaho Repository - Case Numher T{.esult Page 
Case Number Result Page 
BANNOCK 
1 Cases Found. 
{'""'~"<l'"-'4"'-"'--"'*"''"'--~-,·----""'*"'""'"""'-~--~- ~·,----! State of Idaho vs. Monte George Hoffman I Next hearing scheduled: 08/18/2008 9:30 AM 
lCase: CR-2008-0000206-FE District Judge: Peter D. Amount$0.00 I McDermott due: Pending 
I Ch Violation C 
1 arges: Date harge Citation Disposition I 01/07/2008 f37-2732(C)(1) Controffed 
I Substance-possession Of 
l Arresting Officer: Dillon, Timothy j Eugene, 3000 
1 Pending ! hearings: Date/Time Judge 
I 
Hearing Type 
Sentencing i 
I 
08/18/2008 
9:30 AM Peter D. McDermott 
l Register 
i of Date 
l actions: 
I 01/07/2008 Kathy 
01/07/2008 New Case Filed-Felony 
01/07/2008 Prosecutor Assigned Cleve Colson 
0110712008 Criminal Complaint; possession of a controlled substance, methamphetamine, 137-2732(C)(1) 
0110712008 Affidavit Of Probable Cause; PPD incident# 08-P00395, $30,000.00 request for bond 
0110712008 Probable Cause Minute Entry and Order; /s/ J Carnaroli 01-07-08 -- probable 
cause determined, bond set at $30,000.00 
01/07/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 01/07/2008 01 :15 PM) 
0110712008 Hearing result for Arraignment held on 01/07/2008 01 :15 PM: Arraignment/ First Appearance 
0110712008 Defendant: Hoffman, Monte George Order Appointing Public Defender Public defender-Randall D Schulthies 
01/07/2008 Bond Set at 30000.00 
01/07/2008 1Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 01/15/2008 09:00 AM) 
01/15/2008 Defendant: Hoffman, Monte George Attorney Retained Michael B Neilsen 
01/15/200ErContinued (Preliminary Hearing 01/29/2008 09:00 AM) 
01/15/2008~erbal (in Court) Waiver Of Statutory Time for Preliminary Hearing 
01/29/2008'Continued (Preliminary Hearing 02/26/2008 09:00 AM) 
01/29/2008Swaiver Of Statutory Time Requirement for Preliminary Hearing /s/ Defnt 
0212612008 Hear!ng res~lt for Preliminary Hearing held on 02/26/2008 09:00 AM: Preliminary 
, Hearing Waived (bound Over) 
02/26/2008 Bond Reduced to $10,000 
02/26/2008 Waiver Of Preliminary Hearing /s/ Defnt 
02/28/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 03/03/2008 08:30 AM) 
0212812008 Prosecuting Attorney Information; Charge "Possession of Controlled Substance, Methamphetamine, JC 37-2732(C)(1) and Part II Persistent Violator, IC 19-2514;" 
Minute Entry and Order-- arraignment Not Guilty Plea entered to JJ Part PAI. J.T. 
03/03/2008 set 4/24/08 at 9, J.I. due 4/16/08, f.p. set 4/21/08 at 8:30. Bond reduced from 
$10,000 to $5,000 with court seivices supeivision. Remanded in lieu of bail 
0311112008 He~ring result for Arraignment held on 03/03/2008 08:30 AM: Appear & Plead Not Guilty 
03/11/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/24/2008 09:00 AM) 
https://www.idcourts.us/reoositorv/caseNumberResu~.?.do 
Page I of 2 
7/10/?00R 
Idaho Repository - Case Number Result Page 
03/11/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings 04/21/2008 08:30 AM) 
03/13/2008 Request For Discovery- by PA Colson. 
03/31/2008 Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 5000.00)-Poss of Controlled Substance 
04/16/2008 State's Jury Instructions filed 
04/18/2008 Motion to withdraw as attorney of record; Mike Neilsen aty for dfdt 
04/18/2008 Affidavit in support of motion to withdraw as atty of record; dfdt aty 
Minute Entry and Order- f.p. Counsel for Def. Michael Neilsen motion to w/draw 
04/21/2008 as counsel was granted. J.T. sest 4/24/08 cancelled. Matter reset 4/28/08 8:30 -
Neilsen to advise Defendant to appear. 
0412212008 Or~er- Judge McDermott on Motion to Withdraw as Attorney of record for Michael 
· Neilsen 
04/23/2008 Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 04/24/2008 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing result for Further Proceedings held on 04/21/2008 08:30 AM: District 
04/23/2008 Court Hearing Held Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis Number ofTranscript Pages 
for this hearing estimated: under 100 
04/23/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings 04/28/2008 08:30 AM) 
0412812008 Minute Entry and Order- f.p. Def is to have new counsel and appear 5/5/08 at 8:30 
Hearing result for Further Proceedings held on 04/28/2008 08:30 AM: District 
05/01/2008 Court Hearing Held Court Reporter:Stephanie Davis Number ofTranscript Pages 
for this hearing estimated: under 100 
05/01/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings 05/05/2008 08:30 AM) 
05/05/2008.Minute Entry and Order- f.p. Public Defender's Office appointed to represent Def. 
0510612008 Court Se~ice file closed n?n compliant FTA 5/6/08 case #7-20315 also did not 
. comply with weekly check ins as ordered. 
, Hearing result for Further Proceedings held on 05/05/2008 08:30 AM: District 
05/12/2008 Court Hearing Held Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis Number of Transcript Pages 
for this hearing estimated: 
05/12/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings 05/19/2008 08:30 AM) 
05/19/2008 Request for Discovery; Cleve Colson aty for State 
0511912008 Minute Entry and Ord~r- f.p. - set for J.T. 7/10/08 at 9, JI due 7/2/08, f.p. 7n/08 at 8:30 - Bond Rise continued 
Hearing result for Further Proceedings held on 05/19/2008 08:30 AM: District 
05/22/2008 Court Hearing Held Court Reporter:Stephanie Davis Number of Transcript Pages 
for this hearing estimated: 
05/22/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings 07/07/2008 08:30 AM) 
07/01/2008 Defendant's requested jury instructions; David Martinez aty for dfdt 
Hearing result for Further Proceedings held on 07/07/2008 08:30 AM: District 
07/07/2008 Court Hearing Held Court Reporter: Stephanie Davis Number of Transcript Pages 
for this hearing estimated: 
07/07/2008 Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 08/18/2008 09:30 AM) 
Minute Entry and Order-F.P. Def. w/drew not guilty and entered GUil TY plea to 
Part I Possession of a Controlled Substance, Methamphetamine 137-2732(c)(1) --
07/07/2008 submitted Questionnaire -- Court questioned, advised stat rights and accepted 
Page 2 of2 
, plea - PSI ordered sentencing set 8/18/08 at 9:30 a.m. Bond release continued 
; w/conditions , 
l_ •• ,--.---at,""•-·--------·,....,• ___ ,..,, _______ .,, __ !..._~--1111-•~"'_._..,.,,x-•,•'"""'-,_,_.,..,...__~-J; 
Connection: Public 
httns://www. idcourtc::.u"/renm:itorv/r.:11sP:NnmhP:rR p,m 1A31n '7 i'l o n oo o 
1 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that a copy of the evaluation, when completed, be furnished 
to the Defendant, Defendant's counsel, the Prosecuting Attorney of Bannock County and to this 
Court. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that should jurisdiction in this matter be relinquished, the 
Defendant shall be given credit for any time incarcerated on this charge. 
Defendant is herewith advised that in the event said Defendant desires to appeal the 
foregoing sentence, said appeal must b.e filed with the Idaho Supreme Court no later than forty-
two days from the date said sentence is imposed. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any cash, surety, or property bond heretofore posted, if 
any, shall be and the same is hereby EXONERATED. 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED when Defendant has satisfactorily completed the 
Retained Jurisdiction Program selected by the Idaho Department of Corrections, said 
Department shall transport the above named Defendant to the Bannock County Jail where 
said Defendant shall be held without bail pending Defendant's next appearance in Court. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 14th day of October, 2008. 
Case No. CR2008-206FE 
Minute Entry and Order and Commitment Order 
Page 3 of 4 
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PETER D. McDERMOTT 
District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE ___ (?~~ ____ JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF f3 ot/llllfJ c.:--1:.. 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Defendant. 
Case No.: C--\" cJ-bOV-df?,-PE 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR 
PERMISSION TO PROCEED ON PARTIAL 
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES (PRISONER) 
CY-Ziff- L/2131C--
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Idaho Code § 31-3220A requires that you serve upon counsel for 
the county sheriff, the department of correction or the private correctional facility, 
whichever may apply, a copy of this motion and affidavit and any other documents filed 
in connection with this request. You must file proof of such service with the court when 
you file this document. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of H,:M'f;-::J: Cf ~ ss. 
,h Plaintiff [ ] Defendant asks to start or defend this case on partial payment of court 
fees, and swears under oath 
1. This is an action for (type of case) fi?o:s} (....,0,1 v, cl 'on 
believe I'm entitled to get what I am asking for. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 
CAO HOC 2/25/2005 
46 
. I 
PAGE 1 
2. _l::>..:tthave not previously brought this claim against the same party or a claim based on 
the same operative facts in any state or federal court. [ ] r have filed this claim against the 
same party or a claim based on the same operative facts in a state or federal court. 
3. I am unable to pay all the court costs now. I have attached to this affidavit a current 
statement of my inmate account, certified by a custodian of inmate accounts, that reflects the 
activity of the account over my period of incarceration or for the last twelve (12) months, 
whichever is less. 
4. I understand I will be required to pay an initial partial filing fee in the amount of 20% of the 
greater of: (a) the average monthly deposits to my inmate account or (b) the average monthly 
balance in my inmate account for the last six {6) months. I also understand that I must pay the 
remainder of the filing fee by making monthly payments of 20% of the preceding month's 
income in my inmate account until the fee is paid in full. 
5. I verify that the statements made in this affidavit are true. I understand that a false 
statement in this affidavit is perjury and I could be sent to prison for an additional fourteen (14) 
years. 
Do not leave any items blank. If any item does not apply, write "N/A" Attach additional pages 
if more space is needed for any response. 
IDENTIFICATION AND RESIDENCE: 
Name: 'IJ't\siAk \btf:MA/\ Other name{s) I have used:_(l~e,_n__,s; ____ _ 
Address: ft; "6Socy 8::3ZQ--Z 
How long at that address? Phone: i::J /..,4. 
---'-"'--~-=--"""---- > 
Date and place of birth: 
DEPENDENTS: 
I am N single [ ] married. If married, you must provide the following information: 
Name of spouse: ___________________________ _ 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 
CAO 1-10C 2/25/2005 
PAGE2 
47 
Description (provide description for each item) 
TVs/Stereos/Computers/Electronics 
Tools/Equipment 
Sporting Goods/Guns 
Horses/Livestock/Tack 
Other (describe) 
EXPENSES: List all of your monthly expenses. 
Expense 
Rent/House Payment 
Vehicle Payment(s) 
Credit Cards: (list each account number) 
Loans: (name of lender and reason for loan) 
Electricity/Natural Gas 
Water/Sewer/Trash 
Phone 
Groceries 
Clothing 
Auto Fuel 
Auto Maintenance 
Cosmetics/Haircuts/Salons 
Entertainment/Books/Magazines 
Home Insurance 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 
CAO 1-1 QC 2/25/2005 
48 
Value 
0 
0 
0 
Average 
Monthly Payment 
q/A 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
PAGE4 
Expense 
Auto Insurance 
Life Insurance 
Medical Insurance 
Medical Ex ense 
Other 
Average 
Monthly Payment 
0 
0 
MISCELLANEOUS: OU.Jc {JC\J'U\-fs ?-JD Ct? -\'af' 
How much can you borrow? $ _ __._Q _______ From whom? _________ _ 
When did you file your last income tax return? ____ Amount of refund:$ ____ _ 
PERSONAL REFERENCES: (These persons must be able to verify information provided) 
Name 
Lea 
@3 
Address 
21, n.ol j v r 1 '1 tla ~~ 
Phone Years Known 
d: l) f-.73~-0':::f3~ Af.S:' 
Sig~~ 
Typed or Printed Name 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORI\J TO before me this \<::i;!'- day of <:)c..,~u~ , 
20C5\ . , ...... ,, s=:~~~ 
,,,,,~ '{ N pt'',,, Notary Public for Idaho 
.... , .. a_O ......... C',t... ',.... Residing at ~~e. 
.. ~- • • ·11- .. -~~~-=-=------~ v •• • ••• ~ ~ My Commission expires k-D-\.S 
: : ~OT AR 1_ •. ,...l, -:. 
: : r ~ ': 
- : ~-~ : : 
: . . -
-:. .. PuBuC : : ~ ul: •• ••• ,: 
...... ,;..• •• •o .. . 
--~/'········~ ..... . 
,,,, fl OF \\:>I'--,,, .. 
,,,,,,., .... ,,,,•' 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR PERMISSION TO 
PROCEED ON PARTIAL PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
(PRISONER) 
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= IDOC TRUST OFFENDER BANK BALANCES 
~oc No : 48773 Name: HOFFMAN, MONTE GEORGE 
~ccoun t: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
Transaction Dates: 06/0l/2008-06/10/2009 
06/10/2009 == 
SICI/NORTH PRES FAC 
TIER-D CELL-1 
Beginning Total Total Current 
Balance Charges Payments Balance 
2.66DB 578.98 592.19 10.55 
;::::::::-=~=~----=====================TRANSACTIONS==========================---= I 
~ ,a..te Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
0 --------- ------------- ------------------ ---------- ---------- --------
- 0 /20 /2 00 8 HQ04 3553 3 -004 013 -RCPT RDU RCPT/RDU 10. 24 7. 58 
::l- o/20/2008 HQ0435534-001 062-CHILD SUPP 040908 5.12DB 2.46 
::l- o/22/2008 HQ0436017-016 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT/MO 20.00 22.46 
::1-- o/22/2008 HQ0436018-001 062-CHILD SUPP 040908 10.00DB 12.46 
::1-- O /24/2008 110436233-029 071-MED CO-PAY 253419 5.00DB 7.46 
J._.. O /28/20 08 110436462-108 099-COMM SPL 7. 42DB O. 04 
:L /30/2008 HQ0436935-008 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT MO 20. 00 20. 04 
J._ g /30/2008 HQ0436936-001 062-CHILD SUPP 040908 10.00DB 10.04 
J._ /04/2008 NI0437331-001 099-COMM SPL 9.91DB 0.13 J..i" /05/2008 NI0437578--001 100-CR INM CMM 9.91 10.04 J.. /10/2008 HQ0438080-012 011-RCPT MO/CC 20.00 30.04 
J_.J..-- /10/2008 HQ0438081-001 062-CHILD SUPP 040908 10.00DB 20.04 
iJ.- /10/2008 NI0438141-019 099-COMM SPL 9.87DB 10.17 
iJ.- /17/2008 NI0438796-023 099-COMM SPL 7.42DB 2.75 
iJ.- /24/2008 NI0439497-025 099-COMM SPL 2.26DB 0.49 
1..J.- / 01/2008 NI0439912-003 071-MED CO-PAY 259760 2. OODB 1. 51DB 
1.. 2 / J._0/2008 NI0441598-160 072-METER MAIL CARDS O. 84DB 2. 35DB 
1.. 2 / J._6/2009 HQ0452064-008 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT/MO 40. 00 37. 65 
0 3 /J.. 7/2009 II0452122-140 099-COMM SPL 9.49DB 28.16 
0 3 /24/2009 II0452849-112 099-COMM SPL 25. 76DB 2. 40 
0 3 / 2 4/2009 HQ0452876-023 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT MO 50.00 52.40 
0 3 /31/2009 II0453572-ll 7 099-COMM SPL 52. 40DB O. 00 
0 3 /01/2009 HQ0453813-024 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT/MO 25.00 25.00 
0 4 /07/2009 110454447-124 099-COMM SPL 23.32DB 1.68 
0 4 /09/2009 HQ0454854-023 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT/MO 260.00 261.68 
0 4 /J_.3/2009 110455071-169 099-COMM SPL 247. 78DB 13. 90 
0 4 J_.3/2009 HQ0455109-012 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT/MO 25.00 38.90 
0 4 ~j_4/2009 110455201-132 099-COMM SPL 10.60DB 28.30 
0 4 J_S/2009 110455435-003 072-METER MAIL 127917 0. l 7DB 28 .13 
0 4 ;J. 7/2009 110455728-016 072-METER MAIL 127915 0.59DB 27.54 
0 4 j_/2009 II0456054-127 099-COMM SPL 27.29DB 0.25 
0 4 //~ 4 /2009 110457314-060 223-PENDYNE APR PAY 1.40 1.65 
0 S 2 / 2 O O 9 1 IO 4 5 8 4 11 - 0 0 8 1 0 0 - CR I NM CMM 2 7 . 2 9 2 8 . 9 4 
O~ji3/2009 110458526-061 071-MED CO-PAY 285438 3.00DB 25.94 
o~ 12 i/2009 SI0459333-170 099-COMM SPL 25.12DB 0.82 OS. ?/2009 HQ0459808-003 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT/MO 25.00 25.82 
os;;s/2009 S10459865-142 099-COMM SPL 24.SlDB 1.31 
JS /0 2 /2009 110460415-068 223-PENDYNE MAY PAY 8.35 9.66 
;:/ 03 /2009 HQ0460662-023 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT/MO 50.00 59.66 
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n L.J 
COUNTY 
Inmate name (Y\Ov'll-e. \:k ~ 
IDOC No. 't $ 7 7 3,. 
Address /'o 8" .lJ' ... i:'.2_0_,'1 __ _ 
Bo ,s.c r:::d,,,.,. ho 15;3 20 2 
Petitioner 
T ,.-- r"'-7! -
rN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE (.t, ft JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
------------
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF f3ct/vJ<:;;e,. !:, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
(2_\} -Zr/1-421 ~ -Pt!. 
Case No. Cr,. ;)..a:?? -:J....O l,-F£.... 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN 
SUPPORT FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL 
COMES NOW, ~ ~fr~.~-------' Petitioner in the above 
entitled matter and moves this Honorable Court to grant Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of 
Counsel for the reasons more fully set forth herein and in the Affidavit in Support of Motion for 
Appointment of Counsel. 
1. Petitioner is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of Corrections 
under the direct care, custody and control of Warden_~/!;~IGU)_~e~.5--_-________ _ 
of the l;llllllia.. s.;i: c:.;::c::~----------
2. The issues to be presented in this case may become to complex for the Petitioner 
to properly pursue. Petitioner lacks the knowledge and skill needed to represent him/herself. 
3. Petitioner/Respondent required assistance completing these pleadings, as he/she 
was unable to do it him/herself. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
Revised: I Oil 3105 
51 
DA TED this _l..:!_ day of 0 c_ f.-o b e_r , 20 c:9-g_ 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
County of .&r:;~~ ~ ss 
~r>tfM.......,..=-=-b_,__,,,,,:.'-----'\~L,"'+'f:.f-m_,_"-"""'vi.""-'1.-.---' after first being duly sworn upon his/her oath, deposes 
and says as follows: 
1. I am the Affiant in the above-entitled case; 
2. I am currently residing at the ~~~X.~c..~.:r: ____________ _ 
under the care, custody and control of Warden_~B~l~a=· ol.~·=e=-S----______ . 
3. I am indigent and do not have any funds to hire private counsel; 
4. I am without bank accounts, stocks, bonds, real estate or any other form of real 
property; 
5. I am unable to provide any other form of security; 
6. I am untrained in the law; 
7. If I am forced to proceed without counsel being appointed I will be unfairly 
handicapped in competing with trained and competent counsel of the State; 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 2 
Revised: I 0/l 3/05 
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WHEREFORE, Petitioner respectfully prays that this Honorable Court issue 
it's Order granting Petitioner's Motion for Appointment of Counsel to represent his/her interest, 
or in the alternative grant any such relief to which it may appear the Petitioner is entitled to. 
DATED This .11__ day of ~62-~G-: (!__r _____ ., 20 (J q. 
Petitionc~  
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me thi~"aay 
of C:::::X:~'o~ , 2~. 
(SEAL) ,,, ..... ,,,, 
.. ,, ,,, 
........ \.:< N p lJ ,,,, 
.... <'1._o •••••• ('Lo. ,, ' ¥" •• • • .,.,L\. -: ~ .. .. ,;.•,. ~ 
"u• .,. ... 
: l ~OTA,R;, • •• ...:1 ~ 
= : ' : - . ....,, . ....,, . ..
- . . -
• C • • 
';. •. l>traL\ : : 
"' IP • • " 
-- -~·. ..,... : 
- ..,, •• •• .. \..v ~ 
.. , .., )' ······· , ..... 
,,,,,, I:: 0 F \ 'O ~.,,,"" 
,,,,,,. ... ,.,, .. 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 3 
Revised: l0/13/05 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the LC, day of CJ{ob e-r- , 20 (J-q, I 
mailed a copy of this MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL for the purposes of filing with the court and of mailing a true and correct copy via 
prison mail system for processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
fuaflaC-- k_ County Prosecuting Attorney 
,.S ~ ~ C e,\J-c._r Po 6 o >< f 
MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT FOR APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL - 4 
Revised: I0/!3/05 
54 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, INA I\JD FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IOAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Defendant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-08-206-FE-C 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION 
OF RULE 35 HEARING 
TRANSCRIPT 
__________ ) 
Based on the Motion of CLEVE B. COLSON, Assistant Chief Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Bannock, and good cause appearing; 
therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Court Transcriber shall immediately 
prepare a transcript of the Rule 35 Hearing held in the above entitled matter on 
September 21, 2009, before that Honorable Peter 0. McDermott. 
DATED this ~C\ day of October, 2009. 
cc: CLEVE 8. COLSON 
DAVE MARTINEZ 
S-tq71-tainii OC(v·,s 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
District Judge 
55 
MARK L. HIEDEMAN 
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
PO BOX P 
POCATELLO, ID 83205-0050 
TELEPHONE: (208) 236-7280 
FACSIMILE: (208) 236-7288 
CLEVE 8. COLSON, 158 #7234 
Assistant Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
20~C~f PH 3: 58 
;y ~-- -- .- ·-----·-
EPUT Y CL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, INA ND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-08-2CV-FE-C 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION 
OF RULE 35 HEARING 
TRANSCRIPT 
__________ ) 
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho by and through, CLEVE B. COLSON, 
Assistant Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Bannock, and 
hereby moves this court for an Order for Preparation of the Rule 35 Hearing Transcript in 
the above entitled matter which was heard on September 21, 2009, before the Honorable, 
Peter D. McDermott. 
This motion is based on the grounds and for the reason that it is necessary 
for preparation to respond to the Post Conviction Petition filed by Monte George Hoffman. 
DATED this ~,i, dayotoc~ 
B. COC 
Assistant Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
cc: Dave Martinez 
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* * * COM AATION RESULT REPORT ( OCT. 27. 2 
P. 
12:00PM) * * * 
HEADER: BANNOCK COUNTY PROS 
TRANSMITTED/STORED : OCT. 27. 200~ 12:00PM 
F:LE MODE onION ADDRESS RESULT 
OK 898 MEMORY TX 
REASON r:01~ ERROR 
E-1) HANG UF' OR LINE FAIL 
E=-3) NO AJ\ISWl:: R 
MARK L. HIEDEMAN 
BANNOCK COUNTY .PROSECUTOR 
PO BOXP 
POCATELLO. ID 83205-0050 
TELEPHONE: {208) 236-7280 
FACSIMILE: (208) 236-7288 
CLEVE B. COLSON, JSB #7234 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
E_-2) BUSY 
~-4) NO FACSTM!LC CONNEC~TON 
Assistant Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, iNA ND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
------- ______________ ) 
CASE NO. CR-08-209-FE-C 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION 
OF RULE 35 HEARi NG 
TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho by and through, CLEVE B. COLSON, 
Assistant Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Bannock, and 
hereby moves this court for an Order for Preparation of the Rule 35 Hearing Transcript in 
the above entitled matter which was heard on September 21, 2009, before the Honorable, 
Peter o_ McDermott. 
This rnotion is basad on the grounds and for the reason that it is necessary 
for preparation to respond to the Post Conviction Petition filed by Monte George Hoffman. 
DATED this ~--dayofO~~ 
B. CO 
Assistant Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
cc: Dave Martinez 
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MARK L. HIEDEMAN 
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. Box P 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-0050 
(208) 236-7280 
JARED W. JOHNSON, 158 #7812 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE HOFFMAN I 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
__________ ) 
CASE NO. CV-09-4213-PC-C 
MOTION TO EXTEND TIME 
FOR FILING AN ANSWER 
COMES I\JOW, the Respondent State of Idaho by and through JARED W. 
JOHNSON, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby moves this court for a 30 day 
extension of time for filing an Answer in this matter. 
This motion is based on the Respondent not having received the necessary 
Affidavit from Petitioner's former Defense Attorney nor the Rule 35 Hearing transcript in 
the criminal case. 11 l. i ~ za; 1 
DATED this L day of Dece111ber, . 
58 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on this 2_ day of November, 2009, a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION TO EXTEND TIME FOR FILING AN 
ANSWER was delivered to the following: 
MONTE HOFFMAN 
IDOC #48773 
PO BOX 8509 
BOISE ID 83707 
59 
[X] mail -
postage prepaid 
[] hand delivery 
[ ] facsimile 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK,;, 
MONTE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
. '".! .. \1 
v.) 
{ ·,' 
..• i\J, 
CASE NO. CV-2009-42'3-Pc 
ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL 
Petitioner, Monte Hoffman has file a Petition for Post Conviction Relief pursuant to 
Idaho Code §49-4901. Along with the petition the Petitioner has filed a motion for appointment 
of counsel and waiver of filing fees. The Court having reviewed the petition and motions for 
counsel and waiver of fees finds that the Petitioner is indigent and entitled to appointment of 
counsel to represent him in the case. The Court further finds that the Petitioner had private 
counsel and counsel from the Bannock County Public Defender's Office representing him at 
different stages throughout this case. Therefore a Conflict Public Defender must be appointed to 
represent the Petitioner for purposes of these proceedings. Further, that no filing fees are 
assessed when a petition for post conviction relief is filed, and therefore the Court does not need 
to take action on Petitioner's request to waive those filing fees. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That a Conflict Public Defender is appointed to represent the 
Petitioner for purposes of these proceedings and that since there are no filing fees assessed for 
purposes of this type or case the Court takes no action on Petitioner's motion to waive such fees. 
ORDER APPOINTING COIJNSEL PAGE - 1 
HOFFMAN V. STATE, CV-2009-42113-PC 
60 
IT rs so ORDERED. 
DATED this_3 __ dayofNovember, 2009. 
Copies to: 
~c.~ 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
District Judge 
Mark Hiedeman, Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney 
Randall Schulthies, Bannock County Public Defender 
Monte Hoffman, Defendant 
ORDER APPOINTING COUNSEL PAGE 2 
HOFFMAN V. STATE, cv.2Q09-42113·PC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
__________ ) 
CASE NO. CV-09-4213-PC-C 
ORDER EXTENDING TIME 
FOR FILING AN ANSWER 
Based on Respondent State of Idaho's motion filed herein and good cause 
appearing, therefore; 
f !1 
e I ~ . 
!if,, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That the Respondent is granted an extension of time 
for filing an Answer in this matter. Said Answer shall be filed byd:J ~ &3, &c::::19 
• 
DATED this __j__ day of November, 2009,. 
R~N~Z~ 
District Judge 
62 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ,4 day of~- I served a true 
and correct copy of the MOTION TO EXTEND TIME FOR FILING AN ANSWER upon 
each of the following individuals in the manner indicated. 
MONTE HOFFMAN 
IDOC #48773 
PO BOX 8509 
BOISE ID 83707 
JARED W. JOHNSON 
DEPUTY PROSECUTOR 
BANNOCK COUNTY COURTHOUSE 
POCATELLO ID 83201 
[ /mail -
postage prepaid 
[ ] hand delivery 
[ ] facsimile 
[ ] mail -
p6stage prepaid [vf hand delivery 
[ ] facsimile 
DALE HATCH, Clerk of the Court 
By: I.({) 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, INA ND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-08-206-FE-C 
A MBN(Ys{) 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION 
OF RULE 35 HEARING 
TRANSCRIPT 
__________ ) 
Based on the Motion of CLEVE B. COLSON, Assistant Chief Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Bannock, and good cause appearing; 
therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Court Transcriber shall immediately 
prepare a transcript of the Rule 35 Hearing held in the above entitled matter on October 
13, 2009, before that Honorable Peter D. McDermott. 
DA TED this / 3 day of November, 2009. 
cc: CLEVE B. COLSON 
DAVE MARTINEZ 
~~~ O()J{is 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
District Judge 
MARK L. HI EDE MAN 
BANNOCK GOU NTY PROSECUTOR 
PO BOX P 
POCATELLO, ID 83205-0050 
TELEPHONE: (208) 236-7280 
FACSIMILE: (208) 236-7288 
CLEVE B. COLSON, ISB #7234 
Assistant Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, INA ND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-08-209-FE-C 
AMENDED 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION 
OF RULE 35 HEARING 
TRANSCRIPT 
__________ ) 
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho by and through, CLEVE B. COLSON, 
Assistant Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Bannock, and 
hereby moves this court for an Order for Preparation of the Rule 35 Hearing Transcript in 
the above entitled matter which was heard on October 13, 2009, before the Honorable, 
Peter D. McDermott. 
This motion is based on the grounds and for the reason that it is necessary 
for preparation to respond t~ t1: Post Conviction Petition filed by Monte George Hoffman. 
DATED this day of November, . , 
Assistant Chief Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
cc: Dave Martinez 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDI.CI AL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND 
--o0o--
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Defendant. 
(, 1;/i 
FOR COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
/ID j 
Case No. 
CR08-206FE 
The above-entitled matter came on for hearing on 
the dates and times indicated herein at the Bannock 
County Courthouse, Pocatello, Idaho. 
BEFORE: The Honorable PETER D. MCDERMOTT 
APPEARANCES: 
For the Plaintiff: 
For the Defendant: 
ORIGlt~J\L 
JANIECE PRICE 
Bannock County Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box P 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
RANDALL D. SCHULTHIES 
Chief Public Defender 
KENT REYNOLDS 
Deputy Public Defender 
P.O. Box 4147 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
COURT REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS 
STEPHANIE DAVIS (208) 236-7247 
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Defendant's Rule 35 Motion 
Court Reporter's Certificate 
--000--
STEPHANIE DAVIS (208) 236-7247 
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POCATELLO, IDAHO; MONDA 
8:30 A. 
--000--
1:MBER 21, 2009 
THE COURT: Take up State versus 
6 Monte George Hoffman. 
7 Kent, what the Court is going to do 
8 on this is -- Mr. Hoffman was sentenced to the 
9 Idaho Department of Corrections for six years, two 
10 years fixed and four years indeterminate. 
11 This file is pretty thick but -- anyway 
12 that's where he is at now. 
13 Kelly Mallard, private counsel, 
14 epresented him and has withdrawn. I believe he 
15 would be entitled to the services of a public 
16 defender. 
17 
18 
MR. REYNOLDS: Okay. 
THE COURT: So I'm going to appoint the 
19 Office of the Public Defender to represent him on 
20 his Rule 35 motion; do you have any objection to 
21 that, Miss Price? 
22 MS. PRICE: Your Honor, I just noted 
23 already on my file that I think the Public Defender 
! 24 was appointed. I don't know if they have had an 
25 opportunity to meet with him, but if it hasn't 
1 happened, then maybe Mr. Hiedeman was ahead of 
2 the game here today. 
THE COURT: Yeah, we set the oral argument 
4 for today and, evidently, a copy was sent to 
5 Mr. Schulthies in your office. 
6 Well, anyway, I guess what we'll do is 
7 we'll reset it for oral argument on, let rs see, 
8 on October 12th. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
MR. REYNOLDS: Okay. 
THE COURT: At 8:30. Okay, Kent? 
MR. REYNOLDS: Sure. 
THE COURT: Oh, the 12th is a holiday, 
13 Kent. It will be on the 13th. 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 (CONCLUSION OF PROCEEDINGS HELD 9/21/09.) 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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, REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, STEPHANIE D. DAVIS, CSR, Official 
7 Court Reporter, Sixth Judicial District, State 
8 of Idaho, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
9 transcript, consisting of Pages 1 to 5, 
inclusive, is a true and accurate record of 
the proceedings had on the dates and at the 
times indicated therein as stenographically 
reported by me to the best of my ability, and 
contains all of the material requested. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto 
set my hand this 4th day of November, 2009. 
STEPHANIE D. DAVIS, CSR 
No. 594 
6 
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COURT REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, STEPHANIE D. DAVIS, CSR, Official 
Court Reporter, Sixth Judicial District, State 
of Idaho, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
transcript, consisting of Pages 1 to 5, 
inclusive, is a true and accurate record of 
the proceedings had on the dates and at the 
times indicated therein as stenographically 
reported by me to the best of my ability, and 
contains all of the material requested . 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto 
set my hand this 4th day of November, 2009. 
STEPHANIE DAVIS (208) 236-7247 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT'W,FTHE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK ' __ 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-2009-004213-PC 
ORDER 
Petitioner has filed an objection to the state's motion requesting additional time to file an 
answer in the above-entitled action. The Court, pursuant to Rule 6(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure, has granted that extension based upon the state's motion and the discretion of the 
Com1. 
DA TED this ~ 9 
Copies to: 
day of November, 2009. 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
District Judge 
Mark Hiedeman, Bannock County Prosecuting Attorney 
Monte George Hoffman 
ORDER-1 
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Douglas K. Dykman 
Attorney At Law 
920 East Clark 
P.O. Box 4981 
Pocatello Idaho 83205-4981 
Telephone: (208) 237-8300 
Facsimile : (208) 237-8300 
E-mail : dykman@qwestoffice.net 
State Bar No. 3926 
{_ ~ ~ ' ; .. : -: \ _. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2009-4213-PC 
MOTION TO RETAIN ON 
COURT CALENDAR 
02 
COMES NOW, the Petitioner, Monte G. Hoffman, by and through his attorney of record, Douglas 
K. Dykman, and motions the Court to enter an Order to retain this matter on the court calendar for an 
additional eight (8) week period to allow the undersigned to contact the Petitioner to address the issues 
raised by the Petitioner; and, to see if there are additional issues to raise in the Post Conviction 
proceeding; and, file a response to the State's Answer. 
WHEREFORE, the undersigned attorney of record respectfully requests the Court grant the 
Order allowing the undersigned an additional eight (8) week period to contact the Petitioner and 
address the issues raised by him, to see if there are additional issues to raise in the Post Conviction 
proceeding and file a Reply to the State's Answer. 
DATED this 4th day of December, 2009. 
PAGE-1-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of December, 2009, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was delivered to the following parties or entities: 
Mark L Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
POBP 
5th & Center 
Pocatello ID 83201 
DATED this 4 th day of December, 2009. 
PAGE-2-
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] U.S. Mail 
] Hand Delivery 
] Facsimile 
] E-mail 
[X] Hand Delivery Court House Box 
Douglas K. Dykman 
Attorney At Law 
920 East Clark 
P.O. Box 4981 
Pocatello Idaho 83205-4981 
Telephone: (208) 237-8300 
Facsimile : (208) 237-8300 
E-mail : dykman@qwestoffice.net 
State Bar No. 3926 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ ) 
Case No. CV-2009-4213-PC 
ORDER ON MOTION TO RETAIN ON 
COURT CALENDAR 
The Court, based upon the pleadings on file, including Petitioner's Motion To Retain on Court 
Calendar, finds good cause therefore, justifying said motion. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: This matter shall be retained on the Court calendar for a period of eight 
(8) weeks to allow the attorney of record to correspond with the Petitioner to address the issues raised 
in the Post Conviction proceeding, file a response to the State's Answer, and to see if there are 
additional issues to be raised. 
DATED this '6 day of December, 2009. 
PAGE -1-
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ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
Sixth District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was delivered to the 
following parties or entities: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
POB P 
5th & Center 
Pocatello ID 83201 
Douglas K. Dykman 
920 E. Clark 
POB 4981 
Pocatello ID 83205-4981 
DATED this _i_ day of December, 2009. 
PAGE-2-
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By: 
[ ])'.LS. Mail 
[ ;j Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ]}-mail [ v1 Hand Delivery Court House Box 
[ lA.l.S. Mail [ I] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ])-mail 
[ ;i Hand Delivery Court House Box 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
MARK L. HIEDEMAN 
BANNOCK COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
P.O. Box P 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205-0050 
(208) 236-7280 
JARED W. JOHNSON, ISB #7812 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-2009-4213-PC 
ANSWER 
COMES NOW, the State of Idaho, by and through Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Jared W. 
Johnson, and does hereby answer Petitioner's ("Monte Hoffinan") petition for post-conviction 
relief in the above-entitled action as follows: 
I. 
GENERAL RESPONSES TO HOFFMAN'S 
POST-CONVICTION ALLEGATIONS 
All allegations made by Monte Hoffman are denied by the state unless specifically 
admitted herein. 
ANSWER I 
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II. 
SPECIFIC ANSWERS TO HOFFMAN'S 
POST-CONVICTION ALLEGATIONS 
I. Answering paragraph I of Hoffman's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, 
Respondent admits the allegations contained therein. 
2. Answering paragraph 2 of Hoffman's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, 
Respondent admits the allegations contained therein. 
3. Answering paragraph 3(a) and 3(b) of Hoffman's Petition for Post-Conviction 
Relief, Respondent admits the allegations contained in 3(a) and 3(b) with the clarification 
that the offense for which the sentence was imposed was Possession of a Controlled 
Substance, Methamphetamine, Idaho Code 37-2732(c)(l). 
4. Answering paragraph 4(a) and 4(b) of Hoffman's Petition for Post-Conviction 
Relief, Respondent denies the allegations contained therein, due to the fact that the 
sentence of 2 years fixed and 4 years indeterminate with the court retaining jurisdiction 
was imposed on October 14, 2008. 
5. Answering paragraph 5 of Hoffman's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, 
Respondent admits the allegations contained therein. 
6. Answering paragraph 6 of Hoffman's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief, 
Respondent admits the allegations contained therein. 
7. Answering paragraphs 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) of Hoffman's Petition for Post-
Conviction Relief, Respondent denies the conclusory allegations contained therein. 
ANSWER-2 
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8. Answering paragraphs 8(a), 8(b), 8(c), and 8(d) of Hoffman's Petition for Post-
Conviction Relief, Respondent admits the allegations therein. 
9. Answering paragraphs 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c) of Hoffman's Petition for Post-
Conviction Relief for ineffective assistance of counsel, Respondent denies the conclusory 
allegations contained therein. 
10. Paragraphs 10 and 11 of Hoffman's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief regarding 
in forma pauperis request and request for appointment of counsel, are not factual 
allegations capable of being admitted or denied. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Hoffman's petition fails to state any grounds upon which relief can be granted. 
Idaho Code§ l 9-4901(a); I.R.C.P. l 2(b)(6). 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
To the extent Hoffman's claims should have been raised on direct appeal, the 
claims are procedurally defaulted. Idaho Code § 19-4901 (b ). 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Hoffman's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief contains bare and conclusory 
allegations unsubstantiated by affidavits, records, or other admissible evidence, and 
therefore fails to raise a genuine issue of material fact. Idaho Code §§ 19-4902(a), 19-
4903, and 19-4906. 
ANSWER-3 
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FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
Hoffman's Petition for Post-Conviction Relief fails to state a claim upon which 
relief can be granted because the claims are uncognizable or are legally insufficient. 
WHEREFORE, Respondent prays for relief as follows: 
ANSWER-4 
a) That Hoffman's claims for post-conviction relief be denied; 
b) That Hoffman's claims for post-conviction relief be dismissed; 
c) 
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eputy Prosecuting Attorney 
for Bannock County 
VERIFICATION 
The Respondent, by and through Deputy Prosecuting Attorney Jared W. Johnson, being 
first duly sworn under oath, deposes and says: 
1) I am the attorney for the Respondent in the above-entitled matter. 
2) That the facts contained in the foregoing Answer to Petitioner's Petition for Post-
Conviction Relief are true and correct to the best of my information and belief. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss: 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
for Bannock County 
County of funuo(!K ) 
I hereby certify that on this J 3 day of dtttt/Pck 2009, personally 
appeared before me [ my name] who, being first duly sworn, declared that he is representing the 
Respondent in this action, and that the statements contained in the foregoing document are 
believed to be true to the best of my information and belief. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal on 
the day and year first above written . 
.!!.''''""'""''''* 
~~IE4. '''t $~_. .......... ~\ 
ff.~/-oTA/f~'· ~\ 
-1.lJ•~ r -~ 
-..,.  -ii!!: ; ! ....... == 
\ \'°LJe\.\O § ~ •• :..c.i-. I! ~ ~ .......... ~- ~ 
~,, ';tf lE Of \t,'il #° 1,,,,, .... \\\\\\\\\"' 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this i2 day of ~ 2009, I caused a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER to be placed in the United States mail, postage 
prepaid, addressed to: 
ANSWER-6 
Douglas K. Dyk:man 
Attorney at Law 
920 E. Clark 
PO Box 4981 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
J 
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Douglas K. Dykman 
Attorney At Law 
920 East Clark 
P.O. Box 4981 
Pocatello Idaho 83205-4981 
Telephone: (208) 237-8300 
Facsimile : (208) 237-8300 
E-mail : dykman@qwestoffice.net 
State Bar No. 3926 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2009-4213-PC 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF POST 
CONVICTION RELIEF AND 
RESPONSE TO STATE'S ANSWER 
COMES NOW, the Petitioner, Monte G. Hoffman, by and through his attorney of record, Douglas 
K. Dykman, and supplements the Petition For Post Conviction Relief filed by the Petitioner as follows: 
I. 
BACKGROUND 
The Petitioner, Monte G. Hoffman, plead guilty to one count of Possession of a Controlled 
substance, Methamphetamine, I.C. Section 37-2732(C )(1) on or about July 7, 2008. Mr. Hoffman was 
sentenced on October 14, 2008 to a term of two (2) years fixed and a subsequent indeterminate term of 
four (4) years for a total of six (6) years with the Court retaining jurisdiction up to one hundred eighty 
(180) days under I.C. Section 19-2601(4). On March 9, 2009, the Court, based upon the recommendation 
of the Department of Corrections that the Court relinquish jurisdiction did impose the above-mentioned 
sentence. Mr. Hoffman did file a Rule 35 Motion and a hearing was held on September 21, 2009. The 
1 
84 
Court did partially grant the Rule 35 motion and reduced the indeterminate portion of the sentence to 
two (2) years. Thus, the amended sentence is two (2) years fixed and a subsequent indeterminate term 
of two (2) years for a total of four (4) years with the Defendant receiving credit for all time served. He 
did not file an appeal. Mr. Hoffman did file a Petition for Post Conviction Relief on or about October 22, 
2009. 
II. 
ARGUMENT 
An application for post-conviction relief initiates a proceeding which is civil in nature, State v. 
Bearshield, 104 Idaho 676,678, 662 P.2d 548, 550 (1983); Clark v. State, 92 Idaho 827, 830, 452 P.2d 54, 
57 (1969); Murray v. State, 121 Idaho 918,921, 828 P.2d 1323, 1326 (Ct. App. 1992); Stuart v. State, 136 
Idaho 490,495, 36 P.3d 1278, 1282 (2001). Further, an action for post conviction relief is civil in nature 
and is governed by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Pizzuto v. State, 127 Idaho 469,470, 903 P.2d 58, 
59 (1995); Mata v. State, 124 Idaho 588, 591, 861 P.2d 1253, 1256 (Ct App. 1993). The state's Answer is 
seeking to dismiss the Post Relief Petition because it fails to state any grounds upon which relief can be 
granted; the issues should have been raised on appeal and thus are procedurally defaulted; and, the 
allegations are bare conclusions which are unsubstantiated allegations and fail to raise a genuine issue 
of material fact. 
As such, when asking for summary judgment pursuant to I.C. Section 19-4906, it is the 
procedural equivalent of summary judgment under I.R.C.P. 56. Therefore, the applicant must prove by a 
preponderance of evidence the allegations upon which the request for post-conviction relief is based. 
See Idaho Code Section 19-407; Russell v. State, 118 Idaho 65, 67, 794 P.2d 654, 656 (Ct. App. 1990); 
Grube v. State, 134 Idaho 24, 27,995 P.2d 794, 797 (2000). 
An application by rule must contain more than "a short arid plain statement of the claim" that 
would suffice for a complaint under I.R.C.P. 8(a)(1). The application must be verified with respect to the 
2 
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facts within the personal knowledge of the applicant, and affidavits, records or other evidence 
supporting the allegations which must be attached or the application must state specifically why the 
supporting evidence is not included with the application. See I.C. Section 19-4903. Therefore, the 
application is required to be accompanied by admissible evidence supporting its allegations or the 
application will be subject to dismissal. The Court does not give evidentiary value to mere conclusory 
allegations that are unsupported by admissible evidence. Drapeau v. State, 103 Idaho 612,617,651 P.2d 
546,551 (Ct. App. 1982). 
Idaho Code Section 19-4906 authorizes summary disposition of an application for post-
conviction relief either by motion of a party or upon the court's own initiative. Summary dismissal is 
permissible only when the applicant's evidence has raised no genuine issue of material fact, which if 
resolved in the applicant's favor, would entitle the applicant to the requested relief. Gilpin-Grubb v. 
State, 1328 Idaho 76, 80, 57 P.3d 110, 112 (2001). Therefore, if such a factual issue is presented, an 
evidentiary hearing must be conducted by the Court. See Gonzales v. State 120 Idaho 759, 763, 819 P.2d 
1159, 1163 (Ct. App. 1991); Hoover v. State, 114 Idaho 145, 146, 754 P.2d 458, 459 (Ct. App. 1988); 
Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 89, 741 P.2d 374, 376 (Ct. App. 1987). However, summary dismissal of an 
application for post-conviction relief may be appropriate when the state does not controvert the 
applicant's evidence because the court is not required to accept either the applicant's mere conclusory 
allegations, unsupported by admissible evidence, or the applicant's conclusions of law. See Roman v. 
State, 125 Idaho 644, 647, 873 P.2d 898, 901 (Ct. App. 1994); Baruth v. Gardner, 110 Idaho 156, 159, 715 
P.2d 369, 372 (Ct. App. 1986). 
On review of a dismissal of a post-conviction relief application without an evidentiary hearing, 
the court must determine whether a genuine issue offact exists based upon the pleadings, depositions 
and admissions together with any affidavits on file. The court is not required to accept the Petitioner's 
unrebutted allegations as true, but need not accept the Petitioner's conclusions. Ferrier v. State, 135 
3 
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Idaho 797, 799, 25 P.3d 110, 112 (2001). Moreover, the court should liberally construe the facts and 
reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party. Ricca v. State, 124 Idaho 894, 896, 865 P .2d 
985, 987 (Ct. App. 1993); Small v. State, 132 Idaho 327, 331, 971 P.2d 1151, 1155 (Ct. App. 1998). This 
standard is the same as that applied in a civil summary judgment proceeding under Idaho Rules Civil 
Procedure 56. See Dulaney v. St. Alphonus Reg'/ Med. Ctr., 137 Idaho 160, 163-164, 45 P.3d 816, 819-820 
(2002). The standard is applied in order to "avoid dismissal of an inartfully drawn complaint that gives 
adequate notice ofthe claims sought to be asserted," Amco Ins. Co. v. Tri-Spur Inv. Co., 140 Idaho 733, 
738-39, 101 p.3d 226, 231-232 (2004). 
In the matter at hand, the Petitioner, Monte G. Hoffman, contends he is entitled to post 
conviction relief because there are genuine issues of material fact which support his allegations of 
ineffective assistance of counsel; that is, he is altegingthat(l) his former counselfaiJed to adequately 
investigate the facts, witnesses and circumstances of the case; faitedto file a motion to suppress as 
there was an illegal seizure and search; failed tofHeand,reviewtffscoveryWiththePetftioner; failed to 
review any defenses with the Petitioner; failed to timely file anappeal;thus, wlis ineffective assistance 
of counsel; (2) that the Petitioner was threatened and coerced into p1eadtng guilfy by former counsel 
and the state prosecutor in that he would be sentenced as a persistent violator if he did not accept the 
plea agreement; (3) that his decision to enter the guiltY plea was made urlder duress; thus, the guilty 
plea was not made voluntarily, knowingly and lntelllgentty; (4) whether hls former counsel was 
ineffective for his failure to present mitigating evidence as to the nature of Petitioner's substance abuse 
problems or any other mitigating evidence; (5) finally, the Petitioner is alleging that the sentence was an 
illegal sentence in violation of the 151, 14th and 16th amendments and a due process violation as the court 
revoked jurisdiction. 
The Petitioner seeking relief for ineffective assistance must meet a two pronged test showing 
both that the attorney's representation fell below objective standards of competence, and that the 
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Petitioner was prejudiced by the attorney's deficient performance. Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 
668, 694, 687, 104 S. Ct. 2052, 80 L. Ed 2d 674 (1984); State v. Odiaqa, 125 Idaho 384, 387, 871 P.2d 
801, 804 (1994) and Aragon v. State, 114 Idaho 758, 760, 760 P.2d 1174, 1176 (1988). The first prong 
requires the applicant to demonstrate by competent evidence that his attorney's performance was 
deficient and that counsel's performance was inadequate by demonstrating "that counsel's 
representation did not meet objective standards of competence." Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644, 648-
49, 873 P.2d 898, 902-03 (Ct. App. 1994). Strategic or tactical decisions will not be found to be deficient 
performance "unless those decisions are made upon a basis of inadequate preparation, ignorance of the 
relevant law, or other shortcomings capable of objective evaluation." Davis v. State, 116 Idaho 401, 406, 
775 P.2d 1243, 1248 (Ct. App. 1989). If a applicant succeeds in establishing that counsels' performance 
was deficient, he must also prove the prejudice element by showing that "there is a reasonable 
probability that, but for counsel's unprofessional errors, the results of the proceeding would have been 
different. Roman, 125 Idaho at 649, 873 P.2d at 903. In order to satisfy the second "prejudice prong" the 
Petitioner "must show that there is a reasonable probable probability that, but for counsel's error, he 
would not have pleaded guilty and would have insisted on going to trial." Hill v. Lockhart, 744 U.S. 52, 59 
(1985). The Petitioner is alleging that his counsel's performance was deficient and the deficiencies had a 
prejudicial effect. Also, that if the plea was taken without full knowledge of its direct consequences, 
counsels' failure to correct this error is presumptively prejudicial. 
First, the Petitioner is alleging that his former counsel did not adequately investigate the facts, 
witnesses and circumstances of the case. Specifically, he is alleging that his former counsel did not 
interview all witnesses and that there should have been a motion to suppress for there was an illegal 
search and seizure. 
Second, he is alleging former counsel failed to file discovery requests or review the answers -
evidence with the Petitioner. Next, his former counsel failed to timely file an appeal and had\him waive 
5 
his right to a Preliminary Hearing without adequately explaining the burden of proof of the State 
prosecutor. 
Third, his former counsel did not advise him of any defenses to the allegations contained in the 
Complaint and Prosecutor's Information documents. Nor did his former counsel pursue any possible 
defenses. 
Fourth, the Petitioner is alleging that he entered a guilty plea based upon the fact that he was 
under emotional and physical duress and felt he had to enter into a guilty plea to avoid a possible 
persistent violator conviction. Thus, the change of plea was not done voluntarily, knowingly or 
intelligently. See State v. Colyer, 98 Idaho 32, 557 P.2d 626 (1976). As such, the plea must be entered 
with a "full understanding of what the plea connotes and of its consequence." Brooks v. State, 108 Idaho 
855, 857, 702 p.2d 893, 895 (Ct. App. 1985) and State v. Heredia, 144 Idaho 95, 156 P.3d 1193 (2007). In 
Idaho the trial court must follow the minimum requirements of Idaho Criminal Rule 11(c) accepting 
guilty pleas. If the record indicates that the trial court followed the requirements of I.C.R. 11(c), this is a 
prima facie showing that the plea is voluntary and knowing. The concern is whether the Petitioner was 
under such duress that he felt coerced into accepting the plea agreement and being unable to 
voluntarily, knowingly or intelligently enter a guilty plea. 
Fifth, Petitioner is atleging that his former counsel was ineffective for his failure to present 
mitigating evidence at the sentence hearing. Specifically, the Petitioner is alleging that his former 
counsel did not present any mitigating evidence of his substance abuse problems or any other 
mitigating evidence. Failure to investigate and present migrating evidence in absence of aggravating 
factors renders counsel ineffective. See Wiggins v. Smith, 539 U.S. 510 (2003). 
Sixth, Petitioner believes that the sentence imposed by the court violated the 15\ 6th and 14th 
amendments of the constitution as it was an illegal sentence and a due process violation for the court to 
revoke jurisdiction and impose a sentence. 
6 
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Thus, the Petitioner is asserting there are genuine issues of material fact and he is entitled to an 
evidentiary hearing on the merits of the matter and the court should construe the facts and reasonable 
inferences in his favor based on the preponderance of the evidence. The court should grant the petition 
for post conviction relief. The final outcome of this matter should be that the imposed sentence should 
be vacated and a new sentencing hearing be held before a new judge. Finally, that the court should 
grant any other relief as it may find based upon the circumstances of this matter. 
DATED this 3rd day of February, 2010. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3rd day of February, 2010, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document was delivered to the following parties or entities: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
POB P 
5th & Center 
Pocatello ID 83201 
DATED this 3rd day of February, 2010. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CV-2009-4213-PC 
ORDER VACATING HEARING 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the hearing for oral argument scheduled for the 25th 
day of March, 2010, at the hour of 9:00 o'clock a.m. is vacated as counsel is not requesting 
oral argument be presented. The Court will solely rely on filed pleadings from Petitioner 
and counsel to make a detennination in regard to post conviction relief. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this _ __c_l '6-'--__ day of March, 2010. 
Copies to: Douglas Dykman 
Jared Johnson 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
District Judge 
DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court 
By Nicole P. DeLoach 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THKSTATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2009-4213-PC 
NOTICE OF INTENT 
TO DISMISS 
This case comes before this Court on a Petition and Affidavit for Post Conviction Relief 
filed by Monte G. Hoffman ("the Petitioner" or "Mr. Hoffman"). The State filed an Answer to 
the Petition, and Mr. Hoffman then filed a Brief in Support of Post Conviction Relief and 
Response to State's Answer. In addition, the Petitioner filed a Motion and Affidavit for 
Permission to Proceed on Partial Payment of Court Fees, as well as a Motion and Affidavit in 
Support for Appointment of Counsel. After reviewing the motions for counsel and waiver of 
fees, this Court found the Petitioner was "indigent and entitled to appointment of counsel to 
represent him in the case." (Order Appointing Counsel, Nov. 3, 2009, 1.) Therefore, this Court 
appointed a Conflict Public Defender to represent the Petitioner for the purposes of these 
proceedings. This Court further determined "that no filing fees are assessed when a petition for 
post conviction relief is filed, and therefore the Court does not need to take action on Petitioner's 
request to waive those filing fees." (Id.) 
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FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
The Petitioner was charged with the crime of POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
SUBSTANCE, METHAMPHETAMINE, in violation ofldaho Code ("IC")§ 37-2732(c)(l). 
(Prosecuting Attorney's Information, Feb. 28, 2008, 1.) In Part II of the Prosecuting Attorney's 
Information, the Petitioner was accused of being a PERSISTENT VIOLATOR, as defined in IC 
§ 19-2514, as two felony convictions had previously been entered against him. (Prosecuting 
Attorney's Information Part II, Feb. 28, 2008, 1.) The Petitioner pied guilty to the charge in Part 
I of the Prosecuting Attorney's Information, Possession of a Controlled Substance, 
Methamphetamine, on July 7, 2008. (Minute Entry and Order, July 8, 2008, 1.) Thereafter, the 
Petitioner sought to withdraw that guilty plea; however, that request was rescinded. (Minute 
Entry and Order, Aug. 20, 2008, 1.) On October 14, 2008, this Court found the Petitioner guilty 
of the crime charged and entered a sentence of two (2) years fixed and a subsequent 
indeterminate period of four (4) years, for a total of six (6) years. This Court retained 
jurisdiction of the case pursuant to the provisions ofIC § 19-2601 ( 4). (Minute Entry and Order, 
Oct. 20, 2008, 1-2.) Thereafter, this Court relinquished jurisdiction, and the sentence of a fixed 
period of confinement of two (2) years, and a subsequent indeterminate period of four ( 4) years, 
for a total of six (6) years was imposed. (Minute Entry and Order, March 12, 2009, 1-2.) 
The Petitioner then submitted a pro-se Motion for Correction or Reduction of Sentence, 
pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule ("ICR") 35. This Court granted that request in part, reducing 
the indeterminate portion of Mr. Hoffman's sentence from a period of four (4) years to a period 
of two (2) years, reducing his total sentence from six (6) years to four (4) years, with the 
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Petitioner receiving credit for all time served. (Minute Entry and Order, Sept. 23, 2009, 1-2.) 
Mr. Hoffman did not file an appeal of that decision. 
The Petitioner submitted the subject request for post conviction relief on October 22, 
2009. In the Answer, the State requested Mr. Hoffman's claims for post conviction relief be 
denied and dismissed, arguing that the Petition fails to state any grounds upon which relief can 
be granted, states claims which are procedurally defaulted, fails to raise a genuine issue of 
material fact and/or states claims which are uncognizable or are legally insufficient. (Answer, 
Dec. 23, 2009, 3-4.) 
This Court has carefully reviewed the Petition and Affidavit for Post Conviction Relief, 
the Affidavit of Facts in Support of Post Conviction Relief, the Brief in Support of Post 
Conviction Relief, the Answer and the record in the underlying case. Based upon that 
examination of the entire record and for the reasons set out below, this Court hereby gives the 
Petitioner notice of its intent to DISMISS the Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
ISSUE 
1. Whether to grant the Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
A petition for post conviction relief is governed by the Uniform Post Conviction 
Procedure Act ("UPCPA"), IC§§ 19-4901 -19-4911. Such a petition initiates a proceeding that 
is civil in nature. State v. Gilpin-Grubb, 138 Idaho 76, 79, 57 P.3d 787, 790 (2002); State v. 
LePage, 138 Idaho 803, 806, 69 P.3d 1064, 1067 (Idaho Ct.App. 2003). Under IC§ 19-490l(a), 
a person who is convicted of or sentenced for a crime may institute a proceeding to secure relief 
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based on a claim that the conviction was in violation of the state or federal constitutions or the 
laws of Idaho, or that "there exists evidence of material facts, not previously presented and 
heard, that requires the vacation of the conviction or sentence in the interests of justice," among 
other grounds. 
Pursuant to IC § 19-4901 (b ), a petition for post conviction relief is not a substitute for 
appeal. A petitioner is not allowed to raise any issue that could have been raised on a direct 
appeal, but was not so raised, unless those issues were not known and could not have reasonably 
been known at the time of the appeal. Raudebaugh v. State, 135 Idaho 602, 603, 21 P.3d 924, 
925 (2001 ). Similarly, a post conviction petitioner may not re-litigate the same issues that were 
already presented in a direct appeal. Gilpin-Grubb, 138 Idaho at 81, 57 P.3d at 792. 
IC § 19-4902(a) 1 establishes the time limits for the filing of a petition for post conviction 
relief, requiring that "[ a ]n application may be filed at any time within one (1) year from the 
expiration of the time for appeal or from the determination of an appeal or from the 
determination of a proceeding following an appeal, whichever is later." That section of the code 
also requires that "[f]acts within the personal knowledge of the applicant and the authenticity of 
1 19-4902. Commencement of proceedings--Verification--Filing--Service--DN A testing 
(a) A proceeding is commenced by filing an application verified by the applicant with the clerk of the district court 
in which the conviction took place. An application may be filed at any time within one (l) year from the expiration 
of the time for appeal or from the determination of an appeal or from the determination of a proceeding following an 
appeal, whichever is later. Facts within the personal knowledge of the applicant and the authenticity of all 
documents and exhibits included in or attached to the application must be sworn to affirmatively as true and correct. 
The supreme court may prescribe the form of the application and verification. The clerk shall docket the application 
upon its receipt and promptly bring it to the attention of the court and deliver a copy to the prosecuting attorney. 
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all documents and exhibits included in or attached to the application must be sworn to 
affirmatively as true and correct." 
IC § 19-49032 further demands that a petitioner state and identify in the application for 
post conviction relief the grounds upon which the application is based, the specific relief 
requested, all previous proceedings in the case and the facts that are within the personal 
knowledge of the petitioner. That section also requires that a petitioner attach affidavits, records 
and other evidence supporting the allegations, or recite why such evidence is not attached to the 
application. IC § 19-4903 has been interpreted to require that an application "must present or be 
accompanied by admissible evidence supporting its allegations, or the application shall be 
subject to dismissal," i.e., the application must contain more facts than the "short and plain 
statement of the claim" that is required of the usual civil complaint by Rule 8(a)(l) of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure ("IRCP"). Goodwin v. State, 138 Idaho 269, 271-72, 61 P.2d 626, 628-
29 (Idaho Ct.App. 2003). 
IC § 19-4906(b) permits a court to dismiss the action if the court is satisfied, based on the 
record, that the petitioner is not entitled to relief and no purpose would be served by any further 
proceedings. That section also requires that the court, as a prerequisite to dismissal, give the 
2 § 19-4903. Application--Contents 
The application shall identify the proceedings in which the applicant was convicted, give the date of the entry of the 
judgment and sentence complained of, specifically set forth the grounds upon which the application is based, and 
clearly state the relief desired. Facts within the personal knowledge of the applicant shall be set forth separately from 
other allegations of facts and shall be verified as provided in section 19-4902. Affidavits, records, or other evidence 
supporting its allegations shall be attached to the application or the application shall recite why they are not attached. 
The application shall identify all previous proceedings, together with the grounds therein asserted, taken by the 
applicant to secure relief from his conviction or sentence. Argument, citations, and discussion of authorities are 
unnecessary. 
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petitioner notice of intent to dismiss and provide twenty days during which the petitioner may 
respond. However, under IC§ 19-4906(c)3 the court may summarily dispose of the petition 
upon the motion of either of the parties when, based on the record, there is no genuine issue of 
material fact and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. No notice of intent 
to dismiss is required for a summary disposition under that section. Saykhamchone v. State, 127 
Idaho 319, 321-22, 900 P.2d 795, 797-98 (1995). Summary dismissal under either section is the 
procedural equivalent of a motion for summary judgment. Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 741 
P.2d 374 (Ct. App. 1987); Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 644,873 P.2d 898 (Ct.App. 1994). Thus, 
in determining whether to summarily dismiss, a court must view the facts in a light most 
favorable to the petitioner and determine whether those facts would entitle the petitioner to relief 
if accepted as true. Ferrier v. State, 135 Idaho 797, 798, 25 P.3d 110, 111 (2001); Goodwin, 138 
Idaho at 272, 61 P.2d at 629; LePage, 138 Idaho at 806, 69 P.3d at 1067. If the court finds that 
the accepted facts entitle the petitioner to relief, the court must conduct an evidentiary hearing. 
LePage, 138 Idaho at 806-07, 69 P.3d at 1067-68. 
Summary dismissal of an application may be appropriate, even if the State does not 
controvert the petitioner's facts, because "the court is not required to accept either the applicant's 
mere conclusory allegations, unsupported by admissible evidence, or the applicant's conclusions 
oflaw." Goodwin, 138 Idaho at 272, 61 P.2d at 629; LePage, 138 Idaho at 807, 69 P.3d at 1068. 
3 IC§ 19-4906(c). The court may grant a motion by either party for summary disposition of the application when it 
appears from the pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions and agreements of fact, together 
with any affidavits submitted, that there is no genuine issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to 
judgment as a matter of law. 
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Further, a petition is "subject to summary dismissal if the petitioner has not presented evidence 
establishing a prima facie case as to each element of the claims upon which the applicant bears 
the burden of proof." Raudebaugh, 135 Idaho at 604, 21 P.2d at 926. 
Summary dismissal is permissible only when the applicant's evidence has raised no 
genuine issue of material fact that, if resolved in the applicant's favor, would entitle the 
applicant to the requested relief. If such a factual issue is presented, an evidentiary 
hearing must be conducted. Gonzales v. State, 120 Idaho 759, 763, 819 P.2d 1159, 1163 
(Ct.App.1991); Hoover v. State, 114 Idaho 145, 146, 754 P.2d 458, 459 (Ct.App.1988); 
Ramirez v. State, 113 Idaho 87, 89, 741 P.2d 374, 376 (Ct.App.1987). Summary 
dismissal of an application for post-conviction relief may be appropriate, however, even 
where the state does not controvert the applicant's evidence because the court is not 
required to accept either the applicant's mere conclusory allegations, unsupported by 
admissible evidence, or the applicant's conclusions of law. Roman v. State, 125 Idaho 
644,647,873 P.2d 898,901 (Ct.App.1994); Baruth v. Gardner, 110 Idaho 156, 159, 715 
P.2d 369, 372 (Ct.App.1986). 
Franck-Teel v. State, 143 Idaho 664, 667-68, 152 P.3d 25, 28-29 (Idaho Ct.App. 2007). The 
court in that case further explained the procedure for summary dismissal when the state has not 
provided notice of the grounds for dismissal. 
[I]f the state's motion fails to give notice of the grounds, the court may grant summary 
dismissal only if the court first gives the applicant twenty days' notice of intent to dismiss 
and the grounds therefore, pursuant to Section 19-4906(b ). Flores v. State, 128 Idaho 
476, 478, 915 P.2d 38, 40 (Ct.App.1996). This procedure is necessary so that the 
applicant is afforded an opportunity to respond and to establish a material issue of fact. 
Id. 
Id. at 668, 152 P.3d at 29. "On appeal from a summary disposition, [the Court of Appeals] 
exercises free review. Yon v. State, 124 Idaho 821,822,864 P.2d 659,660 (Ct.App.1993); 
Hoover v. State, 114 Idaho 145, 146, 754 P.2d 458,459 (Ct.App.1988)." Abbott v. State, 129 
Idaho 381,382,924 P.2d 1225, 1228 (Idaho Ct.App. 1996). 
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DISCUSSION 
In support of his Petition for Post Conviction Relief, Mr. Hoffman first argues he 
received the ineffective assistance of counsel. The Petitioner asserts the following: 
[H]is former counsel failed to adequately investigate the facts, witnesses and 
circumstances of the case, failed to file a motion to suppress as there was an illegal 
seizure and search; failed to file and review discovery with the Petitioner; failed to review 
any defenses with the Petitioner; failed to timely file an appeal; ... [and] [counsel] was 
ineffective for his failure to present mitigating evidence as to the nature of Petitioner's 
substance abuse problems or any other mitigating evidence. 
(Br. in Supp. of Post Conviction Relief and Resp. to State's Answer ("Br. in Supp."), Feb. 3, 
20 I 0, 4.) The Petitioner also alleges his counsel was ineffective because he "was threatened and 
coerced into pleading guilty by former counsel and the state prosecutor in that he would be 
sentenced as a persistent violator if he did not accept the plea agreement .... " (Id.) 
Additionally, the Petitioner argues post conviction relief is appropriate on the basis "that his 
decision to enter the guilty plea was made under duress; thus, the guilty plea was not made 
voluntarily, knowingly and intelligently .... " (Id.) "[F]inally, the Petitioner is alleging that the 
sentence was an illegal sentence in violation of the 1 si, 14th and 16th amendments and a due 
process violation as the court revoked jurisdiction." (Id.) 
a. Whether the Petitioner received the ineffective assistance of counsel. 
"In order to establish a violation of the constitutional guarantee to effective assistance of 
counsel, the defendant must show both deficient performance and resulting prejudice." Beasley 
v. State, 126 Idaho 356, 359, 883 P.2d 714, 717 (Idaho Ct.App. 1994) (internal citations 
omitted). The test for evaluating whether a criminal defendant has received the effective 
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assistance of counsel is two-pronged and requires that the petitioner establish: (1) counsel's 
conduct was deficient because it fell outside the wide range of professional norms; and (2) the 
petitioner was prejudiced as a result of the deficient conduct. Pratt v. State, 134 Idaho 581, 584, 
6 P.3d 831, 834 (2000); Ray v. State, 133 Idaho 96, 101, 982 P .2d 931, 936 (1999) ( citing 
Stricklandv. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,687, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 2064 (1984)). "Facts presented 
must be in the form of competent, admissible evidence. Bare assertions and speculation, 
unsupported by specific facts, do not suffice to show ineffectiveness of counsel." Roman v. 
State, 125 Idaho 644, 649, 873 P.2d 898, 903 (Idaho Ct.App. 1994)(intemal citations omitted). 
In assessing the reasonableness of attorney performance, counsel is presumed to have 
rendered adequate assistance and made all significant decisions in the exercise of reasonable 
professional judgment. Pratt, 134 Idaho at 584, 6 P.3d at 834; State v. Matthews, 133 Idaho 300, 
306-07, 986 P.2d 323, 329-30 (1999) (citing Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690). Strategic and tactical 
decisions will not be second guessed or serve as a basis for post-conviction relief under a claim 
of ineffective assistance of counsel unless the decision is shown to have resulted from inadequate 
preparation, ignorance of the relevant law or other shortcomings capable of objective review. 
Pratt, 134 Idaho at 584, 6 P.3d at 834; Giles v. State, 125 Idaho 921,924,877 P.2d 365,368 
(1994), cert denied 513 U.S. 1130 (1995). To satisfy the prejudice prong of the Strickland test, 
the applicant must establish that there is a reasonable probability that, absent counsel's 
unprofessional errors, the outcome of the proceeding would have been different. Milburn v. 
State, 135 Idaho 701, 706, 23 P.3d 775, 780 (Idaho Ct.App. 2000)(citing Strickland, 466 U.S. at 
694); Fox v. State, 125 Idaho 672,674,873 P.2d 926,928 (Idaho Ct.App. 1994). The applicant 
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must show that the attorney's deficient conduct 'so undermined the proper functioning of the 
adversarial process that the trial cannot be relied on as having produced a just result.' Milburn, 
135 Idaho at 706, 23 P.3d at 780 (quoting Strickland, 466 U.S. at 686). The applicant must show 
actual unreasonable performance by trial counsel and actual prejudice. Id. "Hence, dismissal is 
proper if the applicant fails to meet his burden under either part." Fox, 125 Idaho at 674, 873 
P.2d at 928; Roman, 125 Idaho at 649, 873 P.2d at 903 ("To avoid summary dismissal, a post-
conviction claim of ineffective assistance of counsel must sufficiently allege facts under both 
prongs of the test."). 
1. Whether the alleged failure of counsel to adequately investigate the facts, 
witnesses and circumstances of the case amounts to ineffective assistance. 
The Petitioner argues "his former counsel did not adequately investigate the facts, 
witnesses and circumstances of the case. Specifically, he is alleging that his former counsel did 
not interview all witnesses and that there should have been a motion to suppress for there was an 
illegal search and seizure." (Br. in Supp. at 5.) In line with those arguments, the Petitioner also 
alleges his counsel was ineffective for failure "to file discovery requests or review the answer-
evidence with the Petitioner." (Id.) 
Defense counsel need not interview every possible witness, and each case must be 
decided upon its particular circumstances. State v. Bingham, 116 Idaho 415, 424-25, 776 P .2d 
424, 433-34 (1989). Furthermore, strategic or tactical decisions made by trial counsel will not be 
second-guessed on review, unless those decisions were made upon a basis of inadequate 
preparation, ignorance of the relevant law, or other shortcomings capable of objective evaluation. 
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Campbell v. State, 130 Idaho 546,944 P.2d 143, 145 (Idaho Ct.App. 1997). There is nothing in 
the record here to indicate that decisions regarding witness interviews in this case were made 
upon a basis of inadequate preparation, ignorance of the law or other shortcomings. The 
Petitioner makes no such argument and does not single out which of his several attorneys were 
inadequate in this way. 
Secondly, the record shows that a Request for Discovery was filed on March 13, 2008. 
Furthermore, Mr. Hoffman presented no alternative version of the facts that his attorney(s) failed 
to discover that may have changed the outcome of his case. The Petitioner supplies no additional 
facts that would reasonably merit further investigation, nor does he provide evidence of any 
discovery that his attorney(s) failed to complete. Furthermore, the Petitioner did not offer any 
specifics regarding his contention that his counsel did not review the evidence with him. Even 
accepting as true that his attorney( s) did not provide him with materials or discuss the case, the 
Petitioner presents no evidence, or even an allegation, about how further discussions with his 
attorney would have changed the outcome of his case. 
As such, these contentions are no more than conclusory allegations. "Bare assertions and 
speculation, unsupported by specific facts, do not suffice to show ineffectiveness of counsel." 
Roman, 125 Idaho at 649, 873 P.2d at 903. Thus, the Petitioner has not satisfied his burden of 
demonstrating that his counsel's conduct was deficient because it fell outside the wide range of 
professional norms and that he was prejudiced as a result of any deficient conduct. Therefore, 
this claim must be dismissed. 
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2. Whether the alleged failure of counsel to file a Motion to Suppress amounted 
to ineffective assistance. 
Similarly, the Petitioner's contention that his counsel was ineffective for failing to file a 
motion to suppress on the basis that the search and seizure of the evidence was illegal is also a 
conclusory allegation, as the Petitioner offered no factual basis or evidentiary support. Thus, Mr. 
Hoffman did not adequately demonstrate either that counsel's performance was deficient, or that 
such alleged deficiency prejudiced the Petitioner. Furthermore, a petitioner in a post-conviction 
proceeding is not allowed to raise any issue that could have been raised on a direct appeal, but 
was not so raised, unless those issues were not known and could not have reasonably been 
known at the time of the appeal. Raudebaugh, 135 Idaho at 603, 21 P.3d at 925. The Idaho 
Court of Appeals has stated: '[T]he remedy of post-conviction relief is not a substitute for 
appeal. The failure to suppress evidence allegedly illegally seized is not fundamental error 
which may be cured in a post-conviction relief proceeding even though the error could have 
been, but was not raised on direct appeal.' Nelson v. State, 124 Idaho 596, 598, 861 P.2d 1261, 
1263 (Idaho Ct.App. 1993)(quoting Maxfieldv. State, 108 Idaho 493,500, 700 P.2d 115, 122 
(Idaho Ct.App. 1985)(internal citations omitted)). 
Just as importantly, Mr. Hoffman did not raise this issue at the time he entered his guilty 
plea, at which time he waived all claims he might have for violations of civil and constitutional 
rights. A valid plea of guilty, voluntarily and understandingly given, waives all non-
jurisdictional defects and defenses, whether constitutional or statutory. Clark v. State, 92 Idaho 
827,832,452 P.2d 54, 59 (1969); See also State v. Al-Kotrani, 141 Idaho 66, 106 P.3d 392 
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(2005). In the Guilty Questionnaire signed by Mr. Hoffman, he agreed that he was waiving all 
constitutional rights by pleading guilty and did not claim any violation of his constitutional or 
civil rights. Furthermore, at the time this Court accepted Mr. Hoffman's guilty plea, this Court 
specifically discussed the waiver of the right to file a motion to suppress. 
THE COURT: 
You waive the right to file motions to suppress - other kinds of motions. You realize 
you're waiving all of these rights by pleading guilty? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
(Tr., Further Proceedings; Plea, July 7, 2008, 8:7-11.) 
Therefore, because Mr. Hoffman has not offered any evidence in support of the claim that 
his due process rights were violated by an allegedly illegal search and seizure beyond his 
conclusory allegations and because a post conviction proceeding is not the forum to make a 
claim regarding failure to suppress evidence allegedly illegally seized, the Petitioner has failed to 
assert a cognizable claim in this regard. 
3. Whether the alleged failure of counsel to file an appeal amounts to ineffective 
assistance. 
The Petitioner also argues his counsel was ineffective for failing "to timely file an appeal 
and had him waive his right to a Preliminary Hearing without adequately explaining the burden 
of proof of the State prosecutor." (Br. in Supp. at 5-6.) Mr. Hoffman specifically avers that he 
requested his counsel, Kelly Mallard, to "file a direct appeal of the original sentence .... " (Aff. 
of Facts in Supp. of Post-Conviction Petition, Oct. 22, 2009, 13.) 
First, regarding Mr. Hoffman's contention that he was coerced into waiving his right to a 
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preliminary hearing, the Petitioner made no additional argument and did not provide any 
evidence regarding that allegation. As such, this Court cannot make a determination about that 
claim, and it must be dismissed outright. 
Secondly, allegations that "are clearly disproved by the record or do not justify relief as a 
matter oflaw" are "insufficient for the granting ofrelief." Cootz v. State, 129 Idaho 360, 368, 
924 P .2d 622, 630 (Idaho Ct.App. 1996). The allegation that the Petitioner specifically requested 
a direct appeal be filed, which request was denied by his attorney, is disproved by the record. 
The letters the Petitioner submitted to Mr. Mallard, which are included with his Petition, indicate 
Mr. Hoffman requested his "complete file" be sent to him because Mr. Hoffman himself was "in 
the process of post-conviction proceedings" on his case. (Ex. B, attached to Petition for Post 
Conviction Relief.) Mr. Hoffman further refers to Mr. Mallard as his "last attorney ofrecord", 
which indicates Mr. Mallard was no longer representing the Petitioner for an appeal. (Id.) Mr. 
Hoffman included a second letter to Mr. Mallard, wherein he again requested his "complete file" 
and again refers to Mr. Mallard as his "last attorney ofrecord", but makes no request that Mr. 
Mallard file an appeal. (Ex. C, attached to Petition for Post Conviction Relief.) Mr. Hoffman 
also submitted a letter sent to Mr. Mallard by his mother. However, that letter does not indicate 
that Mr. Hoffman is requesting that Mr. Mallard file an appeal. (See Ex. D, attached to Petition 
for Post Conviction Relief.) Also included are two letters from Mr. Mallard, neither of which 
verifies the Petitioner's claims that he requested Mr. Mallard file an appeal on his behalf. In a 
letter sent by Mr. Mallard to the Petitioner dated October 23, 2008, Mr. Mallard explained to the 
Petitioner his appeal rights and further instructed Mr. Hoffman that should he wish to pursue an 
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appeal, he notify my office immediately with grounds that are appealable.'' Mr. Mallard 
also expressed his professional opinion that he did "not see a reason to appeal or I would have 
discussed it with you already." (Ex. E-2, attached to Petition for Post Conviction Relief, 1.) 
)Jone of these letters verify the Petitioner's contention that he requested an appeal be filed, much 
less that such request was ignored by his attorney. Furthermore, Mr. Hoffman's allegations fail 
to demonstrate that an issue of material fact exists as to whether his counsel's performance fell 
below an objective standard of reasonableness, and no argument is made regarding how the 
outcome of his case would have changed. Therefore, this claim cannot be the basis of the 
requested relief. 
4. Whether the alleged failure to advise the Petitioner of any defenses to the 
charged crime and the alleged failure to pursue any possible defenses 
amounts to ineffective assistance. 
The Petitioner also asserts "his former counsel did not advise him of any defenses to the 
allegations contained in the Complaint and Prosecutor's Information documents. Nor did his 
former counsel pursue any possible defenses." (Br. in Supp. at 6.) 
Mr. Hoffman waived his right to put on a defense or challenge any of the charges against 
him when he chose to plead guilty. In his Guilty Questionnaire, the Petitioner stated under 
penalty of perjury that: (1) he had received and read the Prosecuting Attorney's Information; (2) 
that he had "fully discussed all facts and circumstances surrounding the charges against" him 
with his attorney; (3) that his attorney had discussed with him "any possible defenses" he may 
have; (4) that he understood the possible consequences of pleading guilty; (5) that his attorney 
had discussed his Constitutional and Civil rights with him; and (6) that he understood that he was 
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giving up all of his rights under the 41\ 51\ and 6th Amendments to the Constitution of the United 
States and similar rights under the Idaho Constitution. (Guilty Questionnaire, July 8, 2008, 1-2.) 
Further, there was no contention at the time Mr. Hoffman pied guilty that his attorney had 
failed to discuss the case with him or explain possible defenses. Indeed, the Petitioner 
specifically noted on his Guilty Questionnaire that he was "satisfied" with his attorney's service. 
While Mr. Hoffman had a presumption of innocence and a right to a jury trial wherein the State 
would be required to prove each element of the crime beyond a reasonable doubt in order to 
obtain a conviction, Mr. Hoffman waived that right when he entered his guilty plea. As 
explained previously, Mr. Hoffman acknowledged as much by signing the Guilty Questionnaire. 
Furthermore, during discussion with this Court at his change of plea hearing, the Petitioner was 
again informed of the specific constitutional rights he was waiving by entry of his guilty plea. 
This Court expressly discussed the Petitioner's waiver of his constitutional right to a jury trial 
and clearly inquired as to whether Mr. Hoffman understood all the rights he was waiving by 
entry of his guilty plea, including possible defenses. The following pertinent exchange occurred: 
THE COURT: 
Has Mr. Martinez explained to you what facts the State would have to try to prove to the 
jury beyond a reasonable doubt to try to convict you? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: Has he explained to you possible defenses you could raise to the Court 
or the jury? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir, he has. 
THE COURT: And since you're pleading guilty, you don't get to do that; do you 
understand that? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
(Tr., Further Proceedings; Plea at 8:23-9: 10.) Thus, even if none of the Petitioner's attorneys 
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had discussed the consequences of pleading guilty and/or potential defenses with him, this Court 
clearly informed Mr. Hoffman of the rights he was giving up by pleading guilty rather than 
proceeding to trial. Mr. Hoffman indicated his attorney had fully discussed with him all the facts 
and circumstances surrounding the charges, as well as discussing any possible defenses. After 
receiving that information, Mr. Hoffman still voluntarily chose to enter a guilty plea. Thus, Mr. 
Hoffman has not provided any facts or evidence to demonstrate he was prejudiced by the alleged 
deficiency or how such deficiency changed the outcome of his case. Therefore, this claim must 
also be dismissed. 
5. Whether counsel was ineffective for allegedly failing to present mitigating 
evidence at sentencing. 
Mr. Hoffman additionally argues his counsel was "ineffective for his failure to present 
mitigating evidence at the sentencing hearing. Specifically, the Petitioner is alleging that his 
former counsel did not present any mitigating evidence of his substance abuse problems or any 
other mitigating evidence." (Br. in Supp. at 6.) However, the Petitioner provides no additional 
argument, nor does he submit any records or other evidence in support of this claim. Without 
any record of the sentencing hearing or other sufficient evidence to indicate counsel for the 
Petitioner did not present any mitigating evidence at sentencing, this Court must determine that 
such allegations have not been substantiated as required by the statute, and this claim must 
therefore be dismissed. See King v. State, 114 Idaho 442,446, 757 P.2d 705, 709 (Idaho Ct.App. 
1988). 
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6. Whether counsel was ineffective for allegedly coercing the Petitioner to enter 
a guilty plea. 
Mr. Hoffman also claims "he entered a guilty plea based upon the fact that he was under 
emotional and physical duress and felt he had to enter into a guilty plea to avoid a possible 
persistent violator conviction. Thus, the change of plea was not done voluntarily, knowingly or 
intelligently." (Br. in Supp. at 6.) 
The Idaho Supreme Court has stated: 
When a guilty plea is entered upon the advice of counsel, "the voluntariness of the plea 
depends on whether counsel's advice 'was within the range of competence demanded of 
attorneys in criminal cases.' " In order to satisfy the prejudice requirement for such an 
ineffectiveness of counsel claim, "the defendant must show that there is a reasonable 
probability that, but for counsel's errors, he would not have pleaded guilty and would 
have insisted on going to trial." 
Gilpin-Grubb, 138 Idaho at 82, 57 P .3d at 793 ( citations omitted). The validity of a guilty plea 
is determined by reference to whether it was voluntary, knowing and intelligent. State v. 
Gardner, 126 Idaho 428,434,885 P.2d 1144, 1150 (1994). This entails an inquiry as to whether 
the defendant's plea was voluntary in the sense that he understood the nature of the charges and 
was not coerced; whether the defendant knowingly and intelligently waived his right to a jury 
trial, to confront adverse witnesses and to refrain from self-incrimination; and whether the 
defendant understood the consequences of pleading guilty. Id. Thus, to satisfy constitutional 
standards, a guilty plea must not only be voluntary but must be done with sufficient awareness of 
the relevant circumstances and likely consequences. Id. 
The record in this case indicates the Petitioner entered a voluntary, knowing and 
intelligent guilty plea. When asked by this Court, the Defendant entered a plea of guilty to the 
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charge of felony Possession of Controlled Substances, Methamphetamine. (Tr., Further 
Proceedings; Plea at 5 :9-10, 17-20.) Mr. Hoffman also submitted to this Court his signed and 
completed Guilty Questionnaire. The Petitioner acknowledged that he understood all of the 
questions on the Guilty Questionnaire and that his answers were true and correct. The Petitioner 
further indicated he was not under the influence of any kind of controlled substances, 
medications or narcotics and also stated he had no complaints with the way his attorney had 
represented him. (Id. at 6:9-7:9.) The Petitioner also signified he had answered all of the 
questions truthfully and of his own free will. (See Guilty Questionnaire.) Importantly, Mr. 
Hoffman answered that he had not been threatened into entering a guilty plea. (Id. at 2.) In 
addition, as set forth in detail previously, Mr. Hoffman acknowledged that he understood the 
possible consequences of pleading guilty and understood that he was giving up constitutional and 
civil rights. (Id. at 1-2.) 
Thus, although Mr. Hoffman is apparently arguing his attorney coerced him into entering 
a guilty plea, he presents no evidence of any coercion by his attomey(s). He does not assert how 
he may have been pressured to plead guilty. Even assuming that his counsel provided ineffective 
assistance in regard to the entry of the guilty plea, Mr. Hoffman presents no facts to show how 
the outcome of his case would have been different, or how such deficiency has prejudiced him. 
The Petitioner failed to show there is a reasonable probability that, but for counsel's errors, he 
would not have pleaded guilty and would have insisted on going to trial. In his Affidavit of 
Facts in Support of Post Conviction, Mr. Hoffman even indicates his willingness to "plea to the 
paraphenillia [sic]." (Aff. of Facts in Supp. of Post Conviction at 25.) 
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Moreover, in addition to the Guilty Questionnaire filled out and signed by the Petitioner, 
which demonstrated the voluntariness of his guilty plea, the record itself offers further evidence 
of the voluntariness of the plea. Specifically, the following relevant exchange took place 
between this Court and Mr. Hoffman: 
THE COURT: Okay. With regard to you plea of guilty, has anybody threatened you to 
get you to plead guilty? 
THE DEFENDANT: No. 
THE COURT: Anybody promise you anything to get you to plead guilty? 
THE DEFENDANT: Well, I was under the impression that we had - discussion 
between the Prosecutor and - I don't know. 
MR. MARTINEZ: Yeah -
THE COURT: That the State will recommend no more than a Rider; is that what you 
mean? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, Your Honor. I was hoping that - well, yeah. 
THE COURT: Was hoping what? 
MR. MARTINEZ: I'm going to ask for probation, Your Honor. He is hoping for that. 
THE DEFENDANT: I'm going to treatment and I been going to classes and I been 
working and I been trying to -
THE COURT: Well, Monte, we'll see how it goes, but - see, at sentencing the State is 
going to recommend some kind of a sentence with no more than a Rider. 
In other words, they'll recommend no more than a Rider. Maybe on the day of 
your sentencing, maybe the prosecutor will be in a good mood. Maybe he won't 
recommend that but at least they have made an agreement that. they can recommend no 
more than a Rider. 
THE DEFENDANT: All right. 
THE COURT: Now, whatever the State recommends, whatever your attorney 
recommends, that isn't binding on the Court; you realize that? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: Okay. Any other promises made to you? 
THE DEFENDANT: No, sir. 
THE COURT: Is your plea of guilty made entirely voluntarily and of your own free 
will? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir, it is. 
THE COURT: Has anybody promised you or told you what sentence you're going to 
get if you plead guilty? 
THE DEFENDANT: No, sir. 
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THE COURT: Okay. And, again, your plea of guilty is made entirely voluntarily and 
of your own free will? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: Do you want me to accept your plea of guilty? 
THE DEFENDANT: Yes, sir, I do. 
THE COURT: Okay. 
Mr. Martinez, any reason why I shouldn't accept his plea? 
MR. MARTINEZ: No, sir. 
THE COURT: Mr. Webster? 
MR. WEBSTER: No, sir, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Okay. Sir, I'll accept your plea of guilty. Part Two of the Infom1ation 
charging you with being a Persistent Violator of the Law is dismissed. 
(Tr., Further Proceedings; Plea at 9: 11-12: 1.) 
Thus, the record in this case clearly demonstrates the entry of the guilty plea was done 
voluntarily and knowingly. There is no evidence to support the Petitioner's contention that he 
felt coerced into accepting the plea agreement or that his counsel was in any way ineffective in 
the entry of the plea. As such, this claim cannot be the basis of the requested relief. 
Therefore, based on the previous discussion, none of the Petitioner's claims of ineffective 
assistance of counsel are sufficient to grant the Petition for Post Conviction Relief. Mr. Hoffman 
did not offer any specific facts or evidence showing ineffectiveness. In addition, Mr. Hoffman 
did not offer any specific facts or evidence or make any argument as to how he was prejudiced 
by any allegedly deficient conduct. For example, Mr. Hoffman failed to demonstrate that his 
counsels' performance fell outside the wide range of professional norms, as he offered nothing 
more than conclusory allegations. Secondly, even accepting the Petitioner's claim that his 
counsel was inadequate, the Petitioner still failed to demonstrate prejudice, as he offered no 
evidence that the outcome of his case would have been different but for his attorneys' 
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unprofessional errors. Therefore, the Petitioner has not met his burden of demonstrating that his 
counsels' performance was deficient and that he was prejudiced by that deficiency. As such, the 
Petitioner's claims of ineffective assistance of counsel are without merit. 
Additionally, notwithstanding the foregoing findings, the applicant in a post conviction 
proceeding must prove the allegations upon which the request for relief is based by a 
preponderance of the evidence. Therefore, an application for post conviction relief must be 
verified with respect to facts within the personal knowledge of the applicant and affidavits, 
records or other evidence supporting its allegations must be attached or the application must state 
why such supporting evidence is not included with the application. IDAHO CODE ANN. § 19-4903 
(2009). This "court is not required to accept either the applicant's mere conclusory allegations, 
unsupported by admissible evidence, or the applicant's conclusions oflaw." Downing v. State, 
132 Idaho 861,861,979 P.2d 1219, 1219 (Idaho Ct.App. 1999) (internal citations omitted). As 
Mr. Hoffman has only offered bare and conclusory allegations unsubstantiated by any admissible 
evidence, he has not proven his allegations regarding ineffective assistance by a preponderance 
of the evidence as required by the statutes governing post conviction proceedings. Thus, his 
claims of ineffective assistance must be dismissed on that basis, as well. 
b. Whether the Petitioner is entitled to post conviction relief on the basis of a violation 
of his constitutional rights. 
The Petitioner further argues post conviction relief is warranted on the basis of violations 
of his constitutional rights. Mr. Hoffman stated: "Petitioner believes that the Sentence imposed 
by the court violated the 1st, 6th and 14th amendments of the constitution as it was an illegal 
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sentence and a due process violation for the court to revoke jurisdiction and impose a sentence." 
(Br. in Supp. at 6.) However, those claims were unsupported and not verified by affidavits, 
records or other evidence. Thus, these remaining claims amount to general allegations, 
unsupported by facts or proof of any sort; and therefore cannot merit the requested relief, as 
explained in detail previously. 
Furthermore, a valid plea of guilty, voluntarily and understandingly given, waives all 
non-jurisdictional defects and defenses, whether constitutional or statutory. Clark v. State, 92 
Idaho 827,832,452 P.2d 54, 59 (1969); See also State v. Al-Kotrani, 141 Idaho 66, 106 P.3d 392 
(2005). A voluntary and intelligent guilty plea inherently waives many rights which otherwise 
could have been asserted in the trial process, including (1) the privilege against self-
incrimination, (2) the right to a jury trial, (3) the right to confront one's accusers, ( 4) the right to 
challenge the admissibility of evidence upon which the State might have relied at trial, (5) the 
right to challenge a court's ruling that a defendant is competent to stand trial and (6) the right to 
challenge the Court's jurisdiction Gardner, 126 Idaho at 434,885 P.2d at 1150 (citing Menna v. 
New York, 423 U.S. 61, 62 n. 2, 96 S.Ct. 241,242 n. 2, 46 L.Ed.2d 195 (1975)); see alsoAl-
Kotrani, 141 Idaho 66, 106 P.3d 392; State v. Burnight, 132 Idaho 654,978 P.2d 214 (1999). 
This Court has already detennined the Petitioner entered a valid plea of guilty, 
voluntarily and understandingly given. As a result of the Petitioner making a valid plea of guilty, 
he waived all non-jurisdictional defects and defenses, whether constitutional or statutory. 
Therefore, these claims must be dismissed, as well. 
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CONCLUSION 
First, Mr. Hoffman did not support his allegations regarding ineffective assistance of 
counsel with any specific facts or other admissible evidence. Thus, the Petitioner did not satisfy 
his burden of demonstrating that the representation afforded him fell below an objective standard 
of reasonableness; nor did he show to a reasonable probability that, but for counsels' errors, the 
result of the proceedings would have been different. As such, the Petitioner's claims of 
ineffective assistance are without merit. In addition, this Court also determined no genuine issue 
of material fact exists in regard to the allegations of ineffective assistance since Mr. Hoffman's 
Petition only offered bare and conclusory allegations unsubstantiated by any admissible 
evidence. Thus, he did not prove his allegations of ineffective assistance of counsel by a 
preponderance of the evidence as required by the statutes governing post conviction proceedings. 
Similarly, Mr. Hoffman failed to substantiate his claims of constitutional violations with 
the requisite affidavits, records or other evidence. As such, these claims also amount to general 
allegations and cannot merit post conviction relief. In addition, because this Court determined 
the Petitioner entered a valid plea of guilty, the Petitioner waived these constitutional defenses. 
As such, based on the foregoing and in accordance with Idaho Code§ 19-4906, this 
Court hereby indicates its intention to dismiss the Petitioner's request for post conviction relief. 
While this Court recognizes that the State did submit an Answer in this case which included a 
request for dismissal of the Petition within the Prayer for Relief, the Idaho Supreme Court has 
determined that the state's request for dismissal of a petition for post-conviction relief contained 
in the answer does not constitute a "motion" such as would allow the court to dismiss a petition 
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without twenty days' notice to the parties pursuant to IC§ 19-4906(c). Saykhamchone, 127 
Idaho 319 at 322, 900 P .2d 795 at 798. "[W]hen the state files an answer, ... the petitioner can 
rightly expect the matter will go to an evidentiary hearing on the issues framed by the pleadings, 
unless the district court provides a twenty-day notice of intent to dismiss, or the state files a 
motion for summary disposition. In either case, the petitioner will have an opportunity to 
respond." Id. Thus, an application for post conviction relief may be dismissed either after the 
petitioner has been provided a twenty-day notice of intent to dismiss, or the state has filed a 
motion for summary disposition. Id. 
Within thirty days after the docketing of Mr. Hoffman's application, the State was 
required by IC § 19-4906(a) to "respond by answer or by motion which may be supported by 
affidavits." In this case, the State could have filed a motion, such as a motion for summary 
disposition as contemplated by IC § 19-4906( c ). Instead, the State filed an answer, consisting of 
admissions and denials of the Petitioner's allegations, affirmative defenses, and the prayer for 
relief requesting dismissal. Therefore, even though the State requested dismissal of this matter, 
since the State did not file a motion for summary disposition pursuant to IC § 19-4906( c ), this 
Court is obligated to provide Mr. Hoffman with twenty days' notice of its intent to dismiss the 
petition. 
Therefore, the Petitioner must submit a suitable reply, appropriately addressing his 
arguments in support of post conviction relief, as well as satisfactorily indicating the reasons he 
is entitled to such relief, within twenty (20) days from the date of the entry of this Notice of 
Intent to Dismiss. If, after submitting additional information, the Petitioner alleges facts 
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sufficient to raise the possibility of a valid claim, rather than bare, conclusory allegations, this 
Court will again consider whether the claims merit an evidentiary hearing. However, if the 
Petitioner fails to reply within the allotted time frame, this matter will be dismissed without 
further action of this Court. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 12_ day of May, 2010. 
~EsJ}~f6 
Copies to: 
Mark L. Hiedeman/Jared W. Johnson 
Douglas K. Dykman 
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920 East Clark 
P.O. Box 4981 
Pocatello Idaho 83205-4981 
Telephone: (208) 237-8300 
Facsimile : (208) 237-8300 
E-mail : dykman@qwestoffice.net 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF BAl'Jl'JOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2009-4213-PC 
MOTION TO RETAIN ON 
COURT CALENDAR 
_____________ ) 
COMES NOW, the Petitioner, Monte G. Hoffman, by and through his attorney of record, Douglas 
K. Dykman, and motions the Court to enter an Order to retain this matter on the court calendar for an 
additional twenty (20) day period to allow the undersigned additional time to contact and provide the 
Petitioner a copy of the Notice of Intent To Dismiss; and, to address the issues raised by the Court for 
the following enumerated reasons and good cause: 
1. The Notice of Intent To Dismiss was issued by the Court with a signature date of May 17, 
2010. 
2. The undersigned did not receive a copy of the document until May 27, 2010. 
3. That it would be prejudicial and unfair to not allow the undersigned additional time to 
communicate and provide a copy to the Petitioner of the Notice of Intent To Dismiss to see 
if the Petitioner has a response to the document. 
WHEREFORE, the undersigned attorney of record respectfully requests the Court grant the 
Order allowing the undersigned an additional twenty (20) day period to contact the Petitioner and 
address the Notice of Intent to Dismiss. 
DATED this 27 th day of May, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 27th day of May, 2010, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document was delivered to the following parties or entities: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
624 E. Center 
Pocatello ID 83201 
DATED this 27th day of May, 2010. 
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] U.S. Mail 
] Hand Delivery 
] Facsimile 
] E-mail 
[X] Hand Delivery Court House Box 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BAN,NOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Case No. CV-2009-4213-PC 
ORDER ON MOTION TO RETAIN ON 
COURT CALENDAR 
The Court, based upon the pleadings on file, including Petitioner's Motion To Retain on Court 
Calendar, finds good cause therefore, justifying said motion. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: This matter shall be retained on the Court calendar for a period of 
twenty (20) days to allow the attorney of record to correspond and provide a copy to the Petitioner; 
and, allow the Petitioner to address the issues raised in the Notice of Intent To Dismiss. 
DATED this~ day of May, 2010. 
R&&c.~ 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
Sixth District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was delivered to the 
following parties or entities: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
POB P 
5th & Center 
Pocatello ID 83201 
Douglas K. Dykman 
920 E. Clark 
POB 4981 
Pocatello ID 83205-4981 
DATED this ..Ji_ day of May, 2010. 
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By: 
] U.S. Mail 
] Hand Delivery 
] Facsimile 
( ]):-mail 
( ,1' Hand Delivery Court House Box 
] U.S. Mail 
] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ f-mail 
[1] Hand Delivery Court House Box 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
HOFFMAN, MONTE GEORGE #48773 
I.C.C. P.O.BOX#70010 
BOISE, IDAHO, 83707 
HJ 1N l l 
·I{) EW-~_-_J ... · 
DEPUTY CL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
PETITIONER, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
RESPONDENT. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
________________ ) 
CASE NO. CV-2OO9-4213-PC 
MOTION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME 
COMES NOW, Monte Hoffman, petitioner in the above entitled matter, and 
this Honorable Courts indulgence, and prays this court will make an 
order for the extension of time for this petitioner to respond to the courts 
Notice of Intent to Dismiss for the following reasons. 
(1) Petitioner is untrained in legal issues and therefore may have 
caused procedural issues which resulted in this courts intent to dismiss. 
However, petitioner remains certain that he does have pertinent issues of 
material fact which need to be afforded a hearing in order to correct a 
current manifest injustice. 
(2) Without these issues being presented to the court in a proper manner 
there can be no hope that this case will be resolved in a just manner. 
(3) Petitioner is innocent of the crimes for which he has been convicted 
and believes that through presenting these issues to the court in the proper 
manner, justice may be served. 
(4) Petitioner attempted to convince prior legal counsel to present these 
issues but was ignored or denied each time. 
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(5) Petitioner believes that the interests of justice require these 
issues to be presented for a full and fair hearing before the court. 
(6) Under the circumstances petitioner must seek assistance from other 
inmates which have some limited knowledge of legal proceedure in order to 
amend his Petition for Post Conviction to conform to proper legal procedure. 
Being currently incarcerated the Idaho Correctional Center it is difficult 
to do so without being punished by the administration. 
Therefore, petitioner apologizes to the court for the need to extend but 
believes that the issues require an evidentiary hearing in order to correct 
constitutional violations which present genuine issues of material 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF ADA 
) 
) 
) 
ss 
Monte George Hoffman, first being duly sworn, herein states and affirms 
that he is the petitioner in the above entitled Motion seeking an extension 
of time to respond to the courts Notice of Intent to Dismiss, and that all 
statements in this Motion are true and correct to the best of his knowledge 
and belief. 
Monte 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 
Commission expires 9 ?o ,Ir~$ 
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HOFF:HAN, MONTE #48773 
I.C.C. TIER B 
P.O. BOX fl70010 
in 1' ''.! ? l iJ '~./ I ,_ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE HOFFMAN, ) 
Petitioner, ) 
) CASE NO. CV-2009-4213-PC 
vs. ) 
) MODIFIED MOTION FOR POST 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) CONVICTION RELIEF, AND 
ReGpondent. ) ATTATCHED AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
) 
COMES NOW this petitioner, and for cause of action, pursuant to Idaho 
Constitution Art, 1, §§1,5, Idaho Code§ 19-4901 (1), (4), (7), et seq .. 
And Idaho Crirnim:.l Rules 35 and 5 7, and fi~_ef.'. this, his modified motion for 
post conviction relief. Petitioner alleges as follows: 
I. CURRENT CUSTODY OF PETITIONER 
Petitioner is within the custody of the Idaho Department of Corrections, 
at the Idaho Correctional Center under the direct care and custody of Warden 
Timothy Wegner. Petitioner was sentenced on or about October 14, 2008. 
II. JUDGEMENT AND SENTENCE 
The Court which imposed sentence upon petitioner was the district Court 
of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Bannock. 
III. CONVICTIONS COMPLAINED OF 
The case numb2r in the trial court was Bannock County Case Number 
CV-2009-4213-PC. The offense for which sentence was imposed was as follows; 
a.) POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, I.e. § 37-3732(c). 
IV. SENTENCES COMPLAINED OF 
Sentence was imposed March 12, 2009, after retained jurisdiction pursuant 
to the provisions of IC§ 19-2601(4). 
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a.) A sentence of two (2) years fixed and a subsequent indeterminate 
period of four (4) years, for a total of six (6) years. 
V. FINDINGS OF GUILT 
The finding of guilt was made after the petitioner, under duress, made a 
plea agreement to plead guilty and was subsequently denied the right to 
withdraw said plea by the court. 
VI. DIRECT APPEAL 
Petitioner then submitted a Pro-Se Motion for Correction or Reduction 
of Sentence, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule ("ICR") 35. And this Court 
granted the request in part, reducing petitioners indeterminate portion 
from a period of four (4) years to a period of two (2) years with the total 
reduced from six (6) years to a total of four (4). 
Petitioner requested that his legal counsel file a direct appeal on the 
basis that his plea was made under duress and that he was actually and factually 
not guilty of the charge. However counsel failed or refused to do so. 
Petitioner then submitted his Pro-Se petition for Post Conviction Relief 
on October 22, 2009. 
Petitioner herein states that he is uneducated in legal matters and is 
not p~rmitted to obtain help from inmates who are so educated . That anyone 
who attempts to help him in such a manner can and may be punished by the 
I.D.O.C. or their agents, and as such it is extremely difficult to obtain 
such assistance. 
VII. ISSUE 
Whether to dismiss petitioners petition for Post Conviction relief. 
VIII. 
As in all issues brought before the courts, when a petitoner is forced to 
file and litigate his issues Pro-Se he can not be expected to perform on a par 
with trained and experienced legal counsel. A petitioners failure to perform 
according to the proper procedures, as a result of his lack of education. The 
issue at hand should be, in the interests of justice, the question of whether 
or not the conviction was in violation of the state or federal constitutions, 
or of the laws of Idaho. In this instant case there does exist evidence of 
material facts which have not received a full and fair hearing and which, had 
they received such a hearing may well have resulted in the dismissal of all 
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charges. This petition for post conviction is not intended as a substitute 
for direct appeal. In fact, one of the issues in question is whether or not 
petitioners legal counsel was ineffective in failing and/or refusing to file 
said appeal on petitioners behalf, The fact that petitioner suffered from 
the ineffective assistance of counsel violated the U.S. Constitution and 
resulted in a manifest 
convicted when he was 
Petitioner herein 
ustice wherein and innocent individual has been 
and factually innocent. 
IX. BASIS FOR RELIEF 
the following: 
A.) Petitioner was denied his Constitutionally protected, Fourth 
Amendment right to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures when; 
1.) The detention of the petitioner was not supported by probable 
cause and was in fact an entrapment intended as a fishing expedition. The 
states stated cause for detaining petitioner was that the vehicle he was 
driving had a head-light out. However, petitioner was cited for various 
violations but none of them were for the supposed cause stated. Without 
such legal cause to detain this petitioner the state could have had no 
possible evidence with which to charge him and therefore he could not have 
charged much less convicted. 
2.) The search of the vehicle was not consentual and was not the 
result of a search warrent. As such it was unconstitutional and any 
evidence obtained would have been determined to be inadmissable. 
3.) The vehicle search was based upon a desire for an inadmissable 
fishing expedition and not based upon the officers need to protect either 
himself or any other individuals. As such a warrant could and should have been 
applied for in accordance with the law, and the search should have been made 
only after following proper legal procedure. 
B.) Petitioner was denied his constitutionally guaranteed, F±fth and 
Fourteenth amendment rights in the following manner: 
1.) Pettioner was denied the due process of law and his right to a 
fair trial when the court denied him the right to withdraw his guilty plea 
and put forth a defense. 
C.)Petitioner is and was actually and factually innocent and the 
guilty plea was the result of coercion. Therefore the conviction and sentence 
represents a manifest injustice and must be corrected. 
D.) The conviction was the result of the judges abuse of discretion in 
that he denied petitioner his right to withdraw a plea made under duress and 
to present a defense of the charges against him. 
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If the judge had not abused his discretion this petitioner who is 
actually and factually innocent would have been permitted to present a 
case in his defense. Petitioner believes that this would have resulted in 
an acquittal based upon his innocence. 
E.) The court abused it's discretion in revoking the petitioners 
retained jurisdiction without permitting him the right of allocution. Black's 
Law Dictionary defines allocution as a trial judges formal address to a 
convicted defendant permitting him to speak in mitigation of the sentence to 
be imposed. ~hen the court revoked petitioners retained jurisdiction the court 
imposed sentence upon the petitioner. Therefore, petitioner is afforded his 
due process right to speak before the court. Had petitioner been permitted to 
speak in accordance with I.C.Rule 32(9)(l)(c), he may well have been able to 
encourage the court to fulfill the terms of the plea bargain. The Court 
recognized this fact and, in fact, filed an order for transport. However the 
petitioner was not transported or afforded his right to speak. 
F.) Petitioners Constitutionally Protected Sixth Amendments Rights were 
denied in the following manner: 
1.) Petitioner was denied required discovery items/evidence of a 
probative nature which was absolutely essential to the petitioners ability to 
present a reasonably effective defense. This denial of petitioners Constitutionally 
guaranteed sixth amendment right was, in part, responsible for the petitioners 
decision to plead guilty, and he would not have agreed to such a plea had the 
discovery been provided. 
G.) Petitioner was denied his Constitutionally guaranteed right to the 
effective assistance of counsel when: 
1.) John Dewey failed to provide petitioner with required discovery 
and failed or refused to even develop any form of defensive startegy. Dewey 
also failed to file a timely suppression motion. This failure directly 
resulted in petitioner being coerced into making a guilty plea. Any reasonably 
effective legal counsel would have filed a motion to suppress in that the entire 
search was illegal and unconstitutional and a suppression motion should have 
resulted in the dismissal of all evidence presented to the court. As such this 
petitioner would surely not have been coerced into pleading guilty when he was 
in fact innocent. And, if the state insisted upon ti trial, the loss of the 
wrongly obtai~ed evidence would have resulted in an acquittal. 
2.) Mike Nielson provided this petitioner with ineffective assistance 
of counsel in that he also failed or refused to provide required discovery and 
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failed or refused to file a timely motion to suppress illegal obtained 
evidence. Neilson further informed the petioner that if the petitioner would 
agree to the waiver of his Constitutional right to a preliminary hearing, then 
the state would agree to not seek/file the repeat offender charge. The, after 
this petitioner accepted the proposal and waived the right to a preliminary 
hearing the state went ahead and filed the repeat offender anyway which was, in 
large part responsible for petitioner being coerced into agreeing to a plea 
bargain. 
Nielson later removed himself from the case due to a disagreement over the 
retainer fee, which had been partially paid. And in a conversation on the 
telephone at a later d&te, Nielson stated "I told you I would get my money 
somehow." In regard to a previous bill owed on another case. This shows a 
clear disregard for petitioners best interests and suggests that Nielson had 
motive which compelled him to disregard his clients interest's and to encourage 
this petitioner to agree to waive his preliminary hearing under false pretenses. 
3.) Dave Martinez provided ineffective assistance of counsel when he 
failed or refused to provide discovery and failed or refused to file a timely 
motion to suppress. Martinez further coerced this petitioner into agreeing to 
a guilty plea despite actual and factual innocence. Even though petitioner 
specifically stated his innocence and that his only reason for agreeing to the 
plea bargain was his fear of receiving a life imprisonment. Had Martinez 
provided petitioner with effective assistance, filing for suppression, the 
outcome of this case would have differed in that petitioner would never have 
agreed to plead guilty. As an officer of the court who supposedly has his clients 
best interests at heart, he should not have allowed his client to plead guilty 
to an offense which he w2.s actua.Lly innocent of. 
4.) Kelly Mallard failed to provide petitioner with the effective assistance 
of counsel in that he failed to provide required discovery and failed or refused 
to file a timely motion to suppress. Mallard further failed or refused to 
interview witnesses and to review the record. Mallard failed or refused to prepare 
or suggest any form of defense what so ever short of agreeing to a plea of guilty 
despite knowing that petitioner still swore that he was and is innocent. 
H.) Petitioner was further denied due process of the court when he was 
coerced into pleading guilty to a crime which he did not commit and which he 
repeatedly informed his attorney's he was not guilty of. 
Petitioners plea of guilty cannot be considered as voluntary, intelligent, 
or knowledgeable in that he was coerced by his attorney's and by the prosecutor 
into pleading guilty to avoid the possibility of serving a life sentence for a 
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which he did not commit and which he had no knowledge of. 
X. EVIDENCE AND DOCUMENTATION: 
As stated in the causes of action, many of the documents which the petitioner 
requires in order to prove his case have been denied to him by the prosecutor 
and by his own legal counsel. As a result, much of the documentation cannot be 
provided by the petitioner at this time, until his repeated requests for discovery 
are finally fulfilled. 
Petitioner t 1-ierefore begs of this court reuesting that discovery which is 
absolutely necessary to his case be provided him which includes but is not limited 
to: 
1.) The audio recording of all radio traffic for thirty (30) minutes prior 
to the original traffic stop. To include all traffic between the officer in 
question and dispatch, including channel three (3). This will provide evidence of 
the true reason for the stop. Proving that the original detainment was illegal 
and unconstitutional. 
2.) A copy of the traffic citation or warning slip for the headlight which 
was supposedly not working and which served as probable cause for the initial 
stop. 
3.) Incident reports wherein the arresting officer states his reason for 
turning a minor traffic citation into a full search of the driver and of the car 
which he had no warrent and no legal probable cause for searching. 
4.) The actual audio recording of all trial, hearings, conferences and 
meetings which involved this petitioner, the prosecution, and/or the court in 
relation to this case. This will prove, among other things th&t the petitioner 
proclaimed his innocence and that the court denied him his right to withdraw his 
plea of guilty which he had been coerced into submitting. 
Petitioner is hereby requesting leave to proceed in forma pauperis and 
is including the required Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and supporting 
affidavit. 
XI. RELIEF SOUGHT 
Petitioner hereby requests the appointment of legal counsel as a result of the 
fact that he is uneducated in the law and is hindered by the administration of 
I.D.O.C. in finding assistance from other more informed inmates. 
Petitioner further herein requests of this court that it overturn the current 
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conviction and order that the state either refile the charges or realease the 
petitioner immediately. Or other such relief as this court sees fit. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
County of Ada ) 
/.·.2./1:,, ~~ ///~? /  7~ /'.,/ ~ 
Monte Hoffman, being duly sworn, herein says and affirms that he is the 
itioner in the above-entitled Petition and that all of the statements in 
this PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF are true and correct to the best of 
his knowledge and belief. 
Petitioner Pro e 
~ SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRl~ED to before me this /b day of Jc,~~ 
2010. 
SEAL 
~ry Public for Idaho 
Commission expires cy;; {J /; '1 
---71--'---'""---1+-"---"----------
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HOFFMAN, MONTE #48773 
I.C.C. TIER B 
P.O. BOX 1/70010 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE HOFFMAN, ) 
Petitioner, ' )
) CASE NO. CV-2009-4213-PC 
vs. ) 
) MODIFIED MOTION FOR POST 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) CONVICTION RELIEF, AND 
ReGpondent. ) ATTATCHED AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
) 
!(:. 
COMES NOW this petitioner, and for cause of action, pursuant to Idaho 
Constitution Art, l, §§1,5, Idaho Code§ 19-4901 (l), (4), (7), et seq .. 
And Idaho Crininal Rules 35 and 57, and files this, his modified motion for 
post conviction relief. Petitioner alleges as follows: 
I. CURRENT CUSTODY OF PETITIONER 
Petit:tcn,"r is within the custody of the Idaho Department of Corrections, 
at the Idaho Correctional Center under the direct care and custody of Warden 
Timothy Wegner. Petitioner was sentenced on or about October 14, 2008. 
II. JUDGEMENT AND SENTENCE 
The Court which imposed sentence upon petitioner was the district Court 
of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Bannock. 
III. COKVICTIONS COMPLAINED OF 
The case number i.n the trial court was Bannock County Case Number 
CV-2009-4213-PC. The offense for which sentence was imposed was as follows; 
a.) POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, FELONY, I.e. § 37-3732(c). 
IV. SENTENCES COMPLAINED OF 
Sentence was imposed March 12, 2009, after retained jurisdiction pursuant 
to the provisions of IC§ 19-2601(4). 
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a.) A sentence of two (2) years fixed and a subsequent indeterminate 
period of four (4) years, for a total of six (6) years. 
V. FINDINGS OF GUILT 
The finding of guilt was made after the petitioner, under duress, made a 
plea agreement to plead guilty and was subsequently denied the right to 
withdraw said plea by the court. 
VI. DIRECT APPEAL 
Petitioner then submitted a Pro-Se Motion for Correction or Reduction 
of Sentence, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule ("ICR") 35. And this Court 
granted the request in part, reducing petitioners indeterminate portion 
from a period of four (4) years to a period of two (2) years with the total 
reduced from six (6) years to a total of four (4). 
Petitioner requested that his legal counsel file a direct appeal on the 
basis that his plea was made under duress and that he was actually and factually 
not guilty of the charge. However counsel failed or refused to do so. 
Petitioner then submitted his Pro-Se petition for Post Conviction Relief 
on October 22, 2009. 
Petitioner herein states that he is uneducated in legal matters and is 
not permitted to obtain help from inmates who are so educated . That anyone 
who attempts to help him in such a manner can and may be punished by the 
I.D.O.C. or their agents, and as such it is extremely difficult to obtain 
such assistance. 
VII. ISSUE 
Whether to dismiss petitioners petition for Post Conviction relief. 
VIII. 
As in all issues brought before the courts, when a petitoner is forced to 
file and litigate his issues Pro-Se he can not be expected to perform on a par 
with trained and experienced legal counsel. A petitioners failure to perform 
according to the proper procedures, as a result of his lack of education. The 
issue at hand should be, in the interests of justice, the question of whether 
or not the conviction was in violation of the state or federal constitutions, 
or of the laws of Idaho. In this instant case there does exist evidence of 
material facts which have not received a full and fair hearing and which, had 
they received such a hearing may well have resulted in the dismissal of all 
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charges. This petition for post conviction is not intended as a substitute 
for direct appeD.l. In fact, one of the issues in question is whether or not 
petitioners legal counsel was ineffective in failing and/or refusing to file 
said appeal on petitioners behalf. The fact that petitioner suffered from 
the ineffective assistance of counsel violated the U.S. Constitution and 
resulted in a manifest injustice wherein and innoc,mt individual has been 
convicted when he was actually and factually innocent. 
IX. BASIS FOR RELIEF 
Petitioner herein alleges the following: 
A.) Petitioner was denied his Constitutionally protected, Fourth 
Amendment right to be free from unn,asonable searches and seizures when; 
1.) The detention of the petitioner was not supported by probable 
cause and was in fact an entrapment intended as a fishing expedition. The 
states stated cause for detaining petitioner was that the vehicle he was 
driving had a head-light out. However, petitioner was cited for various 
violations but none of them were for the supposed cause stated. Without 
such legal cause to detain this petitioner the state could have had no 
possible evidence with which to charge him and therefore he could not have 
charged much less convicted. 
2.) The search of the vehicle was not consentual and was not the 
result of a legal search warrent. As such it was unconstitutional and any 
evidence obtained would have been determined to be inadmissable. 
3.) The vehicle search was based upon a desire for an inadmissable 
fishing expedition and not based upon the officers need to protect either 
himself or any other individuals. As such a warrant could and should have been 
applied for in accordance with the law, and the search should have been made 
only after following proper legal procedure. 
B.) Petitioner was denied his constitutionally guaranteed, Fifth and 
Fourteenth amendment rights in the following manner: 
1.) Pettioner was denied the due process of law and his right to a 
fair trial when the court denied him the right to withdraw his guilty plea 
and put forth a defense. 
C.)Petitioner is and was actually and factually innocent and the 
guilty plea was the result of coercion. Therefore the conviction and sentence 
represents a manifest injustice and must be corrected. 
D.) The conviction was the result of the judges abuse of discretion in 
that he denied petitioner his right to withdraw a plea made under duress and 
to present a legal defense of the charges against him, 
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If the judge had not abused his discretion this petitioner who is 
actually and factually innocent would have been permitted to present a 
case in his defense. Petitioner believes that this would have resulted in 
an acquittal based upon his innocence. 
E.) The court abused it's discretion in revoking the petitioners 
retained jurisdiction without permitting him the right of allocution. Black's 
Law Dictionary defines allocution as a trial judges formal address to a 
convicted defendant permitting him to speak in mitigation of the sentence to 
be imposed. When the court revoked petitioners retained jurisdiction the court 
imposed sentence upon the petitioner. Therefore, petitioner is afforded his 
due process right to speak before the court. Had petitioner been permitted to 
speak in accordance with I.C.Rule 32(9)(1) (c), he may well have been able to 
encourage the court to fulfill the terms of the plea bargain. The Court 
recognized this fact and, in fact, filed an order for transport. However the 
petitioner was not transported or afforded his right to speak. 
F.) Petitioners Constitutionally Protected Sixth Amendments Rights were 
denied in the following manner: 
1.) Petitioner was denied required discovery items/evidence of a 
probative nature which was absolutely essential to the petitioners ability to 
present a reasonably effective defense. This denial of petitioners Constitutionally 
guaranteed sixth amendment right was, in part, responsible for the petitioners 
decision to plead guilty, and he would not have agreed to such a plea had the 
discovery been provided. 
G.) Petitioner was denied his Constitutionally guaranteed right to the 
effective assistance of counsel when: 
1.) John Dewey failed to provide petitioner with required discovery 
and failed or refused to even develop any form of defensive startegy. Dewey 
also failed to file a timely suppression motion. This failure directly 
resulted in petitioner being coerced into making a guilty plea. Any reasonably 
effective legal counsel would have filed a motion to suppress in that the entire 
search was illegal and unconstitutional and a suppression motion should have 
resulted in the dismissal of all evidence presented to the court. As such this 
petitioner would surely not have been coerced into pleading guilty when he was 
in fact innocent. And, if the state insisted upon a trial, the loss of the 
wrongly obtained evidence would have resulted in an acquittal. 
2.) Mike Nielson provided this petitioner with ineffective assistance 
of counsel in that he also failed or refused to provide required discovery and 
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failed or refused to file a timely motion to suppress illegal obtained 
evidence. Neilson further informed the petioner that if the petitioner would 
agree to the waiver of his Constitutional right to a preliminary hearing, then 
the state would agree to not seek/file the repeat offender charge. The, after 
this petitioner accepted the proposal and waived the right to a preliminary 
hearing the state went ahead and filed the repeat offender anyway which was, in 
large part responsible for petitioner being coerced into agreeing to a plea 
bargain. 
Nielson later removed himself from the case due to a disagreement over the 
retainer fee, which had been partially paid. And in a conversation on the 
telephone at a later date, Nielson stated "I told you I would get my money 
somehow." In regard to a previous bill owed on another case. This shows a 
clear disregard for petitioners best interests and suggests that Nielson had 
motive which compelled him to disregard his clients interest's and to encourage 
this petitioner to agree to waive his preliminary hearing under false pretenses. 
3.) Dave Martinez provided ineffective assistance of counsel when he 
failed or refused to provide discovery and failed or refused to file a timely 
motion to suppress. Martinez further coerced this petitioner into agreeing to 
a guilty plea despite actual and factual innocence. Even though petitioner 
specifically stated his innocence and that his only reason for agreeing to the 
plea bargain was his fear of receiving a life imprisonment. Had Martinez 
provided petitioner with effective assistance, filing for suppression, the 
outcome of this case would have differed in that petitioner would never have 
agreed to plead guilty. As an officer of the court who supposedly has his clients 
best interests at heart, he should not have allowed his client to plead guilty 
to an offense which he was actually innocent of. 
4.) Kelly Mallard failed to provide petitioner with the effective assistance 
of counsel in that he failed to provide required discovery and failed or refused 
to file a timely motion to suppress. Mallard further failed or refused to 
interview witnesses and to review the record. Mallard failed or refused to prepare 
or suggest any form of defense what so ever short of agreeing to a plea of guilty 
despite knowing that petitioner still swore that he was and is innocent. 
H.) Petitioner was further denied due process of the court when he was 
coerced into pleading guilty to a crime which he did not commit and which he 
repeatedly informed his attorney's he was not guilty of. 
Petitioners plea of guilty cannot be considered as voluntary, intelligent, 
or knowledgeable in that he was coerced by his attorney's and by the prosecutor 
into pleading guilty to avoid the possibility of serving a life sentence for a 
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which he did not commit and which he had no knowledge of. 
X. EVIDENCE AND DOCUMENTATION: 
As stated in the causes of action, many of the documents which the petitioner 
requires in order to prove his case have been denied to him by the prosecutor 
and by his own legal counsel. As a result, much of the documentation cannot be 
provided by the itioner at this time, until his repeated requests for discovery 
are finally fulfilled. 
Petitioner therefore begs of this court reuesting that discovery which is 
absolutely necessary to his case be 
to: 
him which includes but is not limited 
1.) The audio recording of all radio traffic for thirty (30) minutes prior 
to the original traffic stop. To include all traffic between the officer in 
question and dispatch, includ channel three (3). This will provide evidence of 
the true reason for the stop. P 
and unconstitutional. 
that the original detainment was illegal 
2.) A copy of the traffic citation or warning slip for the headlight which 
was supposedly not working and which served as probable cause for the initial 
stop. 
3.) Incident wherein the arn,sting officer states his reason for 
turning a minor traffic citation into a full search of the driver and of the car 
which he had no warrent and no probable cause for searching. 
4.) The actual audio of all trial, hearings, conferences and 
meetings which involved this petitioner, the prosecution, and/or the court in 
relation to this case. This will prove, among other th that the petitioner 
proclaimed his innocence and that the court denied him his right to withdraw his 
plea of guilty which he had been coerced into submitting. 
Petitioner is hereby request leave to proceed in forma pauperis and 
is including the required Motion to Proceed In Forma Pauperis and supporting 
affidavit. 
XI. RELIEF SOUGHT 
Petitioner hereby requests the of legal counsel as a result of the 
fact that he is uneducated in the law and is hindered by the administration of 
I.D.O.C. in finding assistance from other more informed inmates. 
Petitioner further herein requests of this court that it overturn the current 
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conviction and order that the state either refile the charges or realease the 
petitioner immediately. Or other such relief as this court sees fit. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss 
County of Ada ) 
/;?>/, ~--x~~ /~ ~//~ 
Pro-Se 
Monte Hoffman, being duly sworn, herein says and affirms that he is the 
petitioner in the above-entitled Petition and that all of the statements in 
this PETITION FOR POST CONVICTION RELIEF are true and correct to the best of 
his knowledge and belief. 
Petitioner Pro 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED to before me this / b ~ day of Jur1 ~ 
2010. 
SEAL >}wvJ& )f a~~::_ -.... 
~ry Public ~or Idaho 
Commission expires 
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MONTE, HOFFMAN #48773 
I.C.C. P.O. BOX#70010 
BOISE, IDAHO, 83707 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRicTIE, 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE HOFFMAN, ) 
Petition, ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2008-206 FE 
vs ) 
) MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) POST CONVICTION RELIEF 
Respondent. ) 
) 
,v· 
' ' 
COMES NOW this petitioner, and submits this memorandum in support of his 
previously filed Petition For Post Conviction Relief for the following reasons: 
1.) Petitioner has plead with his legal representatives repeatedly begging 
that they present the following issues for a full and fair hearing, yet this 
has not occurred. 
2.) Without having these issues presented to the Court in a proper manner 
there can be no hope that this case can be resolved in a just manner. 
3.) Petitioner has been led to believe that the issues he has presented 
are more likely to receive a full and fair hearing within the Federal Courts 
and that it is therefore necessary to preserve these issues for that purpose. 
4.) Petitioner is unexperienced in pursuing legal matters and is unaware of 
which issues will be most important in the long run. 
5.) Petitioner is innocent of the crimes which he has been convicted of 
and believes that through producing the issues to the court justice will 
eventually be served. 
6.) Petitioner has attempted to convince his legal counsel to present 
these issues but has been denied or ignored each time. 
7.) Petitioner believes that it is in the interests of that these 
issues be presented for a full and fair hearing before the court. 
Petitioner understands that the courts are extremely busy and the Judges time 
is valuable, but itioner believes that the interests of justice require 
that this case be fully heard, with each of the issues brought forth. 
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[) 
I. STATEMENT OF CASE 
On the date in question the petitioner was test driving a vehicle which he 
intended to purchase when he was pulled over for a supposedly malfunctioning 
headlight. Petitioner herein disputes that there was anything wrong with his 
headlight as both headlights were in proper working order as he had just 
backed out of a parking spot at McDonalds where he noted that both headlights 
were on and functioning. Petitioner further submits that his assertion is 
supported by the fact that despite the fact that he received numerous citations, 
he did not receive a citation or warning for a malfunctioning headlight. 
Therefore, petitioner submits that the initial stop was in violation of the 
U.S. Constitution as an illegal detainer. 
Petitioner further submits that even if the stop had been constitutional and 
a citation given for the headlights malfunction, it would have remained a 
minor traffic violation and would not have offered probable cause for a search 
of either the vehicle or of the petitioners person as a minor traffic violation 
fails to present that "A fair probability that contraband or evidence of a 
crime will be found in a particular place." The officer never submitted that 
he had cause to fear the imminent destruction of evidence or that he perceived 
any immediate threats to the safety of the public or the officers. Therefore, 
not having any consent for the search, a traffic stop for a malfunctioning 
headlight cannot justify a warrantless search. 
II. STATEMENT OF FACTS AND COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
Petitioner was fEcarcerated on or about January 7th, 2008 following a 
questionable traffic stojp and after a se2xch wb:Lch was warrentless 2.nd was 
conducted without the permission of this petitioner or the owner of the 
vehicle in question. As such the search was unconstitutional and anything 
found as a result was fruit of the forbidden tree. 
Petitioner appeared on January 15th, 2008 for his preliminary hearing and was 
advised by the public defender that if he would agree to waive his legal 
right to a fast and speedy preliminary hearing then the state would agree not 
to file a repeat offender charge against him. Petitioner agreed to the deal 
and waived his statutory time for a preliminary hearing on January 15, 2008. 
and on February 26, 2008 the preliminary hearing was waived and petitioner 
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was bound over. However the state then denied that they had agreed to any 
agreement regarding the preliminary hearing and continued to threaten the 
petitioner with the repeat offender if he refused to agree to a guilty plea. 
As a result this petitioner was coerced into pleading guilty to avoid the 
possibility of receiving a life sentence. 
At the same time, petitioner originally plead not guilty on March 11th, 2008 
due to the fact that he was actually and factually innocent. Petitioner 
learned that his attorney had formed no sort of defense and was unprepared to 
present any defense other than a guilty plea. On April 18th, 2008 petitioners 
attorney of record filed to withdraw as attorney of record and Judge McDermott 
granted Counsel Neilsen's motion. On May 5th, 2008 the public defenders office 
was appointed to represent petitioner. Petitioner was denied discovery by both 
the prosecution and by his own attorney. And again petitioner was informed that 
if he was unwilling to plead guilty that his attorney was unwilling and 
unprepared to present a defense. 
Petitioner finally agreed, under duress, to a plea of guilty only because he 
believed that, due to the ineffective assistance of his attorney he had no 
other choice. Petitioner later attempted to withdraw his guilty plea, deciding 
that he had to fight due to his actual and factual innocence. The judge then 
abused his discretion and denied petitioners right to do so. 
After being denied the right to present a defense by the court, petitioner was 
sentenced to a withheld judgement. And, after serving his Rider under that 
sentence the Judge again abused his discretion by revoking his retained 
jurisdiction and imposed sentence without permitting the petitioner the right 
of allocution in accordance with I.C. Rule 32(9) (1) (c). The court did, in 
fact, file an order for transport however, petitioner was never transported 
and never permitted the opportunity to speak in his defense. 
Petitioner has been repeatedly denied his right to obtain legal discovery and 
was therefore unable to develop any sort of defense strategy. And each of his 
different attorney's likewise failed to provide any discovery or to prepare any 
sort of a defensive strategy. None of his attorney's filed a timely Motion to 
Suppress illegally obtained evidence. Without which the state would have had no 
case to present. 
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III. ISSUES PRESENTED 
1.) Probable Cause for initial stop; Did Dillon violate petitioners Fourth 
Amendment right when he initiated the traffic stop on January 7th, 2008? 
And was the petitioner afforded a full and fair hearing on this matter? 
2.)Search and seizure/ vehicle; Did Dillon violate the petitioners Fourth 
Amendment rights when he searched the vehicle without a warrent and without 
the consent of the petitioner or the vehicles registered owner? 
3.) Evidence; Was the "evidence" presented the result of an illegal search 
and therefore "Fruit of the poisonous tree?" 
4.) Was the petitioner denied Constitutionally guaranteed 5th and 14th amendment 
rights to due process when the court denied him the right to withdraw his plea 
of guilty to a crime for which he was actually and factually innocent. 
5.) Is petitioner actually and factually innocent, therefore, establishing a 
manifest injustice, which must be corrected, due to a coerced plea? 
6.) Was the guilty the result of coercion and did the judge therefore 
abuse his discretion in to permit petitioner to withdraw his plea? 
6.) Did petitioners mental disabilities, or the drugs that they required play 
a part in petitioners decision to plead guilty to a crime which he did not 
commit? And, if so, could petitioners waiver of constitutional rights be 
regarded as knowing, intelligent and voluntary? 
8.) Did the court abuse it's discretion by denying petitioner his right of 
allocution wh1:?n the court revoked his retained jurisdiction. Denying him the 
right to speak in mit ion of the sentence which was then imposed? 
9.) Was petitioners constitutional rights denied when he was denied discovery 
by the prosecutor as well as by his own supposed legal counsel? 
10.) Was the petitioner denied his constitutionally guaranteed right to the 
effective assistance of counsel when: 
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a.) His attorney of record; Randall D. Schulthies deny this petitioner 
the effective assistance of counsel when he failed or refused to file a 
timely motion to suppress the evidence? 
b.) Schulthies failed to develop a defense strategy, or to consider the 
petitioners ongoing statement of his innocence? 
c.) His attorney of record; Michael Neilsen failed or refused to file a 
timely motion to suppress the evidence. 
d.) When Neilsen failed to develop a defense 
petitioners ongoing statement of his innocence. 
, or to consider the 
e.) His Attorney of record; David Martinez failed or refused to file a 
timely motion to suppress. 
f.) When Martinez failed to develop a defense strategy, or to consider the 
petitioners ongoing statement of his innocence? 
g.) His attorney of record, Kelly D. Mallard failed to communicate with the 
petitioner. 
h.) Mallard accepted petitioner as a client despite his pre-conceived 
opinion that the petitioner was a criminal, who exhibits perfect examples 
of criminal thinking. Denying petitioner the presumption of innocence by 
even his attorney of record. 
i.) Mallard failed or refused to file an appeal based unop the abused 
his discretion, and upon the fact that the prior attorney's failed to provide 
effective assistance of counsel? 
j.) His attorney of record; John Dewey failed to conduct discovery or to 
provide said discovery to the petitioner permitting him to judge the case 
against him. 
k.) Dewey failed to develop a defense strategy, as exhibited by his failure to 
conduct discovery, despite petitioners ongoing statement of innocence? 
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1.) Dewey failed or refused to file an I.C. Rule 33, withdrawl of plea 
based upon actual innocence despite petitioners request that he do so? 
m.) Kelly failed to appear when the court relinquished jurisdiction and 
permitted petitioner to be denied his right of allocution or to present 
available mitigating evidence which might have encouraged the court to 
retain said jurisdiction. 
n.) Counsel failed to consult with the defendant on appeal options and 
failed or refused to file said appeal. 
o.) Martinez insisted that the petitioner waive his right to appeal and 
refused to argue the petitioners side in the rule 35 presented before the court. 
11.) Cumulative error; Even if the court were to suppose that none of the prior 
listed errors produced an undue effect on the case. Petitioner submits that 
when all of these issues are considered cumulatively it can not be denied 
that the petitioner was denied his constitutional right to receive a full 
and fair hearing. 
IV. GENERAL ARGUMENT 
Agents of the government are not given unlimited power to detain a citizen. 
Before a detention may legally be committed there must first be legal or 
probable cause. In this instant instance the petitioner was supposedly stopped 
and detained as a result of a malfunctioning headlight. However, petitioner 
herein denies that the headlight was malfunctioning and herein states, for the 
record that he personnally observed the fact that both headlights were functional 
just prior to the traffic stop. This position is further supported by the fact 
that despite the fact that Dillon claimed his probable cause to be a malfunctioning 
headlight and despite that fact that he issued numerous citations. Dillon failed 
to issue a citation or even a written warning for the headlight. 
As such the state can present know probable cause for the initial traffic stop 
and everything following that fact is ''Fruit of the Forbidden Tree". See; 
U.S. vs. Woodrum, 202 F3d (1st Cir. 2000). See also: U.S. vs Vasey, 834 F2d, 
782-88 (9th Cir. 1987); Miranda vs City of Cornelius, 429 F3d, 858-866, 
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(9th Cir. 2005) 
(2) SEARCH AND SEIZURE/ VEHICLE 
Dillon submits that the search of the vehicle was incident to arrest. As such 
he admits that there was no concern or fear that the petitioner might possess 
a weapon that could be used to harm Dillon or anyone else. The U.S. Supreme 
Court defines probable cause to search as; "A fair probability that contraband 
or evidence of a crime will be found in a particular place'.' See; Ill. vs Gates, 
462 U.S. 213, 238 (1983). And, in Katz vs. United States, the supreme court 
stated a basic constitutional rule that warrentless searches "are per-se 
unreasonable under the fourth amendment'.' In this case, Dillon had already 
removed the petitioner from the vehicle and could legally institute his arrest, 
if in fact there was a malfunctioning headlight. And then legally sought a 
warrant to search the vehicle since there was no immediate need at the time. 
However, he chose not to do so because he knew that he could not satisfy the 
requirements to obtain a legal warrant. 
"The point of the Fourth amendment ... is not that it denies law enforcement the 
support of the usual inferences which reasonable men draw from evidence. It's 
protection consists in requiring that the inferences be drawn by a neutral and 
detached magistrate instead of being judged by the officer engaged in the 
competitive enterprise of ferreting out crime'.' See; Johnson vs United States, 
333 U.S. 10, 13-14 (1948); See also; Steagald vs. U.S., 451 U.S. 204, 212 
(1981). Dillon, with the assistance of the prosecutor, an agent of this court, 
managed to circumvent this point and, in the process, to rob this petitioner 
of his constitutionally guaranteed rights. 
Absent consent, only exigency's such as fear of imminent destruction of 
evidence, hot pursuit, and innnediate threats to the safety of the public or the 
officers can justify a warrantless search. 
(3) Invalid Waiver of Constitutional Right 
If a petitioner enters a guilty plea because his attorney is unprepared to go to 
trial, he may well have entered an involuntary plea. See; The Ninth Circuit 
Court of Appeals, in the case of; United State vs Moore, 599 F2d 310 (9th Cir. 
1979), Circuit Judge Tang stated; "A plea entered because counsel is unprepared 
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for trial is involuntary'.' The right to counsel may only be waived through 
volintary and intelligent relinquishment of that right. Petitioner believed 
that it was impossible under the circumstances to obtain a full and fair 
hearing and therefore relinquished his right due to coercion. As such the 
waiver cannot stand. 
(4) Actual and Factual Innocence 
"Conviction of an innocent person is a miscarriage of justice!" See; Shlup vs. 
Delo, 513 U.S. 298 (1995).Knowledge and intent are crucial factors which are 
legal requirements in order to obtain a conviction for the crime of possession. 
An item is not legally within your possession unless you are aware of it's 
presence and nature. See; I.C. 19-2104; "A defendant in a criminal action is 
presumed to be innocent until the contrary is proved, and in the case of 
reasonable doubt whether his guilt is satisfactorily shown he is entitled to 
aquittal. The vehicle in question did not belong to this petitioner and he had 
only been in it for minutes. He cannot reasonably be expected to know what might 
or might not be in the trunk. And without prior knowledge of what was there and 
what it's nature was, petitioner cannot legally be convicted of the crime of 
possession. 
(5) Abuse of Discretion 
"In determining whether an error has affected substantial rights or is harmless, 
the inquiry is whether it appears from the record that the error contribute to 
the verdict, leaving the appellate court with a reasonable doubt that the jury 
would have reached the same result had the error not occurred'.' See; State vs 
Hall, 111 Idaho 827, 727 P2d 1255 (Ct. App. 1986). 
Where the petitioner was denied the right, by the court to withdraw a coerced 
plea of guilty, there can be no real question as to whether the result would 
have been the same. Petitioner submits that had he been permitted to exercise 
his Constitutional Rights he then could have presented a defense which may 
have included witness's to the fact that petitioner was not aware of the presence 
of the items in question. 
Before a plea of guilty is accepted, the record of the entire proceedings, 
including reasonable inferences drawn therefrom, must show: 
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(1) The voluntariness of the plea, 
(2) The defendant was informed, (and therefore aware), of the consequences 
of the plea, including minimum and maximum punishments, and other direct 
consequences which may apply. 
In the instant case the petitioner was erroneously informed by his counsel of 
record that the fact that he was driving the vehicle was enough to convict 
him of possession. Petitioner plead guilty to this offense under the pretense 
that there was no defense to the charge, However, petitioners counsel failed 
or refused to inform him that the knowledge of the presence and nature of an 
item is required inorder to prove possession. "Where the record disclosed no 
statement by the district judge informing the defendant of the malice element, 
and there is nothing in the record refuting the defendants ion that his 
attorney also failed to advise him of the essential elements necessary to the 
charge of assault with intent to commit murder, there existed at least a material 
issue of fact whether the defendant understood the nature of the charge against 
him; consequently, summary dismissal of the defendants petition for Post-
Conviction relief was reversed. See; Noel vs State of Idaho, 113 Idaho 92, 741 
P.2d 728 (Ct. App. 1987). 
Petitioner submits that his waiver was invalid due to the fact that he suffers 
various mental disabilities and was not properly medicated at the time of the 
waiver. See; State vs West; "Not knowing, intelligent, and voluntary due to 
psychotropic medications'.' See; Idaho Court of Appeals in; West vs Idaho, 123 
Idaho 252, 846 P2d (Idaho App. 1993). Judge Swandstrom stated: "West has sworn 
that he was under the influence of medication at the time of his guilty pleas, 
and this affirmation is supported by the PSI and psychological evaluation. 
Under the circumstances of this case, we hold that West's allegations, that he 
was under the influence of medication which inhibited his ability to properly 
enter a guilty plea, frame a material issue of fact, namely, whether the 
medication (or lack thereof) affected his ability to make a knowing, intelligent, 
and voluntary plea.; 123 Idaho at 252, 846 P2d at 254. 
(6) DENIAL OF DISCOVERY 
Petitioner repeatedly requested that he be provided with discovery in order that 
he might determine some sort of defense startegy. At no time, even to the present 
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has said discovery has been provided. See; State vs Kay, 108 Idaho 661, 701 
P2d 281 (Ct. App. 1985); "A preliminary hearing transcript, when alleged to 
be necessary to the defense, must be provided by the state to indigents under 
this statute'.' 
Federal Rules require the prosecution to, without awaiting discovery request, 
provide to the other parties; a copy - or a description by category and 
location - of all documents, electronically stored information and tangible 
things in it's possession, custody or control it may use to support it's 
claims or defenses'.' 
(6) Ineffective Assistance of Counsel 
"The right to counsel attaches at all critical stages of a criminals prosecution'.' 
See; U.S. vs McNeil, 362 F.3d 570, 572 (9th Cir. 2004); And See; Idaho Rules of 
Professional Conduct, Rule 1.1; "A lawyer shall provide competent representation 
to a client. Competent representation requires the legal knowledge, skill, 
thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation. [5] 
Competent handling of a particular matter ..• also includesadequate preparation. 
The required attention and preparation are determined in part by what is at 
stake.; I.C.R.P. rule 1.3: "A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and 
promptness in representing a client'.' In this specific case, the client was 
facing the possibility of life in prison based upon part two of the complaint, 
repeat offender, and petitioners case was prejudiced through the counsels lack 
of effective assistance in the following manners; 
(a) Knowing that the law requires a warrant to be presented prior to search, 
and that no consent was given by his client, a reasonably effective attorney 
would have filed a timely motion to suppress the evidence obtained improperly. 
In this particular case Randall D. Schulthies, and every successive attorney,, 
failed or refused to file a timely motion to dismiss because they failed or 
refused to even consider a defense to the charge, instead insisting that the 
client agree to a plea of guilty despite actual and factual innocence. The 
"evidence" in this case was "Fruit of the Forbidden Tree" and therefore should 
have been suppressed. Such suppression would have resulted in the states case 
being dismissed for lack of evidence. See; Kimmelman vs. Morrisson (1986) 477 
U.S. 365, 91 L.Ed.2d 305, 106 S.Ct. 2574, on remand (1986, DC NJ) 650 F.Supp. 
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801 and appeal after remand (1987) 215 NJ Super 540, 522 A.2d 473, certif. 
den. (1987) 107 N.J. 642, 527 A.2d 463; "Criminal defendants are not barred 
from vindicating right to effective assistance of counsel through Federal 
Habeas Corpus where counsels primary error was failure to make timely request 
for exclusion of illegally seized evidence~ And see; United states ex rel. 
Rosner vs Commissioner, New York State Department of Correction (1976, SD 
Iowa) 421 F.Supp.781, aff'd in part and rev'd on other grounds in part (1977 
CA 2 NY) 560 F.2d 84, cert. den. (1977) 434 U.S. 861 54 L.Ed.2d 135, 98 S. Ct. 
189; "writ of Habeas Corpus was granted to petitioner who claimed that 
incompetency of of counsel denied him his rights under Sixth and Fourteenth 
amendments where record showed that counsel forgot to make timely motion for 
suppression, which, had it been made in 
some chance of success~ 
fashion, would have at least 
I.R.C.P. Rule 12, (b) (3) Motions to suppress evidence on the ground that it 
was illegally obtained ..• must be raised before the trial.; State vs LePage, 102 
Idaho 387, 630 P.2d 674, cert. den. 454 U.S. 1057, 102 S.Ct. 606, 70 L.Ed 595 
(1981), It was successfully argued on that defendant was deprived of his 
right to counsel since his attorney failed to move to suppress evidence prior 
to trial pursuant to subsection (b) (3) of this rule. 
And; (b) Withdrawl is necessary to correct a manifest injustice whenever the 
defendant proves that he was denied the effective assistance of counsel", 
Hoover vs State, 114 Idaho 145, 754 P.2d 458 (Ct. App. 1988). Effective 
assistance of counsel requires a conscientious, meaningful representation, 
whereby the defendant is advised of all rights and performs all required 
tasks reasonably according to the prevailing 
cases. See; Fed.R.Crim.P44; 18 USCA §3006A. 
(7) Cmnulative Error 
standards in criminal 
The errors in this case, both individually and cumulatively made it absolutely 
impossible for the petitioner to obtain a fair trial. See; Mancuso vs Olivarez, 
292 F.3d 939 (9th Cir. 2002); "Cumulative error applies when, although no single 
trial error examined in isolation is sufficiently udicial to warrant reversal, 
the cumulative effect of multiple errors may still prejudice the defendant~ 
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Each of these errors, individually and , resulted in a manifest 
injustice which may only be corrected by a reversal of the conviction. Certainly 
the state will argue that these errors were harmless but any impartial Judge 
will see through such falsehoods. See also; U.S. vs Sarracino, 340 F.3d 1148 
(10th Cir. 2003); "The burden of proving that an error is harmless falls on 
the government'.' 
(8) CONCLUSION: 
"Crime is contagious. If the government becomes the law breaker it breads 
contempt for the law'.'; Louis D. Brandies - U.S. Supreme Court Justice -
1856 - 1941. 
Idaho Code§ 19-4901 (a) is available to any inmate/ convicted felon who 
claims: 
(1) That the conviction was in violation of the constitution of the United 
States or the Constitution or the laws of this state; 
(2) Actual Innocence; 
(3) Conviction or sentence is otherwise subject to collateral attack upon 
any ground or alleged error. 
Habeas Corpus, or in Idaho, Post Conviction, is used when the process that led 
to the defendants conviction appears flawed in some wasy. The U.S. Constitution 
sets fourth the absolute minimum amount of protection that both the State and 
Federal government must provide. And, as with all issues of American law, the 
state may provide more, BUT NEVER LESS, protection than what is required by the 
U.S. Constitution. In this case, first and foremost, Dillon held no proper or 
legal cause to initiate the original traffic stop as demonstrated by the fact 
that no citation for a malfunctioning headlight was ever written. Habeas lies 
to inquire into every constitutional defect in any criminal trial. 
In the particular case, due to the actions of the state court and it 1 s agents 
the following questions of material fact still exist; 
(1) That the merits of the factual dispute were never resolved properly or 
fully within the state courts. 
(2) That the state denied petitioner discovery evidence which had serio·-·~ 
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probative value and presented various falsehoods as facts. The result was that 
it was not possible to resolve the dispute fairly 
were never presented. 
the truth and facts 
The state court, by denying petitioner the ability to withdraw his plea of 
guilty and to present a defense to the charges made it impossible for the case, 
and various elements of the case, to receive a full and fair hearing, which 
resulted in a manifest injustice which must be corrected. 
The State Constitution, section 3; "The state of Idaho is an inseperable part 
of the American Union, and the constitution of the United States is the supreme 
law of the land. There is a close relationship between the procedural safegaurds 
the Federal Constitutional guarantees to the individual with a crime and 
the determination of factual guilt. THE AIM OF AMERICAN CRIMINAL LAW IS NOT, OR 
SHOULD NOT BE, THE CONVICTION OF THE GUILTY BUT THE CONVICTION OF THE GUILTY 
UNDER PROCEEDURES, ESTABLISHED IN FUNDAMENTAL LAW, THAT ENSURE THE RIGHTS AND 
FREEDOMS AFFORDED BY THE U.S. CONSTITUTION. A manifest injustice has resulted 
due to state errors. An innocent individual has been convicted for a crime 
which he did not commit The only possible manner for correcting such an injustice 
is to overturn this conviction and release this petitioner from incarceration. 
Therefore petitioner prays this court will issue such order immediately and/ or 
other such 
5wdf'V') o.. >fl J 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE,STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2009-4213-PC 
ORDER DISMISSING 
PETITION for POST 
CONVICTION RELIEF 
This case comes before this Court on a Petition for Post Conviction Relief filed by Monte 
G. Hoffman ("the Petitioner" or "Mr. Hoffman"). On May 17, 2010, pursuant to Idaho Code 
("IC") § 19-4906 this Court issued a Notice oflntent to Dismiss ("Notice") Mr. Hoffman's petition, 
indicating its intent to dismiss each of the claims raised and providing Mr. Hoffman the 20 days 
required by statute to submit a suitable reply appropriately addressing his arguments and 
providing satisfactory evidence that he is entitled to post conviction relief. 
Thereafter, Mr. Hoffman filed a request for additional time to respond to the Notice oflntent 
to Dismiss. This Court granted that request. On June 21, 2010, the Petitioner submitted his 
response to the Notice in the form of a "Modified Motion for Post Conviction Relief, and Attached 
Affidavit in Support" ("Modified Motion"). That same document was filed again on July 8, 2010, 
along with a "Memorandum in Support of Post Conviction Relief' and a separate "Petitioner's 
Memorandum in Support of Application for Post Conviction Relief." The Modified Motion for 
Post Conviction Relief and the Memorandum in Support of Post Conviction Relief were signed by 
Mr. Hoffman and notarized, however, no Affidavit in Support or separate affidavit of any kind was 
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attached or submitted. Mr. Hoffman did not include any additional documents or references to the 
record in the underlying criminal case. 
Further background on this matter was set out in detail in the Notice and is incorporated 
herein by reference. 1 
ISSUE 
1. Whether to grant the Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
In Charboneau v. State, 144 Idaho 900, 903, 174 P.3d 870, 873 (2007), the Idaho Supreme 
Court set forth this thorough and clear statement of the legal standard that applies to a petition 
for post conviction relief: 
An application for post-conviction relief under the Unifonn Post Conviction 
Procedure Act (UPCPA) is civil in nature. Stuart v. State, 136 Idaho 490, 495, 36 P.3d 
1278, 1282 (2001). Like a plaintiff in a civil action, the applicant for post-conviction 
relief must prove by a preponderance of evidence the allegations upon which the 
application for post-conviction relief is based. Grube v. State, 134 Idaho 24, 995 P .2d 794 
(2000). Unlike the complaint in an ordinary civil action, however, an application for post-
conviction relief must contain more than "a short and plain statement of the claim" that 
would suffice for a complaint under LR.C.P. 8(a)(l). Rather, an application for post-
conviction relief must be verified with respect to facts within the personal knowledge of 
the applicant. LC. § 19-4903. The application must include affidavits, records, or other 
evidence supporting its allegations, or must state why such supporting evidence is not 
included. Id. 
Summary disposition of a petition for post-conviction relief is appropriate if the 
applicant's evidence raises no genuine issue of material fact. LC. § 19-4906(b), (c). On 
review of a dismissal of a post-conviction relief application without an evidentiary 
hearing, this Court will determine whether a genuine issue of fact exists based on the 
pleadings, depositions and admissions together with any affidavits on file and will 
liberally construe the facts and reasonable inferences in favor of the non-moving party. 
Gilpin-Grubb v. State, 138 Idaho 76, 80, 57 P.3d 787, 791 (2002), citing LaBelle v. State, 
1 The Notice also contains a thorough analysis of the Post-Conviction Relief statute and is not repeated in detail 
here. 
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130 Idaho 115, 118, 93 7 P .2d 427, 430 (Ct.App.1997). A court is required to accept the 
petitioner's unrebutted allegations as true, but need not accept the petitioner's conclusions. 
Ferrier v. State, 135 Idaho 797, 799, 25 P.3d 110, 112 (2001). When the alleged facts, 
even if true, would not entitle the applicant to relief, the trial court may dismiss the 
application without holding an evidentiary hearing. Stuart v. State, 118 Idaho 865, 869, 
801 P.2d 1216, 1220 (1990), citing Cooper v. State, 96 Idaho 542,545,531 P.2d 1187, 
1190 (1975). Allegations contained in the application are insufficient for the granting of 
relief when ( 1) they are clearly disproved by the record of the original proceedings, or (2) 
do not justify relief as a matter of law. Id. 
"On appeal from a summary disposition, [the Court of Appeals] exercises free review. 
Yon v. State, 124 Idaho 821, 822, 864 P.2d 659,660 (Ct.App.1993); Hoover v. State, 114 Idaho 
145, 146, 754 P.2d 458,459 (Ct.App.1988)." Abbott v. State, 129 Idaho 381,382,924 P.2d 
1225, 1228 (Idaho Ct.App. 1996). 
DISCUSSION 
In support of his Petition for Post Conviction Relief, Mr. Hoffman asserts relief is warranted 
because his conviction was in violation of the state or federal constitutions and/or that the Petitioner 
suffered from the ineffective assistance of counsel. (See Modified Mot., June 21,2010, 3.) Mr. 
Hoffman additionally claims relief is warranted on the basis of the "cunmlative error doctrine." 
(Mero. in Supp. of Post Conviction, July 8, 2010, 10.) The Petitioner's filings reiterated the 
arguments he made in his Petition for Post Conviction Relief and listed additional allegations and 
conclusions, but he did not include any supplementary documents or references to the record in the 
underlying criminal case. Mr. Hoffman asserted that "many of the documents which the petitioner 
requires in order to prove his case have been denied to him by the prosecutor and by his O\\-TI legal 
counsel." (Modified Mot. at 6.) Based upon that assertion, he requested this Court make available 
to him "discovery which is absolutely necessary to his case .... " (Id.) However, Douglas K. 
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Dykman is the Petitioner's attorney ofrecord. As recently as May 27, 2010, Mr. Dykman filed 
motions on Mr. Hoffinan's behalf. As such, Mr. Hoffman's requests for "discovery" or other 
documents should be made of his attorney and not this Court. 
a. Pro-se litigants are not afforded special consideration. 
This Court must first address Mr. Hoffman's assertion that, as a pro-se litigant, "he can not 
[sic] be expected to perform on par with trained and experienced legal counsel." (Id. at 2.) As this 
Court mentioned, Mr. Hoffman has an attorney of record. Even so, Idaho courts have clearly 
determined that "[p]ro se civil litigants are not accorded special latitude merely because they 
chose to proceed through litigation without the assistance of an attorney." Michalk v. Michalk, 
148 Idaho 224, 220 P.3d 580, 584 (2009). 
"Pro se litigants are held to the same standards and rules as those represented by an 
attorney." Suitts v. Nix, 141 Idaho 706,709, 117 P.3d 120, 123 (2005) (quoting Twin 
Falls County v. Coates, 139 Idaho 442,445, 80 P.3d 1043, 1046 (2003)). Moreover, "Pro 
se litigants are not accorded any special consideration simply because they are 
representing themselves and are not excused from adhering to procedural rules." Nelson, 
144 Idaho at 718, 170 P.3d at 383 (citing Sammis v. Magnetek. Inc., 130 Idaho 342,346, 
941 P.2d 314,318 (1997)). 
Id. Thus, while Mr. Hoffman argues this Court should excuse his "failure to perform according 
to the proper procedures" based on his pro-se status, even if the Petitioner were representing 
himself, he would still be held to the same standards and rules that every attorney in this 
jurisdiction is required to follow. Therefore, this Court cannot afford the Petitioner any special 
consideration or treatment in regard to the requirements governing post conviction proceedings. 
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b. Claims not previously raised may not be considered. 
Secondly, Mr. Hoffman presented claims in his Modified Motion for Post Conviction Relief 
that were not included in his Petition for Post Conviction Relief. These new issues include Mr. 
Hoffman's allegations that his rights pursuant to the First, Fourth and Fifth Amendments of the 
United States Constitution were violated. The Petitioner was sentenced on October 14, 2008. A 
Rule 35 Motion for reduction of sentence was partially granted on September 21, 2009. Mr. 
Hoffman did not file an appeal. The Petition for Post Conviction Relief was filed on October 22, 
2009. These particular claims regarding violation of constitutional rights were not included in 
that petition, but were first raised on June 21, 2010 more than one year after the final order was 
entered in the underlying criminal case. Idaho Code § 19-4908 prevents a petitioner in most 
instances from raising new claims in subsequent applications. That statute states: 
All grounds for relief available to an applicant under this act must be raised in his 
original, supplemental or amended application. Any ground finally adjudicated or not so 
raised, or knowingly, voluntarily and intelligently waived in the proceeding that resulted 
in the conviction or sentence or in any other proceeding the applicant has taken to secure 
relief may not be the basis for a subsequent application, unless the court finds a ground 
for relief asserted which for sufficient reason was not asserted or was inadequately raised 
in the original, supplemental, or amended application. 
Thus, unless the Petitioner asserts a sufficient ground for relief indicating the reasons why these new 
claims were not previously raised, this Court cannot consider such claims in a subsequent 
application. Mr. Hoffman did not raise these claims in his original Petition and has not alleged that 
such claims were not known to him at the time he filed that Petition. Mr. Hoffman did not seek to 
amend his Petition to add these claims. Thus, the claims regarding violation of his rights pursuant 
to the First, Fourth and Fifth Amendments are presented for the first time in the Modified Motion 
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for Post Conviction Relief filed in response to the Notice of Intent to Dismiss. The Court therefore 
considers them waived pursuant to IC § 19-4908, and hereby DISMISSES these claims pertaining 
to the alleged violation of the Petitioner's constitutional rights under the First, Fourth, and Fifth 
Amendments. 
c. The Petitioner has not demonstrated his guilty plea was entered in violation of 
the state or federal constitutions. 
The Petitioner reiterated his argument that post conviction relief is warranted on the basis 
of a violation of his rights pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment of the United States 
Constitution. In support of that argument, Mr. Hoffman stated he ''was denied the due process of 
law and his right to a fair trial when the court denied him the right to withdraw his guilty plea 
and put forth a defense"; that the "Petitioner is and was actually and factually innocent and the 
guilty plea was the result of coercion"; and "[t]he court abused it's [sic] discretion in revoking 
the petitioners [ sic] retained jurisdiction without permitting him the right of allocution." 
(Modified Mot. at 3-4.) 
This Court addressed the Petitioner's claims regarding the alleged violation of his rights 
pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment in its Notice, finding Mr. Hoffman only offered 
conclusory and bare allegations in regard to this argument. In his Modified Motion for Post 
Conviction Relief and accompanying documents, Mr. Hoffman does not add to this claim. Mr. 
Hoffinan sets forth self-serving statements and legal conclusions, but does not point to the record 
or offer other proof to support his contentions. As such, this claim cannot stand. 
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The Petitioner also reasserted the previous argument that his constitutional rights 
guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment were violated in the following manner: 
Petitioner was denied required discovery items/evidence of a probative nature which was 
absolutely essential to the petitioners [sic] ability to present a reasonably effective 
defense. This denial of petitioners [sic] Constitutionally [sic] guaranteed sixth 
amendment right was, in part, responsible for the petitioners [sic] decision to plead guilty, 
and he would not have agreed to such a plea had the discovery been provided. 
(Id. at 4.) This Court also addressed the Petitioner's claims regarding the alleged violation of his 
rights pursuant to the Sixth Amendment in its Notice. In his Modified Motion for Post 
Conviction Relief and accompanying documents, Mr. Hoffman does not add significantly to this 
claim, either. Furthermore, the two sentences offered in support of this contention amount to 
general allegations, as the Petitioner does not cite to the record or offer other facts or proof. Mr. 
Hoffman does not even explain what "required discovery" was denied to him. Therefore, this 
claim cannot merit the requested relief. 
Furthermore, notwithstanding the preceding discussion, a valid plea of guilty, voluntarily 
and understandingly given, waives all non-jurisdictional defects and defenses, whether 
constitutional or statutory. Clarkv. State, 92 Idaho 827,832,452 P.2d 54, 59 (1969); See also 
State v. Al-Kotrani, 141 Idaho 66, 106 P.3d 392 (2005). In its Notice, this Court determined the 
Petitioner entered a voluntary, knowing and intelligent guilty plea, wherein Mr. Hoffman 
acknowledged he was giving up constitutional and civil rights and not claiming any violation of 
his constitutional or civil rights. Therefore, because Mr. Hoffman did not raise the issue of 
violation of his constitutional rights at the time he entered his guilty plea and because Mr. 
Hoffman has not offered any supporting evidence beyond his conclusory allegations, the 
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Petitioner has failed to assert a cognizable claim. As such, the allegations regarding violation of 
constitutional rights must be dismissed on that basis, as well. 
d. The Petitioner has not met his burden of demonstrating ineffective assistance 
of counsel. 
"In order to establish a violation of the constitutional guarantee to effective assistance of 
counsel, the defendant must show both deficient performance and resulting prejudice." Beasley 
v. State, 126 Idaho 356, 359, 883 P.2d 714, 717 (Idaho Ct.App. 1994) (internal citations 
omitted). The test for evaluating whether a criminal defendant has received the effective 
assistance of counsel is two-pronged and requires that the petitioner establish: (1) counsel's 
conduct was deficient because it fell outside the wide range of professional norms; and (2) the 
petitioner was prejudiced as a result of the deficient conduct. Pratt v. State, 134 Idaho 581, 584, 
6 P.3d 831,834 (2000); Rayv. State, 133 Idaho 96,101,982 P.2d 931,936 (1999) (citing 
Stricklandv. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,687, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 2064 (1984)). "Facts presented 
must be in the form of competent, admissible evidence. Bare assertions and speculation, 
unsupported by specific facts, do not suffice to show ineffectiveness of counsel." Roman v. 
State, 125 Idaho 644, 649, 873 P.2d 898, 903 (Idaho Ct.App. 1994)(internal citations omitted). 
In assessing the reasonableness of attorney performance, counsel is presumed to have 
rendered adequate assistance and made all significant decisions in the exercise of reasonable 
professional judgment. Pratt, 134 Idaho at 584, 6 P.3d at 834; State v. Matthews, 133 Idaho 300, 
306-07, 986 P.2d 323, 329-30 (1999) (citing Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690). Strategic and tactical 
decisions will not be second guessed or serve as a basis for post-conviction relief under a claim 
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of ineffective assistance of counsel unless the decision is shown to have resulted from inadequate 
preparation, ignorance of the relevant law or other shortcomings capable of objective review. 
Pratt, 134 Idaho at 584, 6 P.3d at 834; Giles v. State, 125 Idaho 921, 924, 877 P.2d 365, 368 
(1994), cert denied 513 U.S. 1130 (1995). To satisfy the prejudice prong of the Strickland test, 
the applicant must establish that there is a reasonable probability that, absent counsel's 
unprofessional errors, the outcome of the proceeding would have been different. Milburn v. 
State, 135 Idaho 701, 706, 23 P.3d 775, 780 (Idaho Ct.App. 2000)(citing Strickland, 466 U.S. at 
694); Fox v. State, 125 Idaho 672, 674, 873 P.2d 926, 928 (Idaho Ct.App. 1994). The applicant 
must show that the attorney's deficient conduct 'so undermined the proper functioning of the 
adversarial process that the trial cannot be relied on as having produced a just result.' Milburn, 
135 Idaho at 706, 23 P.3d at 780 (quoting Strickland, 466 U.S. at 686). The applicant must show 
actual unreasonable performance by trial counsel and actual prejudice. Id. "Hence, dismissal is 
proper if the applicant fails to meet his burden under either part." Fox, 125 Idaho at 674, 873 
P.2d at 928; Roman, 125 Idaho at 649, 873 P.2d at 903 ("To avoid summary dismissal, a post-
conviction claim of ineffective assistance of counsel must sufficiently allege facts under both 
prongs of the test."). 
In his Modified Motion for Post Conviction Relief, the Petitioner reasserted his previous 
claims of ineffective assistance of counsel. In sum, Mr. Hoffman alleges that his right to 
effective assistance of counsel was violated because his various attorneys "failed to provide 
petitioner with required discovery and failed or refused to even develop any form of defensive 
strategy"; that counsel "failed to file a timely suppression motion"; and that counsel "coerced 
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[the Petitioner] into making a guilty plea." (See Modified Mot. at 4-6.) This Court addressed 
each of these claims at length in its Notice, finding the Petitioner's allegations did not satisfy the 
test for evaluating whether a criminal defendant has received the effective assistance of counsel. 
As Mr. Hoffman has only re-alleged these claims without the required accompanying competent 
and admissible evidence, such allegations again amount to bare assertions and speculation, 
unsupported by specific facts. Therefore, such claims are insufficient to show ineffectiveness of 
counsel. For example, Mr. Hoffman failed to demonstrate that his counsels' performance fell 
outside the wide range of professional norms. Secondly, even accepting the Petitioner's claim 
that his counsel was inadequate, the Petitioner still failed to demonstrate prejudice, as he offered 
no evidence that the outcome of his case would have been different but for his attorneys' 
unprofessional errors. Therefore, the Petitioner has not met his burden of demonstrating that his 
counsels' performance was deficient and that he was prejudiced by that deficiency. As such, the 
Petitioner's claims of ineffective assistance of counsel are without merit. 
e. The Petition cannot be granted pursuant to the "cumulative errors doctrine." 
The Petitioner made an additional claim that relief is warranted on the basis of the 
cumulative error doctrine. Mr. Hoffman states: "The errors in this case, both individually and 
cumulatively made it absolutely impossible for the petitioner to obtain a fair trial." (Mem. in 
Supp. of Post Conviction Relief at 10.) The cumulative error doctrine has been explained by the 
Idaho Supreme Court as follows: 
The cumulative error doctrine refers to an accumulation of irregularities, each of which 
by itself might be harmless, but when aggregated, show the absence of a fair trial in 
contravention of the defendant's constitutional right to due process. In order to find 
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cumulative error, this Court must first conclude that there is merit to more than one of the 
alleged errors and then conclude that these errors, when aggregated, denied the defendant 
a fair trial. State v. Sheahan, 139 Idaho 267, 286, 77 P.3d 956, 975 (2003) (citations 
omitted). 
Dunlap v. State, 141 Idaho 50, 65-66, 106 P.3d 376, 391-92 (2004). 
This Court is not required to accept Mr. Hoffman's conclusory allegations or legal 
conclusions. Because there is no evidence, either asserted by the Petitioner or in the record, that 
would demonstrate the Petitioner entered his guilty plea in violation of the state or federal 
constitution or that he was subjected to the ineffective assistance of counsel, a finding of 
cumulative error is unfounded as this Court cannot conclude there is merit to any of the claimed 
errors. As such, post conviction relief is not warranted on the basis of the cumulative error 
doctrine. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, as well as the reasoning set forth in the Notice of Intent to 
Dismiss, this Court hereby DISMISSES the Petition for Post Conviction Relief. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this hl_ day of July, 2010. 
Copies to: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Douglas K. Dykman 
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11\J THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Case No. : CV-2009-4213-PC 
Petitioner/Appellant, 
vs. NOTICE OF APPEAL 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent/ Appel lee. 
TO: The above-named Respondent/Appellee, State of Idaho and its attorney of record, 
Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General for the State of Idaho; the Bannock County Prosecuting 
Attorney; the Clerk of the above-named Court; Clerk of the Supreme Court; State Appellate Public 
Defender; and, the Bannock County Court Reporter: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
1. The above-named Petitioner/ Appellant, Monte G. Hoffman, appeals against the above-
named Respondent/Appellee, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the decision from the 
Memorandum Decision and Order dated July 21, 2010 before the Honorable Robert C. 
Naftz, District Judge. 
2. The Petitioner/ Appellant has the right to appeal to the Supreme Court the Judgment(s) and 
Order(s) described in previously in paragraph 1 as it appears to be appealable Orders under 
and pursuant to Idaho Code Section 19-2801, et seq., and Rule ll(c)(l-10), of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
3. The Petitioner/ Appellant requests that the preparation of the standard Clerk's record as 
defined in Rule 28 (b)(2) of the Idaho Appellate Rules; and, in addition to those 
automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b)(2) to include the following documents: 
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a. Petition and Affidavit For Post Conviction Relief; Motion and Affidavit In Support for 
Appointment of Counsel; Motion and Affidavit for Permission To Proceed on Partial 
Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner); Order Waiving Costs and Fees; Order Granting Motion 
For Appointment of Counsel; Motion To Extend Time For filing An Answer; Objection to 
Motion To Extend Time For filing An Answer; Order; Order Extending Time For Filing An 
Answer; Motion To Retain On Court Calendar; Order on Motion To Retain on Court 
Calendar; Answer; Brief in Support of Post Conviction Relief and Response to State's 
Answer; Order Vacating Hearing; Notice of Intent to Dismiss; Motion to Retain on Court 
Calendar; Order to Retain on Court Calendar; Motion for Extension of Time; Modified 
Motion for Post Conviction Relief and Attached Affidavit in Support (dated 06/16/10); 
(2 nd )Modified Motion For Post Conviction Relief and Attached Affidavit in Support 
(dated 07 /05/lO);Order Dismissing Petition for Posl Conviction Relief; Additionally, any 
items from the underlying criminal case and post conviction case of which the Court 
takes judicial notice. 
4. The Petitioner/Appellant requests the preparation of the standard reporter's transcript as 
defined in the Idaho Appellate Rule 25(a); including, the portions of any record that are 
sealed, that is, the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI) and the Petitioner/Appellant 
requests that a transcript of the following proceedings also be prepared: 
a. Rule 35 hearing held on or about August 24, 2009 with the Court Reporter, Stephanie D. 
Davis, and with less than 100 pages; 
b. Sentencing hearing held on or about March 9, 2009 with the Court Reporter, Stephanie 
D. Davis, and with less than 100 pages. 
5. I HEREBY CERTIFY: 
a. That a copy of this Notice has been served on the Court Reporter. 
b. That the Petitioner/Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee 
because he/she has previously been determined to be indigent and has been 
represented at all stages of the proceedings by either the Public Defender's Office of 
Bannock County or the undersigned Conflict Public Attorney for the Sixth Judicial District 
of the County of Bannock, State of Idaho. Thus, the Petitioner is exempt from paying the 
estimated fee for the preparation of the record because the Petitioner is indigent 
pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 31-3220, 31-3220A and 1.A.R. 24(e). 
c. That the Petitioner/Appellant is exempt from paying any estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because he/she has been previously determined to be 
indigent and has been represented by either the Public Defender's Office in Bannock 
County or by the undersigned Conflict Public Attorney at all stages of the proceedings. 
d. That the Petitioner/ Appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because 
he/she has been previously determined to be indigent and has been represented by 
either the Public Defender's Office in Bannock County or the undersigned Conflict Public 
Attorney at all stages of the proceedings. Thus, there is no appellate fee as this is an 
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appeal in a criminal case pursuant to Idaho Code Sections 31-3220, 31-3220A and I.A.R. 
23(a)(8). 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules and Idaho Code Section 67-1410(1). 
6. Preliminary statements of the issues on appeal are stated below; however, the Petitioner 
reserves the right to supplement any additional issues on appeal. The issues to be presented 
upon appeal, are as follows: 
a. Did the Court abuse its discretion by denying the Petition for Post Conviction Relief? 
DATED this 2nd day of August, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document was delivered to the following parties or entities: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
624 E. Center 
Pocatello ID 83205-0050 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
POB 83720-0010 
Boise ID 83720-0010 
Stephen W. Kenyon 
Clerk of the Court 
POB 83720 
Boise ID 83720 
State Appellate Public Defender's Office 
Chief Appellate Unit 
POB 83720 
Boise ID 83720 
DATED this 2nd day of August, 2010. 
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Douglas K. Dykman 
Attorney At Law 
920 East Clark 
P .0. Box 4981 
Pocatello Idaho 83205-4981 
Telephone: (208) 237-8300 
Facsimile : (208) 237-8300 
E-mail : dykman@qwestoffice.net 
State Bar No. 3926 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_____________ ) 
Case No. : CV-2009-4213-PC 
MOTION TO APPOINT 
APPELLATE DIVISION 
COMES NOW, the Petitioner/Appellant, Monte G. Hoffman, by and through his attorney of 
record, Douglas K. Dykman, in the above-entitled matter, and hereby motions the Court to enter an 
Order as follows: 
The above-named Petitioner respectfully requests that the Court enter an Order appointing the 
State Appellate Division to assist the Petitioner with his/her appeal in the above-stated matter(s) and 
that the said appointment shall only be relative to the appeal proceeding for the following reasons and 
good cause: 
1. The Petitioner is currently incarcerated within the Idaho Department of Corrections. 
2. The issues to be presented in this case may be too complex for the Petitioner to properly 
pursue as the Petitioner lacks the knowledge and/or skill to represent himself. 
WHEREFORE, the undersigned attorney of record respectfully requests the Court enter an Order 
appointing the State Appellate Division to assist the Petitioner with his/her appeal. 
DATED this 2nd day of August, 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2nd day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
document was delivered to the following parties or entities: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
624 E. Center 
Pocatello ID 83205-0050 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
POB 83720-0010 
Boise ID 83720-0010 
Stephen W. Kenyon 
Clerk of the Court 
POB 83720 
Boise ID 83720 
State Appellate Public Defender's Office 
Chief Appellate Unit 
POB83720 
Boise ID 83720 
DATED this 2nd day of August, 2010. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTR1filt~~~~i~ouRr 
COUlH C1F l, l1 ?E M.S 
STATE OF IDAHO, 11\1 AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
20\D AUG I 3 A q: 2 \ , 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, ) 
) 
Petitioner-Appellant, ) Supreme Court No. 37938-2010 
) 
Vs. ) 
) CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) OF 
) APPEAL 
Respondent-Respondent. ) 
) 
__________ ) 
Appealed from: Sixth Judicial District, Bannock County 
Honorable Judge Robert C. Naftz presiding 
Bannock County Case No: CV-2009-4213-PC 
Order of Judgment Appealed from: Order Dismissing Petition for Post Conviction 
Relief filed the 21st day of July, 2010. 
Attorney for Appellant: Douglas K. Dykman, Attorney, Motion to Appoint State~ 
Appellate Public Defender Pending. zc l'tlU T~O 
. 
Attorney for Respondent: Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, Boise 
Appealed by: Monte George Hoffman 
Appealed against: State of Idaho 
Notice of Appeal filed: August 02, 2010 
Notice of Cross-Appeal filed: No 
Appellate fee paid: No, exempt 
Request for additional records filed: 
Request for additional reporter's transcript filed: 
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Name of Reporter: NA 
Was District Court Reporter's transcript requested? Yes - hearings not from this 
appeal 
Estimated Number of Pages: 
Dated~~\\, -ZO\C) 
DALE~ 
Clerk of the District Court 
Douglas K. Dykman 
Attorney At Law 
920 East Clark 
P.O. Box4981 
Pocatello Idaho 83205-4981 
Telephone: (208) 237-8300 
Facsimile : (208) 237-8300 
E-mail : dykman@qwestoffice.net 
State Bar No. 3926 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent. 
Case No. : CV-2009-4213-PC 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDERS 
OFFICE 
BASED UPON, the Motion To Appoint Appellate Division, filed by the Petitioner/Appellant, 
Monte G. Hoffman, by and through his attorney of record, Douglas K. Dykman, in the above-entitled 
matter, and the Court having reviewed the same; and, for good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defenders Office is hereby appointed to 
represent the above-named Petitioner/Appellant with his appeal in the above-entitled matter(s) and 
said appointment will be relative only to the appeal proceedings. 
DATED this IO day of August, 2010. 
ROBERT C. NAFTZ 
Sixth District Judicial District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was delivered to the 
following parties or entities: 
Mark L. Hiedeman 
Bannock County Prosecutor 
624 E. Center 
Pocatello ID 83205-0050 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
POB 83720-0010 
Boise ID 83720-0010 
Stephen W. Kenyon 
Clerk of the Court 
POB 83720 
Boise ID 83720 
State Appellate Public Defender's Office 
Chief Appellate Unit 
POB 83720 
Boise ID 83720 
Douglas K. Dykman 
920 E. Clark 
POB 4981 
Pocatello ID 83205-4981 
DATED this Jil day of August, 2010. 
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[X] Hand Delivery Court House Box 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[X] Hand Delivery Court House Box 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
By: 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent-Respondent on Appeal, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_________ ) 
Supreme Court No. 37938-2010 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that the 
above and foregoing record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound 
under my direction as, and is a true, full, and correct record of the pleadings and 
documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho appellate 
Rules. 
I do further certify that there were no exhibits marked for identification or 
admitted into evidence during the course of this action. 
Il'J WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of said Court at Pocatello, Idaho, this --~a day o ~ -......-
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, 
Petitioner-Appellant, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Respondent-Respondent on Appeal, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_________ ) 
Supreme Court No. 37938-2010 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, DALE HATCH, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Bannock, do hereby certify that I 
have personally served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the 
CLERK'S RECORD to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
Molly Huskey 
Appellate Public Defender 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Idaho Attorney General 
Post Office Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF tmifBi~TE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BANNOCK 
MONTE GEORGE HOFFMAN, ) ....... 
= ) Case No. CV-2009-4213-PSi 
Petitioner, ) ~ 
-0 
) ,:;;;;;, 
vs. ) JUDGMENT a 
) IRCP58{a) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
supreme Court N -., '•-~ Respondent. "', :,<; ·-: 
Per this Court's prior decisions and the Memorandum Decision and Order of this Court 
! 
dated July 10, 2010, the petition for post-conviction submitted by the Petitioner is hereby 
dismissed in its entirety with prejudice. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this f 9 day ofMarch, 2012. 
Copies to: 
Mark L. Hiedeman/Jared W. Johnson 
Douglas K. Dykman 
Notice of Intent to Dismiss 
Re: Peritionfor Post Conviction Relief 
Case No. CV-2009-4213-PC 
ROBERTC. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
STATC: OF IDAHO } 
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